
CHAPTER XXVI.

MISCELLANEOUS PRINCIPLES.

THERE are numerous decisions under the Mussulman raw
regarding the rights of creditors against the estate of a deceased
Mahommedan. By way of illustration I give here a few references.
It has been held that under the Mahoininedan law, a decree against
one heir of a deceased debtor cannot hind the other heirs.(1) It
has been further laid down that under the Mahommcdan law, the

estate of an intestate descends in its entirety, together with all
the debts due from and owing to the deceased. The creditor of an
intestate Mahomme(jan must, therefore, enforce his claim against
the estate in a suit properly framed for the purpose. Such a suit is
properly framed if all the persons in P ossess ion of that particular
portion of the estate, wiuch it is intended to charge, are n'idc
pa rties to it. The right of a Mahomim'dan heir claiming the
property of his deceased ancestor, who died indebted, is a right of
representat i on only, and except as representat i ve he has no right
to the property WloLtSOeVer.(2)

The creditor of a deceased Mahioinmedan cannot follow his
estate ilIt() the hands of a bona fide purchaser for value, to whom
it has been alienated by the heir-at-law, whether the alienation has.
been by absolute sale or by mortgage. But where the alienation

made during the pendency of a suit in 4ov-hiclt the crernb.ta ins
a decree for the payment of his debt out of the assets of the estate
which have come into the hands of the heir-at-law, thp alienee will
be held to take with notice, and be affected by the doctrine of li
pendens.(3) The debts of a deceased Mahommedan are not a charge

(1) Sthi LVath Doss v. Roy Luch/utiput Sinqh, 11 C. L. E.. 268 .l,anrn.theranissa. itihi V. Roy Lufcliuiee j.ut .'iny/ [ 1 8781, I. L., 4 Cal., 142 ; S. c.,2 C. L. H., 223.
(2) ibid.
() Thzaya Il('SSCjfl V. Dooli Chnsd [1881. I. L.. 4 Cal., 462; s. r., L. H.,

5 1. A., p. 211 ; Land Mortgage Bank v. .Roj 	 ieknijnt Singh, 8 C. kR., 447.
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upon the estate which gives the creditor a priority over all persons.
who after his death purchase or take -a mortgage of his estate.(1)'

The Calcutta High Court has held that when a creditor of a
deceased Mahonamedan sues the' heir iA possession, and obtains a
decree against the assets of the deceased, such a suit is to be looked
upon as an administration-suit., and those-heirs of the deceased who
have not been made parties cannot, in the absence of fraud, claim
anything but what remains after the debts of the testator have been
paid. (2) This view, however, has been dissented from by the

AUahabad High Court, which has held that upon the death of a
Mahommedan intestate the ownership of his estate devolves.
immediately on his heirs, and such devolution is not. contingent
upon and suspended till the payment of his dehts.(3) A decree
relative to his debts, passed in a contentious or non-contentious
suit against only such heirs of a deceased Maliommedan debtor as
are in possession of the whole or partof his estate, does nothind the
other heirs who, by reason of absence cr other cause, are not in
possession, so as to convey to the aution-purchaaer, in execution
of such a decree, the rights and interest of those heirs who were
not parties to the decree.(4)

According to Mahommedan law, a gilt made in contemplation
of death, though not operative as a gift., operates as a legacy. Ordi--
narily it coaveys to the legatee property not exceeding one-third
of the deceased's whole property, the remaining two-thirds going
to the heirs. In the absence of heirs, a will carries the whole pro-
pety.(5)

It has been held that the consent given by heirs to a testa-
tor's will before his death is no assent at all ; to be valid, it must

(1) 8cc Bazayei IIosein v. Dooli C/wnd [1S7S]. L. R.,5 I. A., 211 s. C., I. L.,
4 Cal., 402; Land Moriqage Bunk v. Blilyadhari Dasi, 7 C. L. li., 460.

(2) See aLso MnICijan v. Ahmed .-Illy. I. L.. 8 Cal.. 370, and .4rnir Dn1hi
v. Baij Nath Singh 118941, 1. L. 21 Cal., :;i 1.

(3) PirlIzi Pal Singh v. ilussaini .10!? (18821. T. 1.., 4 All., 361 ; Ja/ri.
Reg-um v. Antir Muhammad Rho, [1 S8}. 1 1... 7 .'tJI., 822.

(4) Ibid.
(5) .Ekin Ikbce v.... .hru/ . ill. 1 \V '.. 1'2. With regard to thc invalidity

of Wills divesting heirs of licjr right. of inheritance or made without their consent,
see the following :—Jnnlrsno,,dd,e,! Ahmed v. Ho.ssain .411, 2 W. R. Mis., 49
Qadir AU Klan v. NowRha Begum, 2 Agra, 151 : Malioincd .3Iud,,n v. Khode,-nn.
neaa ali'ts Khookee Bihee, 2 W. IL 181 Mnhamrnad v. Imarnuddin, 2 Born., 53,
2nd Ed, 50; Abedoonflj88c Khatoon v. Ameeroonnjsea Ka1oon, 0 W. R., 257.
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be given after the testator's death.(1) This must be confined,
however, to persons subject to the Hanafi Law.

A Mahoinmedan testator, who died in 1861, by his will left his
property in equal four shares to his second and third sons, V and
E, to the lawful son (f any) of his eldest son M and to his (the
testator's) brother A. His eldest son Al he disinherited. He
directed that the property was not to be divided until V and E had
attained the age of twenty, and as to the share of the lawful son
of M it was to be held in trust until such son should reach the age
of twenty. At the time of the testator's death no son of M was
living. Shortly after his death, a son was horn to M, but he lived
Qnly a few months. The testator's brother A was appointed exe-
cutor of the will. In 1878, V and E sued the executor A and his
son  for an account and division of the property, and by a consent
decree passed in 18811881 three-fifths of the property were given to V
and E, and the remaining two-fifths to A and S. The estate was
duly divided in accordance with the decree, and the parties got
possession of their respective shares. In February 1884, another
son was born to M, and in May 1884 the infant brought this suit
by his father and next friend, claiming to be entitled, on his attain-
ing the age of twenty, to one-third of the property received by V
and E, Under the consent-decree. it was held that the plaintiff
could not recover, not having been in existence at the date of the
testator's 'death. (2) It is submitted that the principle is laid down
here much too broadly, for under the Mahommedan Law if the
devise is first to a person in existence and then to a person not in
existence it is valid.

A Mahommedan testator directed by his will that his immov-
able estate should not be divided or alienated by any of his heirs,
and that his executor should appropriate the net income, according
to a schedule annexed to his will, among certain specific persons
divided into two classes, viz., those who took and those who did
not take by inheritance. It was held that the intention of the
testator was to endeavour to prevent any partition of the estate

(1) Nusrul All v. Zejnunnjssa, 15 W. R., 146; Cherachom Vittal Ayi8lui
•Kel(j Umah v. VaZia Pad lake! BiaThu Umah, 2 Mad., 350.

() Abdul Cadur Haji Mahomed v. Turner (Official Assignee) [18841, I. L,
9 Born., 158.
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and not to convert his heirs-at-law into mere annuitants taking
grants from him. The executor held the estate in trust to

pay the profits in certain defined shares to the heirs, and his
representatives could not plead adverse possession against them
so as to bar their claims by lapse bf time.(1)

(I) Khajoorunni8sa v. Rolre,nunn.isaa. 17 W. R., 190.



CHAPTER XXVII.

THE LAW OF WILLS (SHAFEr DOCTRINES).

SECTION

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The	 THE power to will .is vested in everybody, Moslem or non.
powerof
devisina	 Moslem, without distinction of sex, who is sus juris, possessing
by will '

	

	reason, who is free, and, " according to the Shâfei doctrines,"
not labouring under the inhibition of imbecility.

The power is not given to an alien, to a person in an un-
conscious state, or to a minor, though a jurist has maintained that
this prohibition should not extend to a minor, who has attained
the age of discretion. According to some jurists, the will of a
bondsman is not valid unless he had been liberated after he had
made his will, and had died without having revoked the same.

Testamentary dispositiona in favour of the public must have
a lawful object ; thus a will cannot be made for the support of a
Christian church or a synagogue. A legacy in favour of one or
more individuals is lawful if the. person or persons designated are
capable of exercising the right of proprietorship. Thus, a legacy
in favour of a child en venue sa mere only takes effect on the two-
fold condition, that such child should be born alive, and that
the conception should have taken place before the disposition,
that is to say, that the birth should take place before six months
should have elapsed from the date of the will. If the birth
takes place beyond the period of six months, the child is

supposed not to have been conceived previous to the testamen.
tary disposition, at leact if the parents have not ceased to cohabit
with each other. In the opposite case, conception is admissible
for a maximum term of four years.(1) A will in favour of a

(1 X This doctrine is, however, not in force now see Mahjmedan Law, Vol.
fl p. 193
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5ondsman reverts to the master, unless he has been enfranchised
before the testator's decease. As for subsequent liberation,
followed by an acceptance on the part of the slave, the result
depends upon the question, whether the possession of the legacy
has been acquired or not before the death of the testator.
Testamentary dispositions in favour of anirnls are absolutely
void, whether the intention was expressed to constitute the
animal as proprietor, or whether nothing to that effect had been
mentioned ; but if a declaration has been made that the animals
should never want for necessary food, traditional doctrine admits
the validity.

• A legacy for the support of a mosque is legal, and even a will
in favour of a mosque," without adding anything else.. How-

ever, in this case, the disposition is Supposed to have been made,
not only for the support, but also for the embellishment of the
edifice. Moreover, a will ma y be made ;n favour of a non-Moslem, Wills In-
2ither subject to a Mahomniedan Sovereign or not, of an apostate, favour ot

and of one's own murderer. A legacy in favour of an heir can only
take effect with the unanimous consent of the co-heirs, pronounced
after the succession has passed. This consent is necessary even
if the co-heirs renounce the succession, and it cannot be given before
the death of the testator, as the dispos it ion is only rendered invalid
by the existence of co-heirs at the time of the deceaS3, and this
cannot be declared previously. A testamentary disposition, the
effect of which is to leave each heir his legitimate inheritatc.e, is
null and void; but there is no impediment against giving anyone
heir., by testament, any particular thing being the value of the

portion due to him by law. Only the act must be approved of by
the coheirs.

A person may lawfully devise the following objects
1. The usufruct of things that do not suffer in the course of

time.

2. The future fruit of a tree, the future young of an animal,
&c.

3. One of two objects, the legatee to take his choice.

4. An impure thing, provided is use is not prohibited by
law, for example a trained dog, the juice of grapes not meant for
fermentation, &c.
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A legacy worded as "one of my dogs," must be carried out -
by the heir giving any dog belonging to the defunct, and the dis-

position is null and void if the testator possessed none. A person,
who possesses many dogs among his property, may give away all
or some of them by 'will, even if the dogs constitute the major
portion of the heritage. If a person possess two drums, the one
a musical instrument for amusement, the other an instrument to
be used legitimately—for example, a war-drum, or a drum used
by pil grims, the bequest of ''a drum " without further particulars
would refer to tile latter. Furthermore, a special legacy of a drum
for amusement iS null and void, unless it can, at the same time, be
used for warlike purposes and pilgrimages.

SECTION 11.

RULES AS TO THE TIJJn1).

Testamentary dispositions should not exceed the third of the
property of the testatr; and such as have been made contrary to
the precepts of the law will be reduced to the allotted portion
upon demand of the heir or heirs. When, oil other hand, the
heir declares his approval of the (1isp()stIofl, it takes effect,, what-
ever the amount may be ; hut, according to one jurist, it is
then considered as a pure donation by the hei'.

The reduction is determined by cc'lleetil lg all the property
existing oil 	 day of the decease, or, according to others, oil
(lay the disposition is made. By the d ispoitjc,s to WILIUII effect
should be given out of the third are understood to be the fol-
lowing :-

(I) Gratuitous emancipation which is tobe effected upon time
death of the testator.

(2) Voluntary dispositions, such as wok/s and hibas, consti-
tuted during the' last illness.

(3) Payment of lawful debts.

In case all these should exceed the disposable third, the follow-
ing rules must be observed in the reduction :-

1st. When the testamentary disposition consis6 simply of a
direction to enfranchise slaves, Iota must be drawn in order to

t
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decide which of them should be deprived of his liberty in conse-
quence of the reduction..

2nd. When the testamentary dispositions consist of bounties
of different kinds, all are subject to a proportionate reduction.

3rd. When the dispositions include the liberation of bondsman
as well as other bounties, the portions available must first bedivid.
ed in proportion to the two categories of the legacy, and then the

same rule as we have mentioned in the 1st and 2nd clauses must
have effect.

A person, who is suffering from an illness froni which there is Marz-uE-
an apprehension of death, cannot make a valid disposition of more itiout.
than one-third of his available assets but if he recovers against
all hope, his dispositions cannot be impugned. If a })CFSOfl be
suffering from a slight illness involving no danger- to his life, he can
dispose of his property unrestrictedly and even if he dies unexpect-

cdl y during this illness his dispositions take their full legiti-
mate effect. This would not be the case if the death was the
natural result of the illness from which he was suffering, though it
be not considered of a dangerous nature, for tinder such circ it
stances it proves itself to have been mortal. In case of uncer-
tainty about the cliara('ter of the disease, it must be referred to two
b )etors, free and i rreproacl table. The fo l lowing are consid e red
by the law to be dangerous diseases :—colic, pleuris y , incessant
bleeding from the nose, chrome diarrlia, hectic fever, tlu corn-
mt'ncement of (even partial) paralysis, the vomiting of food
without its having undergone any change in the stomach, and
even vomiting in general if it is very bad and accompanied by
l" and effusion of blood, coidiival or intermittent fever, hut
not ague. ' ' The following ci rcumst, net's are assimilated  by 'our ' -
tloct.ruies to ni mit al diseases :--having bee" made prisoner
of: war by infidels who give no quarter, ; being in it routed army
cur ps, assailed by (lit' (onqiteror ; having been condenined to dent It
ill retaliation, or to be stoned to death being in a vessel during it
t orni, or in a rough sea a woman undergoing great labour-pains,

he it before or after confinement, as long as the fwtus has not
severed the nicnilr,tn'.'

Testamentary dispositions are formulated tInts :'•' I leave
to him such or suht thing,' ' ' ' Remit it to him," ' ' Give it to hint
after my death," " I make it his," " It shall be his after my

AA, ML	 45
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death," but in saying only, "It is his," not a legacy but 
an

avowal is pronounced. On the contrary, if it be said—'' It is his
in my succession," itisa valid testamentary disposition. " Tes-
tamentary dispositions can be formulated in another manner, which,

though not so explicit, equally indicates the last will, for example,

Legacy.a written statement containing the will given to the witnesses.''
favour of

in	
A legacy in favour of a class of people, as for example, "the

poor " need not be accepted expressly, but the decease of the
testator renders it irrevocable; while, on the contrary, a legacy in
favour of one or two specific people must be formally accepted by
them. This acceptance, like the repudiation of a legacy, cannot
take place during the testator's lifetime, and it is, even, not cus-
tomary that the legatee should declare his wish immediately upon
the testator's decease. A legacy becomes null by the p

re-decease
of the legatce; if he dies after the testator but before having
a-ccepted the legacy, the right of acceptance devolves upon his heirs.
As regards the question, svhieri does the Property become the
legatee's, some jurists consider he becomes entitled to possession
immediately iIJ)or1 the death of the testator, provided lie accepts
the legacy ; others maintain that he only becomes the proprietor
upon accepting it ; others, again, hold that previous to the accept-

alice the legacy is suspended but that the legatee is the actual
possessor from the titiie of the testator's death if he accepts, other-
wise the heirs are presumed not to have lost Possession thereof.
The three different doctrines we have enunciated on the subject of
legacy between decease and acceptance, also exist with regard to
fruit and to earnings realised by a bequeathed bondsman as well as
with regard to other expenses, such asi lie support of a boudsiiiari
and the money to be paid to him for observing a fast. According
to the authors, who admit that a legacy remains suspended until the
legatee has accepted or rejected tile same, lie must, nevertheless
provide for the temporarir support, of the bondsman or of the animal
bequeathed.

SECTION III.

THE LEGATEES.

If a person were to bequeath " a sheep from my flock," the
disposition will be void if the testator possessed no flock of sheep;
but if he had said "a sheep from my inheriti.uce," i-i case the
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testator should leave no sheep, one must be bought and given
,to the legatee:

A legacy in favour of " the child of which a certain woman is Constitu.
,enceinte," devolves upon the two children if she gives birth to on of a
twins ; and upon the child born alive, if she gives birth to twins of
which one is still-born. If, oil 	 contrary, the' testator added,

if it be a boy," or " if it be a girl," the birth of twins, if one be
a boy and the other a girl, renders the disposition null and void.
The 'legacy call be claimed by the boy exclusive of the girl,
should the testator have added, " if she bears a boy." Finally,
legacy worded thus is also valid, "in case the woman in question

should give birth to two twill boys ;" and the heir can, under these
circumstances, give the bequeathed object to one of the children
according to his own choice.

A legacy in favour of a person's '' neighbours " extends to
forty houses in four different quarters a legacy in favour of

learned men " includes all those who study law, that is, the
Koran, the traditions of the Prophet and jurisprudence. But it
(hoes not extend to simple readers of the Koran, to men of letters,
interpreters of dreams and doctors, nor, according to post jurists,
to theologians, properly speaking. This archaic rule, however,
has been co ! isid'rah1v modified in recent times.

A legacy in favour of the poor also implies the indigent and Legacy in
vice versa ; in both cases, the leg

	

	 favour ofmust be divided into to the poó.
equal portions—one for each class, provided it consists of at least
three persons. The testator may, also, bequeath to one of the
Persons of the category in question, more than to the others who
have the right; while, according to " our " doctrines, a legacy " to
such a p3rson and to the poor," results in the person designated

• not reciving more than one separate portion, however little that
portion may be, so long as there is some value. Only the person
mentioned must not be entirely excluded.

One may also bequeath not only to a certain category of
People without indicating the number of individuals of -which it
is composed, for example " to the Ahides" (the descendants of
the Caliph Au), but also to a fixed number, for example, " to three
persons " of a certain category, and " to the relations " of a
certain person. Regarding this latter form of legacy, it must be
remarked that it implies all the relations even the most distant,
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excepting relations in the direct line, be it ascendant or descendant.
However, the relatives on the mother's side are not understood in

• the testamentary dispositions made by the Arabs in favour of
_--rlations " unless specially mentioned. In order to find out the-

49 relatives" of the person favoured by the testator—you must take
the nearest ascendant, and this person's descendants remaining in
the tribe, are those the testator must be considered to have had in

view. If, on the other hand, the testator used the expression, "the
nearest relatives " the distinction applies also to the direct line,
always providing that the son takes precedence over the father,
and the brother over the paternal grandfather, but beyon d these
exceptions the law gives no preference under these circumstances to
either sex. The father and mother, sister and brother are all equal
participators in the legacy, and even the son of the daughter takes
precedence over the agnatic great-grandson. A legacy in favour
of a person's own relatives (akriba), does not include the rightu1
heirs.

What may	 One can beque.th the usufruct of a house, as well as the
be be-	 lease of a shop. The sale of a thing, the usufruct of which to the
queathed. extent of one-third has been bequeathed for a limited period of

time, has the same consequences as the sale of any other object;
but a perpetual usufruct may not be sold unless 'to the legatee.

A 'person may legitimately direct his heir to make, or to cause
to be made, a voluntary pilgrimage which he himself intended to
undertake. In this case, the heir must pay the journey to Mecca,
from the station. fixed by the law, unless the deceased mentioned
any special town whence the pilgrimage should start. As regards
the obligatory pilgrimage neglected 'by the deceased, this act of
devotion falls to the charge of the bulk of the property; though,
if the testator has enjoined the heir to bear the costs either from
the bulk or from the disposable third, his last will must be regard-
ed. If the deceased expressed no wish on this point; the charge
imposed upon the heir to accomplish the neglected compulsory
pilgrimage, falls upon the bulk, although some hold that it must
come out only of the disposable third; but in every case this.
charge relates to 'the journey commencing from the station fixed
by the law. Any person, though he be not one of the family, can
make the necessary pilgrinlage on behalf of the deceased, without
any express mandate from him
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The heir must also take upon himself the discharge of pecu-
Iliary liabilities for expiations fixed by the deceased, the fulfilment
of which had been neglected. With regard to other expiations, the

heir may, according to his own chàice, give food or clothing to the
poor, if necessary, and even enfranchise a bondsman. In any case,
.and whatever be the nature of the expiations, the heir can fulfil
it at his own cost if the inheritance be not adequate, and it counts
equally as an act of the deceased. If the expiation is made by a

person other than a member of the family; the conditions are the
same as regards the distribution of food and clothing,'but not if the
'expiation cDnsists in enfranchising a bondsman. The soul of the'

deceased is benefited by alms and pious invocations made on his
'behalf, whether they be offered by his heirs or any other persons.

A testamentary disposition is wholly or partially revocable. Revocation.
It may be revoked :-

1. Verbally, for example, by pronouncing the words "I can..
eel the will," ''I annul it," ''I revoke it,"	 renounce it," or
"the thing which I have bequeathed, shall nevertheless be my
heirs."

2. By the fact of having disposed of the bequeathed object,
by sale, enfranchisement, marriage, gift, or by pledging it, even
if, in the two latter cases, the seisin by the donee or the creditor
has not taken place.

3. By a charge imposed in a later will upon the heir to
dispose of the object bequeathed in any manner mentioned in
:para. 2.

4. By the order to sell the thing bequeathed, by putting it
up for sale, even if unsuccessfully, or by the fact of mixing other
objects with the thing which has been bequeathed. If a parti-
•cular kind of wheat is bequeathed and it is mixed with some other
wheat, that very fact is sufficient to constitute an ademption even
though the wheat added to the heap is of a superior quality. But
if it be of equal, or inferior quality, the fact of having" it

with the first 'wheat, does not constitute a revocation of the b-
quest. Revocation also results from the following facts :—frona
.having ground the bequeathed wheat, having sown one's field
'with it, having made the bequeathed flour into bread, having spun
the cotton bequeathed, having woven the threads bequeathed,
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having made a bequeathed piece of stuff into a shirt, having built
or planted upon bequeathed ground.

The Prophet has introduced the custom of appointing testa-'
Executor. mentary executors, to take charge of the payment of the testator's

debts, of the execution of his last will, and the guardianship of his
infant children. An executor must be a Moslem, sui juris, pos-

sessed of full reason, free, irreproachable and capable of the
charge entrusted to him. A non-Mcslem subject of a Mussulman
prince may be appointed executor by a co-religionist ; nor is blind-

ness any cause for incapacity.

The law does not exact that the executor should be of the
Mother ?It male sex the mother of the infant children ought to be considered

appoint-
ed guardian more capable of bringing them up than any other person.
of her	 An executor must be deposed for notorious bad conduct
children.

this principle applies also to a Judge, but not to the Head of the

state.
This right of appointing an execut6r to undertake the payment

of debts and the execution of the last will of the testator is accord-
ed to all Mussulmans of age, possessed of understanding and,
free ; but the right of vesting the executor with the guardianship
of young children, belongs exclusively to the person who is their

ermva-	 legitimate guardian. An executor cannot in his turn appoint by
tive cxc-..
cutorship. will a person to replace him after his own death, unless such power

had beenbeen given him by the prinlary testator. Nothing presents
the nomination of two executors to succeed one another : this can
he done by the words, " I make you niv testamentary executor
until the majority of my son," or ' ' until the arrival of Zaid and

then my son," ' ' or Zaid will take charge of this will." On the
other hand, a testamentary executor cannot he appointed to the

guardianshin of the children, during the lifetime of their paternal
grandfather, their natural guardian, if lie is capable of undertaking

the guardianship.
It is prohibited to give the executor the power of making a

contract of marriage for the son of the deceased during minority
or to represent the daughter of the deceased in a similar contract.

The words by which an executor may be appointed are :-" I

nominate you my testamentary executor, " " I entrust my affairs

to you,' etc. ; but there is no impediment agai!mst adding a sus-

pensive condition Besides this, the dut y with which the executor
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is being charged must be clearly defined, for if nothing more is
said than, " I nominate you my executor, " the disposition is
void. The nomination of an executor has no effect before the
duty has been accepted, and this acceptance must take place
during the testator's lifetime.

If the testator has appointed '-' executors, neither of them
can act without the assistance of the other, unless the power has
been formally given to him. The testator can revoke the noniina-
tion at any time, and the executor can renounce it even after
acceptance if he think fit. Upon an infant attaining majority, an
executor charged with the guardianship must give an account of
his administration, and in case of difference the law presumes in
favour of the executor's words, if the question concern the minor's
maintenance. On the other hand, the law presumes in favour of
the latter if the dispute relates to any sum which the executor
maintains he gave to his ward after he attained majority.
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THE LAW OF PRE-EMPTION (SHIJFA'A.)

SECTION L

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Meaning	 The right of pre-emption or Shv/d'a means the right possessed
of the word by one person to acquire a property sold to another in preference
Shufá'a. to that other by paying a price equal to that settled, or paid by the

latter; and in the Mahommedan system owes its origin to motives
of expediency and a desire to prevent the introduction of a stranger
among co-sharers and neighbours likely to cause inoonvenience or
vexation.

The Sunni Hanafi Law of Pre-emption was introduced in
India with the Mahommedan Government, and in certain places
it has become a part of the lex loci.; for example in Behar, (1) parts
of the Punjab and the United Provinces, both Hindus and M' -
medans are entitled to claim the right of pre-emption. And so
well-established is that right, that it is almost invariably recorded

in greater or less detail in the village-administration- papers called
the Wajib-ul-Arz.

In other places the right depends on custom. Generally
speaking in Lower Bengal the right is confined to Mahommedans,
but in some places Hindus and Christians have exercised the right
of pre-emption.

Hanaft	 It applies only to immovable property, whether held jointly
Law. or separately, and whether capable of partition or not, and comes

into operation when the property in respect of which the right
is claimed is transferred for a consideration.

To entitle a person to claim the right of pre-emption, the
milkiat or proprietary interest in the property on which he bases
his right must be in him, but it is not necessary that he should

(1) See Fakir Bawot v. Emam Bulch8h, B. L B. Supp. Vol., p. 35.
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be in actual possession of it.(1) Thus a tenant(2) or a mortgagee
or a mere bencimidc'r is not entitled to pre-emption on any of the
grounds recognised by law.

A, Hindu widow, however,. holding a life-estate and not in
pssession of land merely in lieu of maintenance, represents the full
estate, and her possession carries with it the right to pre-empt.(3)

It. is not a right of "re-purchase" either from the vendor
or from the vendee involving any new contract of sale; but it is
simply a right of substitution entitling the pre-emptor by reason
of a legal incident to which the sale itself was subject to stand in
the shoes of the vendee in respect of all the rights and obligations
arising from the sale under which he has derived his title.(4)

• It does not, therefore, take effect with regard to property Property
which has devolved by right of inheritance, or which has been in respect
received in gift without any consideration or as a legacy.(5) Nor
d it is en.

oes it arise in respect of property bailed to another or given in forceable
lieu of services rendered or to be rendered, or by way of a reward,
or as a compensation for khuld, or as a dower to a wife. In other
words, when a woman conveys a property to her husband in con-
sideration of his granting a divorce, or which a man conveys to a
'Wife in consideration of marriage, no right of pre-emption arises
'thereto. Similarly, if a man were to marry without settling on the
wife any dower and after the marriage were to settle on or convey
to her a property in lieu of dower, there would be no right of pre-
-emption. When a property is conveyed to a wife in discharge of the
dower-debt, there is also no right of, pre-emption. But when'
.a house is sold to a third person in order to enable the husband
to satisfy with the proceeds thereof the dower of his wife,
'the right of pre-emption comes into operation.(6) The reason
of these rules is self-evident. The-wife conveying to the husband

(1) Sakina Bibi v. Amfran [1888], I. L:, 10 All., 472; Comp. BaniB1&z,1j,j-
.neZhat v. Mahal Bahadur Singh.[1887], I. L., 9 All., 480.

(2) Goomaa Sigh v. Tripolo Singh [1867], 8 W. R., 437.
(3) Muhammad YusuJ AU .Khan V. Vat Ktzar [1897], I. L., 20 All., 148.
(4) Gobimd ,Dayal v. 1nayatull7e [1 88Li], I. L., 7 All., 775, per Mahnicod, J.
(5) Comp. Amfr Ally v. Pearun, W. R., 1864, 239; liar Ijarain Fa,,4e v.Jlam Prasad Mi,r [18911, I. L., 14 All., 933.
(8) The decision in .Fida Ali v. Mozufler All [1882),.1. L., 6 A]]., 66, appears

to proceed on a wrong interpretation of the law.
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Circum-
stances
under
which the
right of
Pre-emp-
tion arises.

When the
right of
pre-emp-
tion arises.

and vice versd do not thereby introduce a stranger among
co-sharers or neighbours.

Nor does the right of pre-emption apply to leases in per-
petuity, however small the rent reserved may be.(1) Nor wiere
there has been no real and bond fide sale according to Mahomme-
clan Law-(2)

The right of pre-emption takes effect with regard to property
conveyed to another by virtue of a compromise of a claim. For
example, if a defendant were to compromise a suit by resigning

or making over a house to the plaintiff after having denied his
claim, or were to acknowledge i 

I 

t after having refused to accede to
it; the right of pre-emption would take effect in respect thereof.

It takes effect also in respect of property conveyed by a Mba-
ba-shart-ul-ewaz, when the settled consideration has been paid by
the transferee, for a hiba-ba-sliart-ul-ewaz is a sale in its effect. But
so long as the euaz has not passed there is no right of pre-emption.

The right of pre-emption arises only when the contract trans-
ferring the right of property from the vendor to the vendee has
become complete.(3)

A mere executory contract does not give rise to a right of pre-
emption. " Accordingly when a property is sold with a condition.
of option no right of pre-emption arises, for the power reserved
by the seller forms an impediment to the extinction of the seller'&
right of property and the right of shufd'a is founded and rests upon
the extinction of the seller's right of property as has been already
explained. "(4)

Nor does the right take effect in respect of a transfer made
under an invalid sale, for the transferor under such a sale main-
tains all his rights intact and, so long as he has not delivered the
property to the purchaser, can himself exercise his right of pre-
emption over the transfer of an adjacent property.

(1) Ram Gdam S-ng v. Nursing Sa1zoj [18751, 25 W. R., 43; Dewanianfla v.
Kazem Molla [1887], 1. L., 15 Cal., 184.

(2) Mohno Bibee v. Juggtirnath Cliowdhry, 2 W. R., 78.
(3) Soo,,der Koer v. Lalla Rughoobur Dyal, 10 W. R., 246; Bukhsha AU v.

T,Jas All, 20 W. R., 218.
(4) When the buyer or seller repudiates the sale, the Calcutta High Court

has he4d that there can be no right, of pre-emption; O)heooanis8a V. Ra(am AU,
W. B., 1804, 210.
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Accordingly, the right of pre-emption does not arise in
respect of a property transferred under an invalid sale either before
or after the vendee has obtained possession thereof, "because
before possession the house belongs to the vendor and his right of

property is not extinguished, and after possession there is still a
probability that the bargain may be dissolved since the law admits
the dissolution of a sale in case of invalidity."

But when once the vendor's right in the property transferred
under an invalid sale has been extinguished and the title has
vested in the vendee, he is entitled to exercise the right of pre-
emption.

The right of pre-emption again accrues only when a complete
transfer of the right title and interest of the transferor has taken
place 2nd not where there is a mere agreement to sell or transfer,
or where the transfer is only fictitious or, as already stated, the
sale is invalid. The question whether the transaction amounts to
a complete transfer will be determined on the basis of the
Mahommedan Law and not of the Transfer of Property Act.(l)

As a corollary to the above principle it follows that no
right of pre-emption arises in respect of property leased in
perpetuity(2) or mortgaged even, though by a conditional sale
until foreclosure of the equity of redemption.(3)

Where one co-sharer mortgages his share in a certain When 
the

property none of the other sharers have any right of pre-emption right of
until the equity of redemption is foreclosed.(4)

	

	 preemption
accrues.

And where the transferor has delivered possession- of the
property and paid the consideration, although no sale-deed has
been executed, it has been held that in a suit for pre-emption the
Mahommdan Law would apply. (5)

The right of pre-emption is lost by the acquiescence of the

nt of thelinquisi" claimant in the sale. For example, when he has agreed to pur-
lit of p-
ptiofl.

	

	 (1) Nujin-un.Ni.sa v. Ajaib .4!i Khan [1900], I. L., 22 All., 343; Begam v.
Muhammad Y,,kuh [18941, I. L., 16 All., 344.

(2) Baboo Rum Golam Singh v. Nursing Sahai [18751 25 W B., 43; Dewa-
tuilullah v. Kaj'mmo11ci 118871, 1. L., 15 Cal., 184.

(3) Regain v. Muhanunad Yakith, supra ; Curdial .Mnnder v. TeL'narayen
Singh [1865], B. L. R., Supp. Vol., 166; B.C., 2 W. It., 215.

(4) Begam v. Mohammed YaJ.'ub, supra.
(5) Curd jut Murder v. Tekiuzrain Singh, B. L. R., Stipp.. Vol. 166, as C., 2

W. B., 215; see also 11 W. R., 282, and 6 B. L. B., App., 114.
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chase(l) or to a take a lease of the property from the vendee it
amounts to abandonment. In other words the person claiming
a right of pre-emption can expressly or impliedly relinquish
or waive his right, and once relinquished it cannot be asserted
again. (2)

Acquiescence with a knowledge of the sale would amount
to waiver. And, accordingly, where it was found that the plain-
tiff in a suit to enforce the right of pre-emption, whilst alleging
that the true consideration for the sale was less than the amount
stated in the sale-deed, made no communication to the vendor
after he became aware that a sale was being negotiated, nor made
it known to him that, while he stood upon his pre-emptive right,
he declined to pay the price stated in the deed, because it was
not the consideration agreed on between the vendor and the
vendee, it was held that he had waived his right. The plaintiff
was bound, instead of remaining silent, to communicate to the
vendor that he was prepared to purchase at the sale-price within
a reasonable time, that not having done so he must be taken
to have countenanced the completion of the bargain with the
vendee.(3) What -constitutes acquiescence is a question of fact.
Mere offer to take the property from the vendor paying him
the sale-price with a view to avoid litigation has been held
not to amount to acquiescence or waiver. So, also, if a pre-
emptor enters into a compromise with the vendee, or allows
himself to take any benefit from him in respect of the property
which is the subject of pre-emption ; he by so doing is taken to
have acquiesced in the sale and to have relinquished his right of

• pre-emption.(4)

But when once the right has vested in consequence 01 a
completed contract, the dissolution of the contract by the
vendor and the vendee by agreement or in exercise of the right
of rejection on discovering any defect would not destroy the
right of the pre-emptor to take the property for the price paid by

(1) See Toral Komhar v. Ac/thee [1872], 9 B. L. R., 253, s. c., 18 W. E,
-401 ; also 24 W. R.,.198; AbadBega,n v. mans Begam [1877], L L., I AlL, 521,
-wher it was held not to have been abandoned.

(2) Bhairon Singh v. Lanman [1883], I. L, 7 All., 23.
(3) Habib-un-Nj,a v. Barkat Au [1886], 1. L., 8 All., 275.
(4) Muham,ned .Naair-ud-din v. Abdul Baa9hn [18941 I. L., 16 All., 300;

-Muhammad Yunua Khan v. Muhammad Ynsuf [189711. L, 19,&R, 33g.
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the vendee.(1) For the pre-emptoris no party to the dissolution
by mutual agreement between the seller and purchaser, nor
can he be affected by the rejection of the vendee as he has no
control over the latter's action, and accordingly, when once
the right of pre-emption has Aon'te into existence, it cannot be
destroyed by the action of others,(2' but may be destroyed by
his own acts.

In order to debar a party entitled to pre-empt a sale from
exercising his right an opportunity to purchase must be given
when a definite agreement to purchase at a fixed price has been
entered into with a stranger.(3) The ordinar y law of pre-
emption is not applicable to compulsory sale' in execution of
decrees,(4) but wller a s'Ae 'is effected by the Collector ttnde
the orders of the Civil Court by private contract, the pre-

emptive rights of persons entitled thereto were not ousted.(5)

SECTION IL

PERSONS ENTITLED TO PRE-EMPT.

The Sunni Hanafi Law relating to the right of pre-emption
is the law in force in this country either territorially or by
custom. According to the HahafI Law three classes of persons
are entitled to claim the right of pre-emption, not simulta-
neously, but in succession to each other. And the right may be
claimed by one or more persons equally entitled to it.(G) 'It
appertains:—

(1) to the co-sharer in the property, called a shall-i -shank Persons
"pre-emptor by right of co-parcenary ;'	 entitled.

to pre-
(2) to a sharer in the rights and appurtenances, called a einpt.

slia/l'i-khallt,—" a pre-emptor by virtue of a right of easement
over the property sold." In other words, persons who have a
right of easement in respect of the property which forms the

(1) " Neither manhood, puberty, justice, or respectability of character are
conditions of pre-emption under the Mahommedan Law," 1 Agra, p. 236.

(2) Bhadir Mahomed v. Radha Churn Bol ja, 4 B. L. R., A. 0., 219.
(3) Kanhaj Loll v. Kafka Prasa4 [1905], I. L., 27 All., 670.
(4) Baijnath V. Sital Singh [1890], I. L., 13 All., 224.
(5)Kanhai Lall v. Kalka Pra8ad, supra.'
(6) Gureeboolla Khan v. Kebul Lail Miller, 13 W. R., 124.
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subject of sale,—to use the language of the Arabian lawyers are
cc sharers in the appendages," are next entitled to claim the right
of pre-emption;

(3) to a person whose property is contiguous to the subject of
the sale technically called a shufi'i-jdr, " pre-emptor by right
of vicinage."

The sha/I'i-sharik has a stronger right than the sha/i-i-khalIg
and so the latter has a preferential claim to the sha/I-i-jdr. In
other words, one who has actually a share in the property has a
stronger claim than a, person who has a mere easement over the
property. Similarly, a person claiming by right of vicinage
or proximity stands in an inferior position to one who possesses
a right of easement over the property sold.

In the case of Gurreebullaji Khan v. Kubul Loll Mitter(1) the
Calcutta High Court -,vith reference to the word shank said as
follows :---" The term sharIk cannot be restricted to cases in 'which
the parties enjoy the properties jointly. In the contemplation
of Mahomniedan Law those who occupy other houses in the same
mansion are regarded as partners together with the person, the

sale of whose share in a house gives rise to the question of pre-
emption."

A co-sharer has a right of pre-emption in large estates but
a neighbour's right is much more restricted.(2)

In the case of ChandKham v. Niamat K/ian,(3) the owner of a
piece of land, through which the land , in respect of which the right
of pre-emption was claimed received irrigation, was held entitled,
and correctly on principle, to a preferential right to purchase
against a mere neighbour. itt other words, the owner of a domi-
nant tenement is entitled to a right of pre-emption in respect of the
servient tenement and vice uersd, in preference to a person claiming
on the ground of vicinage. In the case of Ranc/tondus v. Jugaldas(4)
the Bombay High Court has held that the right of support is not an
appendage to property; it is merely included in the incident of

(1) 13 W. R. 124.
(2) See post, p. 722.
(3) (1869). 3 B. L. B., A. C., 296; S. C., 12 W. R., 162.
(4) [1809], 1. L., 24 Born., 414; Karim v. Pri ,yo Loll Bose [190], I. L., 28

All., 127.
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neighbourhood. And, accordingly, where A's house joined the
house in dispute towards the east; and B's house joined the house
in dispute towards the south and was separated from it only by a

all, B's house was subject to the easement of support in favour
of the house in dispute and A's house was subject to the easement
of receiving and carrying of' the rainwater falling from the roof
of the disputed house. A, as owner of the servient tenement, was
a " participator in the appendages " of the house in dispute, and,
as such, had a preferential right to purchase the house in dispute
over B, who was a mere neighbour.

A joint owner of a part of the property (such as a partner in a
particular room or in cistern or a reservoir in a field) has a supe-
rior right to one whose property is merely adjacent to that room or
cistern or reservoir. And his right is superior even to that of one
who is merely a neighbour to the entire property.

When a building situated in a private lane contains several
houses and one of these houses is owned by two persons, one of whom
sells his share to an outsider, the right of pre-emption appertains
first to the vendor's co-sharer in the house, then to the partners
in the building thereof, and next to the people in the street who
are all alike. " If all these give up their right it belongs to the
muidsik or cont'guous neighbour by whom is meant the neighbour
behind the mansion sold who has a door opening into another
street."

A house belonging to two persons is situate in a street which Righìt of
has no thoroughfare and one of the partners sells his share to a pre-emp-
stranger, the right of pre-emption belongs first to the partner in tion based
the house, then to a partner in a party-wall, then to all the people on vicinag
in the street equally, and then to the person whose house is
behind that which is sold.

A person having a right of way over the property sold has a
preferential claim to one who has only a right of water without
any interest in the site of the water.

So where a piece of land is sold over which one person has a
right of way and another a right to discharge the water of his house,
the former's claim is stronger.

Between neighbours, proximity to the subject-matter of the

claim gives the preference, for example, one who is nearest is pre-
ferred to one who is further off.
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If a house situated in a blind lane shut up at one end, com-
municating through another blind lane but of greater extent, hap-
pens to be sold, the residents of the short lane only are entitled
to the right of pre-emption ; whereas if a house situated in the
long lane were sold, the inhabitants of both lanes would be so en-
titled. The Heddya gives the reason of this thus: that the right
of egress and ingress in the short lane is participated only by its
own inhabitants; whereas the right in the long lane appertains
equally to the inhabitants of both, and therefore the residents of
both lanes are entitled to claim the house by the right of pre-emp-

Abandon-	 If the person who has a preferential right waives or relin-
menf,by one
pre-emptor. quishes his right or claim, the person next in order would be entitled

ito enforce his own right. For example, f a shaf i-i-sharrk abandon
his right of pre-emption, it would devolve, on one who is the holder
of a dominant tenement, and if he also give up his right it would
devolve on the sha/I"-jdr or neighbour.

The dr-i-rnuldsik or a person whose house is situated at the
back of that which is sold, has a better claim than other neighbours,
the reason being that his house is close to the living apartments of
the house sold.

But when the house sold is large consisting of several residences,
the right of pre-emption belongs to the person residing adjacent
to the house without any distinction as to the side on which he lives.

Similarly, if any portion of the premises is sold. The reason of this
is that when the house is large, consisting of several residences,
to insist on the proximity of the Hying apartments would be useless.

Right of	 When a house situate inastreet without  thoroughfare belongs
pre-emp	 to two persons, one of whom sells his share, the right of pre-emption
tion on 
the partbelongs, in the first place, to the other partner in the house. If lie
of neigh	 abandon his right, it would belong to the inhabitants of the street
bours. equally, without, any distinction between those who are contigu-

ous and those who are not, for they are all k'half Is in the way. If
they all surrender that right, it belongs to a muidsik or contiguous.
neighbour. If there be a lane leading from this street and without
any egress through it, and a house in it is sold, the right of pre-
emption belongs to the inhabitants of this inner lane because they
are more " specially intermixed " with it than the people of the
other street ; but if a house in the outer street were sold the right
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of pre-emption would belong to the people of the inner lane as well
as to those of the outer street, for the right of way possessed by the
residents in both happens to be eqñal. But were the lane open with
a passage through and a mansion in it were sold, there would be no
right of pre-emption except for the adjoining neighbour. Similarly,
where there is a thoroughfare, 'which js not private property, be-
tween two mansions (that is, when they are situate on opposite sides
of the way) and one of them is sold, there is no pre-emption except
for the adjoining neighbour. If the road be private property, it is
the same as if there were no thoroughfare. But when the people
residing in a particular street have no right to close it at any time,
in other words when it is a public thoroughfare, persons residing
on one side have no right of pre-emption in respect of any property
on the other side. The Allahabad High Court has held in accord-
ance with this principle that in order that two persons may become

Shafi 'i-khalts or persons having a right of pre-emption in virtue of
the common enjoyment of, e.g., a road, it is necessary that such
road should be a private road and not a thoroughfare. (1) Among

persons who are Shafi 'i-khalits by reason of being sharers in a right

of way all those who are sharers in such right of way have equal
rights of pre-emption, although one of them be a contiguous neigh-

bour.

When there are a number of persons entitled to claim a pro-

perty by right of pre-emption(2)' and some of them are absent, the
Kâzi will adjudge the property to those who are present; but if
the absentees appear subsequently and assert their claim, they,
would be entitled to their proportionate shares.(3) In none of
these cases it is necessary that the site should also be sold.(4)

It has been held that the right of pre-emption extends to agri- The right
cultural estates, and is not confined merely to urban properties or of pre-emp-
small plots of lands.(5) 'ind though the right founded on the basis tion extendsto agri-
of vicinage has been limited by the Courts in India to parcels of cultural

estates.

(1) Karim Bnlchsh v. Rhoda Bul.hsh, [18941. 1. L., 10 All., 247.
(2) See Moharoj Singh v. Lafla Beechak La!!, 3 W. R., 71.
(3) Camp. Sa1ijram v. Kali8hanfrar[19051, I. I., 27 All., 465.
(4) Zahar AU v. NtLr:Al', [1878], I. L. 2 All., 90.
(5) Edriin Bukh$h' v. Ru1nurJ4din AMaed 6 N. W., 377.

A, it
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laid and houses,( I) such a right founded upon actual co-paInary

has been held, to apply to villages or large estates.(2)

In Melio,nine(1 Hossein v. Mohsin Ali(3) the Calcutta High
Court distinctly laid down that though a neighbour could not,

under the Maliominedan Law, claim a right of pre-emption in
respectof a share in villages or large estates, a co-sharer undoubtedly
could, and that a nciglibour''s right extends only to houses,
ganlens arc I sinai I plots of Ian]

Tire Calcutta Higri ( 'ourt has als held that , when a Mehoni-
riierlarr co -owrler of a Iropert y sells his share to a Hindu, his cc- 'harers
have no right of pre-erription.(1) The reasunj rig of 

this decision is
fa r -fetched arid s)nleivhat, difflclt to follow ; arid it has been ex-
pressly dissented from by the , Allahahad High Court in Thij 11 Ic/run
Lull V A but JJ((S'safl K/mn, () in Which it was held that fit a case
where the pre -emptor and the vend >r are Ma i rornrndans, arid theA

to a 11011-

 pphica hle veridec a ?lo n-Mahoriirnedarj the Mah nrniedan Law is to be applied
AlosIvillto the matter in advertence to the terms of s. 24 of Act VI of 1871

(Tire Bengal Civil Courts Act). The , -learned Judges added further,
and it is submitted, correctly, that though tire Courts are not bound
to ad minister tire Mabonimedari Law in Cl aim-, for p re-eruption, yetOD. 

grounds of equity that lmv had always Leen adiriiriister'cd in
respect of such claims as betwe l lairori,nedans and it would
not he eq ui t a hlc that persons who were not Maliominedans but
who had dealt with Mahoimnedans in respect of property 11iOwing
the conditions and obligations under which the property was held,
should, rrierely by reason that they were, riot themselves subject to
the Mahorrmnie i r1 Law, be permitted to evade those conditions and
obligations.

(1) 1bd1 ,4in V. .A'hrtm'A (fr JIanid Ali, 8 Ii. L. R., A.  C., 63;Rjoo.c/z Korv. Aurjad .411, 2 %V.- 1., 2C1 	 Ghowd/iu#-y Joyul h'i./io,' Singh 
%-. 1'OO'q 'S'jr j/,,8 W. B., 41:1.

(2) See also Ooejnd Do,",l v. lnoyolullolr, 1. L. [1885], 7 All., 75 JIuflo,nm
5dHosse	 v. 11107,..1j1 jIll 18701, C 11. L It., 41; S. C., 14 W. It., I ii., 1; we ahlikiLoy Run Siw/wjt v. Rum Reat Row, 15 W. II., 225,	
o

(3) Supra, 8CC also Jhuyir Bul.'hsh v. Loll" 11h1L'r1 Loll (Irs l'ev;('w), 7 B.L. B., 24 ; Shaikh Karim Buk/v/t v, Xor jm . vd . dii, Ah,nv"2 118741. C N. W. 1 1 .Rep., 377; Abdul lkhi,n A'/jon v. Rhoroty Singh 118921, 1. L.. 15 All., 104.
(4) A'udrft(Ulj(gh v. Mohjj Mohun /iaha 118G9J. 4 B. L. R., F. B., 134.(5) 11885], 1. L., 7 Al!., 775.
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Where a pre-emptor by reason of the claim of other persons A pre-
entitled equally with himself to claim pre-emption is only entitled emPor

not boundto a certain portion of the property in respect of which he claims to frame
pre-emption and not to the whole of it, he is not bound to frame his suit

for wholhis suit for the whole of the property sold, but only for so much PrYC

as he would be entitled to, having regard to the claims of the if only en-
other pre-emptors.(1)	 titled to

Where a pre-emptor sued for possession, by right of pre-emp-
a share.

tion of certain property sold by one and the same sale-deed, claim-
ing as to one portion of the property sold under the Mahommedan
Law and as to another under the wajib-id-arz, and it was found
that he had by fls own acts or omissions disentitled hims•lf from
claiming that portion of the property to which the Mahommedan
Law applied, it was held that ho was not entitled to pre-emption
in respect of any portion of the property covered by the deed of
sale. (2)

SECTION III.

CONDITIONS ON WHICH THE RIGHT OF PRE-EMPTION DEPENDS.

There are two essential formalities the performance of both
of which is a condition precedent to enable a person to claim the
right of pre-emption.(3)

A person who intends to advance a claim based on the right
Of pre-emption in respect of property which has been sold to
another, must immediately on receivitig information of the sale,
express in explicit terms his intention to claim the property. The
intention must be formulated in the 8hape of a demand. No

express formula is necessary so long as the assertion of the right,
or what is called a demand is expressed in unequivocal language;
this is called talab-j-wjbat or immediate dem.aiul.(4)

In making this demand therp must be no delay on the part of
the pre-ernptor. -It must follow immediately upon the receipt of

(1) Abduflah v. Ama;jatulja)j [1899], L L., 21 All., 292.
(2) Mujibufl; V. 

fjmd Bibj and another [1898], L L., 21 All., 119,
(3) Jadu Sing V. Bajkumar [1870], 4 B. L R., A. C., 171.
(4) Ibid. See also Prokae Sing v. Jogaswar [1868], 2 B. L K, A. C., 12sud Jugdeo Sinjh V. .az& Saged A(Ji,ied A/zal, 8upra.
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the information. It has been held that any delay in mking this
demand on hearing of the sale defeats the right of pre-emption.(l)

It i not necessary, however, that it should be made in the

presence of witnesses.(2)
As already stated no particular formula is necessary, so long

as the claim is unequivocably asserted. Nor is it material in what

words the claim is preferred ; so long as they imply a claim they

are sufficient. " Thus," says the Ileddya, " if , a person were to

say ' I have claimed, my s/eu/a ' or ' I shall claim my s/eu/a' or 'I

do claim my shu;d,' all these are good, for it is the meaning and
not the style or mode of expression which is here considered."

Similarly, if he said ' I have demanded,' or ' I take the man-
ion by pre-emption,' or ' do demand pre-emption ' it would be

lawful."
But if he were to say to the purchaser '1 am thy s/eu/I' or

'pre-emptor,' it would be void. The reason of this distinction is

evident, as a mere statement of a fact does not OV1OCC any desire

on his part to avail himself of his right.

As the presence of witnesses is not necessary at the formulation

of this demand, the evidence regarding the performance of this pre-

liminary formality generally rests on the evidence of the

pre-emptor.
But the demand must be made after the sale has been complet-

ed. If made whilst negotiations are going on between the vendor

and the vendee it is of no avail.

(2) The second condition is that the pre-emptor should, with
as little delay as is possible under the circumstances, repeat before
witnesses his demand, (a) either on the premises in dispute, or (b)

tn the presence of the vendor or (c) of the vendee, calling on the the

witnesses to bear testimony to the fact.(3) This formality is called

tlab.i-ishtish-hdd or demand by invocation of witnesses.

As the right, to pre-emption is strictissimi juris, failure to per-

form the " demands " in accordance with the requirements of the

law would defeat the claim.

(1) Ali Muhammed v. Taj Muhan,med [187,6]. I. L., 1 All., 283; Jar/an
Khan v. Jabbar Meah [1884], I. L., 10 Cal., 383; se post p. 739.

(2) J94u Sing v. Raj Kurnar, supra.
(J) Mubarek Husain v. Kaniz Banu [1904], T. L., 2' All., 1€e1 Ganga

Ptaead v. Ajudmia Pra.w.d (1905) I. L., 28 All., 24
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This formality is insisted upon with the object of getting evi-

dence of the fact that the pre-emptor has really asserted his right.
It must be performed within a reasonable time and without any
unnecessary delay after the first demand. An unnecessary delay
i.1 the assertion of the second demand would defeat the claim.
The question of time or delay is one of fact, and would depend on the
circumstances of the particular case.(1)

In order to entitle the claimant, to perform t:e second demand 
Talabi_in the presence of the vendee it is not necessary that he'should be in ishtish-hdd.

possession of the property in respect of which the right is claimed.(2)
For the performance of the ceremony of Talab-i.js/ltjshhdd
the pre-emptor must take some witnesses with him to the vendor,
if the property sold be still in his possession, or to the vendee or

to the property which is the subject-matter of the claim. And
there, in the presence, of the witnesses, he must say to the following
effect" such a person bought such a property (sufficiently indicat-
ing the same) of which I am the s/ui/I; I have already claimed my
right of sJut/a and now again claim it, be therefore witness
thereof."

The Courts in India have held that at the time of making thir
Sleond demand t lie pre-eillptor should distinctly state that ho has
already made the talclb -i-mou .(1sjb((t(3) They have also held that
where certain persons claimed pre-emption in respect of a share
in an undivided village and proved that they made an immediate
assertion of their intention to pre-empt in the presence of witnesses
within' the area of the zemjncjarj to which the share sold belonged,
in the absence of any indication that the demand was not made.
bond fide, the demand of pre-emption vas a good demand made
"on the premises" within the weaning of the Mahommedan
Law. (4)

(1.) Ali JJmmh(lmnmad K/mn V. JIuh,i,nrnad .SUZd IIUSU Ui [1896], I. L., 18 All.,O9; ,Iarjcfa,m V. Latif .FIo&main, 8 B. L. R., 160.
(2) Rajjith Ali Chopdar V. Cha,uh Churfl Bhaddra [1890], 1. L, 17 Cal., 543

Abbai Begurn v. Il/zal JJmeajn [188], I. L., 20 All., 467 ; AU Afu/mmmad Khan
V- ldu/mmn,ad Said Husdain [1896), I. L.. 18 All., 309.

(3) Rajjnb AU Chopdar Y. Chandi Churn Bhaddra, BUpra; Mubara}7. Kamir Banu [1904), 1. L., 27 All., 160; Abba8j Begi,n V. Afaal 11u8a1fl, supra
Zamir Hu.,ain v. Dania 1/cm [1883), I. L. 5 All., p. 110.

(4) Wevni Bmbi v. Faqir .3lulmamnmad Khan, [189J] I. L, 18 All., 208
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Taab-i-	 These formalities may be observed by the claimant personally
ss/its8h-ha1 or by proxy.(l) It has also been held that the personal performance
(con	 of the talab . i-isht'ish-hdd depends on the claimant's ability to per-

form it. He may do it by means of a letter or a messenger or may

depute an agent, if he is at a distance and cannot attend personally.(2)
The law requires that the performance of the ceremonies must

he strictly established. But the course of decisions in India has
not been uniform in the application of the principle.

The pre-emptor must offer to pay the price that has been paid

by the vendee, or, if he considers the consideration alleged as not
real, must express his willingness to take the property for the actual
price paid for it.(3) But he is not required to tender the price at

the performance of either ceremony.

The right of re-emption, even where resting on custom is,
generally speakiig, co-extensive with the rules of the Mussulman
Law.(4) And unless it is proved that it is not customary to perform

both the talabs, the party claiming the right of pre-emption is

bound to comply with the requirements of the Mussulman Law.
But where it is customary not to perform either of the two
demands, even a Mahommcdan pre-cmptor is not bound to go

through all the forrnid1tie3.(5)

It has been sometimes held(6) that the demand must be in the

form given, in the Heddya, but that dues not seem to be a correct

view of the law ; what the law requires is that the demand must be

to that effect and no more.

(1) Syed Wajid All Rlian v. Lallcc Jfnunu'n J'ruaud [1860], 4 B. L. R., A.
C., 139 ; B.C., 12W. R, 484 ; I,nutnuddin v. (il)',1i B,bi [1870], 6 B. L. R,
167, note ; All Mniorninad Khan v. ii , 1iuFnnIad ,id Xiuin, sup a. Where the
property is in the charge of the Court of \Vaids, the malagr is entitled to per-
form the ceremonies ; Jadu Loll Sa/ju v. Ma!uirani ,Janki Koar P. C. 20th

March 1912.
(2) Lagu Prasad v. Debi Praaad [1880], 1. L., 3 All., 236 .ka,n, Dcik1eh v.

Jthuda Ba/dish [1894], I. L., 16 All., 247.
(3) Mujib-ullah v. Uined Ilibi [1828], j. L., 21 All., 119 Comp. Afdelmajid

v. Arriolalc [1907], I. L., 29 All., 618.
(4) Prokas .Singh v. JugcswarSingh [1868], 2B. L. R., A.  C.. 12 ; Jadu Singh V.

Rujl:umar (1870],4 B. L. 14., A. C., 171 All Mol,arnn,cd Y. Tuj 1!o1avrcnud [1890],

1. L., 1 All., 285; see also Ilarihar Deb v. Sheo Proshad [1884], I. L., 7 All., 41.

(5) Banulnlar Misocr v. Jhn 750/c Loll Miscr, 8 B. L. 14., p. 455 ; s. e., 17 W.
?., 265; aordhun Des Girdhurbhai v. J)arankar, 6 Born. A. SC., p. 203.

(6) Fakir Rawae v. E,nam Bukhsh, B. L. R., Supp. Vol., p 35; s. ., W. R.,

F. B., 143.
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But the talcth-i-ishtish-hid may be combined with the talab-i-
mowá,sibag, e.g., if at the time of the talab-i-mowdsibat, the pre-emp-
tor had an opportunity of invoking witnesses in the presence of the
seller or the purchaser or on the premises to attest the immediate
demand, it would suffice for both demands, and there would be no
necessity for the second.(1)

If the property was sold for a price payable at a distant period,
the claimant may either wait until then to pay the price and take the
property, or he may pay it immediately and take the property at
once, but unless the vendor had given any time to the purchaser for
the payment of the price, the pre-emptor cannot claim any respite
therefor.

The claimant by virtue of the right of pre-emption is bound to
pay for any improvement effected by the purcha' unless the im-
provements are detachable. In case of deterioration in the hands
of the purchaser, the pre-emptor is entitled to a deduction, unless
the deterioration has taken place without the instrumentality of
the purchaser, in which case the pre-emptor must pay the full value.

If a house has been sold in exchange for goods or effects, the
pre-emptor is entitled to take it for the value of such effects " for
effects are amongst the things denominated zát-ul-kdyim or things
which being estimable are compensable by an equivalent in money.
If, on the other hand, a maii sells a house for compensation in wheat,
silver or any other article estimable by measure or weight, the s/ia/I
may take it for an equal quantity of the same article, because these
are of the class of zdt-ul-jmsdl or things compensable by an equal
quantity of the same species."

If a piece of land is exchanged for another piece, the pre-emptor
of each piece would be entitled to take it for the value of the other
land "being of the class of zdt-ul-kdyim or things compensable
by an equivalent in money."

If the property has changed hands and is in the possession
of the vendee, the pre-emptor must take it on the price stated by
the purchaser to have been paid by him.

(1) [1869),4 B. L. R., A. C., 171; bu see S B. L. R., 456. Coinp. (1870),4 B. L. R, A. C., p. 130; 6 C. L. IL, p. 166; !unck Per87ied 2'l&vr vp) Thar [1884), I. I.., 10 Cal., XCUS.
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It is otherwise if the property is still in the hands of the vendor,
in such a case the consideration mentioned by him should be paid

by the pre-emptor.

ny abatement in the price made by the vendor in favour

r-	 Y of the purchaser would accrue to the benefit of the pre-emptor.
the vendor. But should the vendor, after the conclusion of the sale, remit the

whole of the price to the vendee, the pre-emptor would not be al-
lowed to avail himself of the remsion.

The reason of the distinction is that an abatement in the price
is connected \with the original bargain or sale and the pre-emptor
is therefore entitled to claim its benefit, whilst an entire remission
is unconnected with the transaction, and is more in the nature of a

subsequent gift.

Should the vendee, after the bargain is concluded, agree to an
augmentation of the price in favour of the seller, the pre-emptor
would not be liable for such increase, for his right is founded on the

original contract.

Similarly, if a house be sold for one price and afterwards an-
other contract be made in respect of the same house with the same
purchaser settling a larger price, the pre-emnptor is not prejudiced
by such augmentation, but is entitled to his right of pre-emption

for the price first agreed upon.

Period
	 the Mussulmn Law there is no fixed period within

limitation. which a pre-emptor, whose claim is not acceded to, should prefer

his claim called tlab-i-khtsinai or talab-i-tainlik in Court. Under

Schedule II of the Indian Limitation Act (XV of 1877) Art. 10,
however, the period of limitation for a suit to enforce a right of

pre-emption is one year.

If a suit is not brought within that period, the claim would be

barred.

SECTION IV.

Tar, PROCEEDINGS IN Couwr.

Where the claim to pre-emption is based either on custOm or

special agreement, the British Indian Courts have held that in
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order to assert the right, the vendor and claimant must both be
subject to Mahommedan Law.(1)

The Calcutta High Court has introduced a further qualifica-
tion. It has held that the vendee should also be a Mahommedan,(2)
which destroys the whole policy of the Mahommedan Law

The Allahabad High Court, on the contrary, has laid down, it is
submitted rightly, that in order to maintain the right, it as not
necessary that the vendee should be a Mahomtnedan.(3) It holds
as already stated that it would not be equitable that persons who
were not Mahommedans, but who had dealt with Mahommedans
in respectof prope.rty knowing the conditions and obligations under
which the property was held, should, merely by reason that they
were not themselves subject to the Mahommedan Law, be permitted
to evade those conditions and obligations.

When a plurality of persons belonging to the same category
are entitled to the privilege of pre-emption their rights are equal
without reference to the. extent of their shares,(4) e.g.; if A, B
and C ate co-sharers in 'a property, A's share being one-third, B'8
being half, and C's being one-sixth, and A sells his share to D, B
and C will become entitled to A's share in equal moieties.

A Full Bench of the Calcutta High Court has held that when
one co-sharer conveys his share to another co-sharer no otherco-

sharer if any, can have a right of pre-emption, the right of all being
equal, and the reason on which the right is founded being there-
fore absent.()

The Allahabad High Court has taken a different view and held
that. when there are more than two co-sharers and one'sells his

------------------------

(1) Dwarku Daa v. Eo8ajn Pkikh,,h [1878], 1. L., I All. 564 .l'oorno sS'inyh
V. flurry Chin-n. Sur,n ',h [1872]. 10 B. L. R., A. C., 117,-

131 (2) 
Sheik XadruluIjn.11 v. Jlal,ini 11ohaa. &Shaha [1869], 4 B. L It., A. C,,

(3) Br(jinohin V. Abdul ibsen. khan [1885], I. L., 7 All. 77.
(4) Moharaj &n9h v. Lalla B/zeei-1nL- Loll [1865], 3 W. R., 71. - lh the ss -of Abba. .41i v. Mazc, Ram [1888], I. L., 12 All., 229 a Division13ench of thAll ahabad High court held that under the Shiah Law, no tight 

ofpre-ehlFtioll
exists in the case of piopertv owned by more than two co-sharers. This view is
opposed to two other decisions of the same Court, and its coirectness is open to
question; fir,stly, on the ground that the Sunni Hanafi Law furnishes the guiding
rule in this country in cases of pre-eniption; and, secondly, that the Shifth Lawis by no niean g as explicit as has been assumed in this case.

(5) Loll. Z'owbv' bill-Y, L-r'lla Juiun Loll [1897), I. L., 4 Cal., 831.
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Effect of
a decree
declaring
the right.

share to another, the remaining co-sharers are entitled to take the
share sold in equal parts with the vendee co-sharer.

For example, if there are four c3-sharers A, B, C and D, and A
sells his share to B, C and D would he entitled respectively to one-
third of that share.

This view is undoubtedly in conformity with the enunciations
of the Mahommedan jurists. The principle is based on the follow-
ing ground.(l) As all the pre-emptors have equal rights against a
stranger, their rights are the same inter Se, and it would be unfair
to give preference to one sharer over the others. And any one
pre-emptor may pre-empt in respect of his specific share.(2)

But both Courts are agreed that where a co-sharer associates
a stranger with him in the purchase of a share, another co-sharer
is entitled to pre-empt the whole of the property sold, but it is not
obligatory upon him to impeach the sale so far as the co-sharer
vendee is ooncerned.(3)

Nor is the owner of a piece of land entitled to pre-empulon in
respect of a house standing thereon, when his right in the land is

wholly separate and distinct from the right in the house which be-
longs to another person with whom he has nothing in common.(4)

The pre-emptor is not bound to produce or tender the price
during the pendency of his suit. It is necessary, however, that he'
should tender the price to the buyer or deposit it in Court when
once the decree has been made in his favour. But a delay in the
payment of the' price does not defeat the right which under the
decree has become vested in the pre-emptor. It is usual, however,
for the Courts of Justice in India to fix a period of time
within which the price should be paid. If not so paid the right

drops.

The buyer is entitled to retain the property in spite of any
decree in favour of the pre-emptor until he has received the price.

When two or more persons are entitled to the right of pre-
emption in a particular property, each one of them can claim the

(1) Amir Haean V. Rah,rn Bukhsh [1897], I. L., 19 All., 466, 831.
(2) Abdulla v. Arnanatullali [1899], I. L., 21 All., 292,
(3) Manna Singh v. Rum Dhin Singh [1881], I. L.. 4 All., 252; b'arjas

v, Kanhya [1884], 1. L., 7 All., 118; Saligram Sing v. Ra&hubarVyal[1887]i
I. L., 15 Cal., 224.

(4) Per6adi Lail v. irahad Al,, 2 N. W. R., 100.
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property in its entirety. But when a decree has been made in
favour of two and one of them gives up his share, or even if with-
outa decree, one of the two pre-emptors surrenders his right after
taking possession of the property, the other does not become
entitled to , the share so given up or surrendered. In other words,
before the right has become effectuated by actual delivery of the
property by the buyer to the pre-emptor, or by the decree of the
Judge, each of several pre-emptors has a right, to the whole, and a
waiver by one gives to the other a right to the whole. But after
the right has effectuated as above, each one has a separate interest
and can surrender it to the buyer if he pleases, without giving any
right to his co-pre-empt.ors.

When a decree is made in favour of one who is entitled to the
right of pre-emption in the secwid or third degree and subsequent
thereto a person with a superior claim asserts his right , the latter
would he entitled to a decree for the whole by cancellation of the
first.

The pre-emptor has the option of inspection even after decree Option o
by Judge. ''If the Kâzi," says the Iiedá?ja, "were to make a Inspection,
decree in favour of the pre-emptor before he has seen the property
in dispute, the pre-emptor has an option of inspection and if any
defect be afterwards discovered in it he has an option from defect,
and may, if he please, reject it notwithstanding the purchaser
should have expected such defect from the bargain, or in other

words, should have exempted the seller from responsibility for such
defect." ''Because, as the transfer of property by right of shu/d'a
is the same as a transfer of property by sale, the pre-emptor has,

therefore, under both the above circumstances the power of rejec-
tion in the same manner as any other stranger, and this power in the
pro-emptor is not destroyed by the purchaser having seen the
property or having so exempted the seller, for he (the purchaser)
was not deputed by the pre-emptor, and his act of course does not
affect the pre-emptor's right." The validity of the objection taken
by the pre-emptor must, it seems, depend upon how far it is bond
fide, or made merely for harassing the other parties.

If the buyer has math any improvements in the prop.erty the Improve..

pre-emptor must either pay their value or cause them to be re- ments
made bymoved. But if he has grown a crop on the land, the pre-emptor the-buyer.
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must wait for its ripening, after which he, will take the land at the
full price.

Should the buyer erect buildings or plant trees upon the land
and a decree is xnadefor the land, the pre-emptor has the option
of taking the land together with the building or trees, paying the
value of. both or compelling the purchaser to remove them.

Deterio-	 When the property, which forms the subject-matter of dis-
ration. pute, deteriorates in the hands of the purchaser, the claimant is

entitled to a proportionate reduction in the price, unless the dete-
rioration has not been caused by the purchaser, in which case the
pre-emptor must either pay the whole price or resign his claim.

If the purchaser wilfully breaks down any buildings or struc-
ture, the pre-emptor may either resign his claim or may take the
area of land for a proportionate part of the original price, but he
is not entitled to the materials because they form now a separate
property, and are no longer appendages of the land, and the ' right
of pre-e.nption extends only to the land and to things so attached
to it as to be appendages.

When any portion of a house or garden is destroyed by ac-
cLIent or natural causes, the pre-einptor has tIre option of either
resigning the whole or taking it., paying the full price, it is other-
wise with land, and if a portion thereof is diltiviated the pre-emp-
tor may take the remainder, paving a proportionate price there-
for. The reason of this distinction is said, to be that a house or
garden is a mere appendage to land, whereas land is the real sub-
ject to which a right of pre-emption appertains.

When a person after his purchase pulls down the buildings,
the pric3 is to be divided according to the value of the buildings
as they were while standing and the value of the cleared space, and
the pre-emptor is to take the land at so much of the price as cor-
responds to the latter.

If the buildings are burnt down or swept away by an inunda-
tion so as to leave nothing in the hands of the purchaser, the pre-
emptor must take the site at the full price. In other words, the
purchaser is not damnified by loss occasioned by what in English
law would be called " an act of God."

Any intermediate dealing by the buyer with the property is
voidable at the instance of the pre-emptor, for example, if the
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purchaser disposes of the subject of the claim, such sale is void so
far as the pre-emptor is concerned. If the pre-emptor has,. after
obtaining possession of the property, made any improvements in
it by erecting buildings, planting trees and so forth, and if it be
proved that the land belonged to some person other than the ven-
dor or vendee, in such a case the pre-emptor is entitled to recover

back the price paid by him from whomsoever he had taken the
property, and is at liberty to remove what was done by him uprni
the property or land in question, but he cannot recover from
either party the value of the improvements made by him.

The right of pre-emption may be relinquished either expressly Rein-quishment
or imphedly.	 of the

The pre-emptor may expressly forego the right of pre-emption, right.

with or without any compensation.

Implied relinquishment depends upon inferences deducible
from his conduct. If he omits without any sufficient cause to per-
form the demands after learning of the sale, the inference is that he
has abandoned his right ; and the law, therefore, holds that such
omission avoids the right. Acquiescence in the sale either by
offering to purchase from the buyer the property sold, or by asking
him if he would give it up to him, or by taking it from him on
lease, amounts in law to a relinquishment.(l) But these acts have
that result only when they are done with the knowledge of

the sale.

According to the HanafI Law 'the right of pre-emption is a

personal right and doe,s not survive to the pre-emptor's heirs.

Of course, if they are themselves entitled to claim the right, they

stand on a different footing.

Thus the right of pre-emption is rendered void by operation of Hanalt

law when the pre-emptor dies after making the necessary doctrine.
demands, but before he has taken over the property which forms

the subject-matter of dispute, or before he has obtained a
decree therefor from the Court.(2) But it is not rendered void by
the death of the purchaser, and the pre-emptor can, therefore,

assert his right and take the property from his heirs.

(1) See Habib-un-4183a v. Barfcat AU [1886], I. L., I AM, 275.

(2) Muliammed IIuan Y. NiarnaSunnisa t18971i I. Ii., 20 Alt, 8.
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Shiah and	 According to the Shâfeis and the Shiahs the right of pre-emp.ShâfeI
tion is a heritable right and devolves upon the heirs of the pre-doctrine.
emptor.

When a man purchases from one by a single bargain several
houses in a street in which there is no thoroughfare and the pre-

emptor desires to take one of them, if his right of pre-emption is
based on partnership in the right of way, he cannot take a part of
the purchased property, for this would be to divide the bargain
without any necessity ;(1) but if the right be based on neighbour-
hood and he is neighbour only to the house which he wishes to
take, he may lawfully take that alone.(2)

According to the Ileddya when the purchased property con-
sists of several parts, each separate and distinct from the other, as
for instance when two houses are purchased by one bargain, the
pre-emptor cannot take one of them without the other if he is pre-
emptor of the two together. He must either take both or leave
both, whether the housesare adjacent to or separated from each
other, and whether they are' situate in the same or different cities.

In accordance with this doctrine it has been held that when
the deed of sale covers two properties in respect of one of which only
the claimant has a right of pre-emption he is entitled to sue for
that alone. But if his right extends to the entire subject-niatter
of the particular transaction: he cannot split it U SO as to take one
part of the property and reject the other part. He must abide by
the bargain as a whole.(3) He must, therefore, take or leave the
whole whether the purchase be by one person from one or by one
from two or more:

But where a property is purchased by several persons in speci-
fied shares the pre-emptor may take the whole or the portion of
any of them.

When the person claiming the right of pre-emption sells pre-
vious to the decree of the Kâzi the property upon which his right
is founded, that right becomes extinguished.	 -

(I) Camp. Kazte Ali v. Mns3utulluh, 2 W. R., 28; Surdharee Lai v. Lopoo
Ioodee, 25 W. R., 500; and Durga Per.iczd v. Mu18i [18841, 1. L., 6 All., 423,

and the other cases referred to there.- -
	 (2) Rouhan Koer v. Ram Dial Roy, 13 Cal. L. R., 45.

(3) Durga Fruscd v. Munsi, supra; Amir lIasan v. 1?ahim Bak1s1, (1897],T L, 1	 'U., 4Cr..
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When the pre-emptor has different rights of pre-emption, the

extinction of one does not affect the other, and therefore when he is
both a partner and a neighbour, and he sells his share on which his

right in the former capacity is founded, he may still assert his

claim on the ground of neighbourhood.(1)
Where the right had been relinquished upon mis-information Right re-

of the amount, or the kind of price, or of the purchaser, or of the linquished

property sold, the pre-emptor can assert the right on being inform-
ed of the true facts. For example, if he relinquished his right oil
being informed that the price was 1,000 dirhems, whereas in reality
the price was less, he may, on coming to know of the truth, still

assert his right.(2)
Nor does relinquishment in favour of one operate in favour

of another. For example, if the pre-einptor on learning that A is quishment
the purchaser, waive his right, he can, on subsequently- learning of the

that the purchaser is in reality B, assert his title.	
right.

If the pre-emptor act as an agent of the vendor in the trans-
action he has no right of pre-emption ; it is otherwise if he acts as

an agent for the purchasei.
Where a minor is entitled to a right of pre-emption, his guar.

dian may abandon the right if he consider it necessary.
Where the pre-emptor brings an action to assert his rignt, and

it is found that h had, before suit, transferred to another the pro-
perty on which his right was founded, his action must fall to the
ground.(3) In order to obtain relief his right must be subsisting

at the time of the decree.(4) But to destroy the right the aliena-

tion must be absolute and not partial.(5)
The pre-emptor cannot transfer his right 0/ pre-emption before

decree,(6) although he may convey the property , sued for after

decree.

(1) In two cases the Calcutta High Court has held that who  a plaintiff
sought to enforce a right of pre.efllptU)fl upon the ground of partneship, he could
not obtain a decree oil ground of vicinage ; Knnja Behari Lot v. Girdhiri Lot
[18681, 1 B. L. H., S. N., 12 ; s.c., 10, W. R. 182 Shiu Sakai Mnlljck V. Han
Sohni Sing [1869], 3 B. L. H., All., 142. But this is different from the superior
right becoming extinguished by operation of Law.

(2) Coinp. Abadi Began v. Irnumi Begum, supra ; and Bhgiroa' Sing v. Lot.
moa [18841, I. L., 7 All., 23.

(3) Janki Pars/ad v. Is/mr Dos [1890]. 1. L., 21 All., 374,
(4) Ram Qopot v. Piari Lull. [1897], T. L., 21 All., 441,
(5) Rajo v. Lolman [1882], I. L., t All., 180.
(6) Ram Sa1ai v. Gaya [188111. L., 7 All., 107.
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A right of pre-emption, based on the village settlement record
or wajib.ul.arzin the North - Western Provinces, is not in all respects
analogous to the pre-emptional right under the Mahommedan Law.
It has been held by the Aliahabad High Court that when there are
several co-sharers in a village and one of them sells his share or part
of his share to another co-sharer and a stranger, under one and the
same deed of sale, if. the interest conveyed to the stranger can be
separated from that corrveyed to the co-sharer, the remaining 

Co.
sharers would be entitled to claim the stranger's interest, otherwise
they would be entitled to succeed against both vendees.(1)

Where a right of pre - emption arises on the foreclosure of a
mortgage under the Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882) the right
to sue for pre-emption accrues, not from the date fixed in the decree
under section 86, as the date upon which payment is to be made
by the mortgagor, but from the date on which the mortgagee
obtains an order absolute under section 87 of the said Act.(2)

The law allows certain devices for
, the evasion of the right of

pre-emption, e.g., where a man sells .the whole of his house except-
ing only the breadth of one yard extending alongside the house of
the pre-emptor, the latter is not in this case entitled to claim the
right of pre-emption, because he is no more a neighbour. Similar-
ly if the vendor were to grant the intervening part of his house as a
free gift to the purchaser and put him in possession.

(1) Ram Nath V. Bad,j Narain [1896]. 1. L., 19 All., 118 ; Sheobl,arr,q Ral
v. Jiah Rai [18861, 1. L.. 8 AII. 462.

(2) IJaOtl Bequm V. Man.ur All Klu,n [1898] 1. I.., 20 A11_115; A
ul.IIaq v. Jwala 1'iadaf ibid., 358 Rahani Jiahi Khan v. Ohaj0a, ibid., 37,

war_



CHAPTER Xxix..

THE SHIAH LAW OF PRE-EMPTION.

THERE is great divergence between the Shiahs and the Ha-

nails with regard to the persons who may claim the right of pre-

emption.
Under the Shah Lawco-sharers in the property,that is shaØ'i-

shank alone are entitled to the right of pre-pre 	 but as the

Sunni HanafI Law of pre-emption is the law in force in this country

either territorially or by custom, a Sunni would be entitled to pre-
emption on the basis of a right of easement or vicinage when the
vendor is a Shiah.(1) The same rule would apply if the vendor
happen to be a Sunni. The Allahabad High Court, however, has
held that when both the vendor and the vendee are Sunnis a pre-

emptor belonging to the Shiah sect claiming on the ground of

vicinage has no right of pre-emption.(2)

Although according to the Shiah Law only a partner in the

property sold can claim the property by right of pre-emption, there

is no right of pre-emption when there are several sharers, and one

of them only sells his share.(3) Some legists, however, are of

opinion that even where there are more than two partners and one

sells his share, a right of pre-emptiell arises in favour of the other

co-sharers.
It is not necessary, however, that the person claiming the right

of preeml1ti0n should be a partner in the substance of the thing.
So long as he has an existing interest of a substantial nature which

is likely to be interfered with or disturbed by the introduction of

a stranger, the law will recognise the right. For example, if two
persons hold two tenements separately, but have a pathway or
road or watercourse in joint enjoyment by virtue of their holdings

either of them will have a right in respect of the other's tenement.

(1) Jugdeo Singh v. Kdzi Sayed Mohan" Aud (1905). 9 Cal. W. N-, 28.

(2) Kurbam Ho.9aiu v. Chote 18991, I. L., 22 All., 102.

(3) See Doin g V. A81v.u1a Bibee, 2 N. W., 360.

AA, th	
47
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A man, who has only an easement over another's property, or
a mere neighbour has no right to claim the property in question
in preference to a third person. If the easement is one of right

or has vested by operation &f law, it will not be interfered with
by the purchaser, and no inconvenience can accrue to the holder
of the dominant tenement; so also in the case of a neighbour, no

Who may
question of inconvenience can arise.

exercise	 When a person entitled to claim a property by right of pre-
the right. e mpt joii is not sul jurj5, being either under age or non composment is, 

his guardian should exercise the right on his behalf, pro-
vided the same be for the advantage of the ward.

Failure oil part of the guardian to make the demand does
not extinguish the right of the person entitled; and should the
guardian abandon the claim, the minor on attaining puberty, and
the insane person on recovering his reason, may still assert it.

A person, who was absent at the time of sale, is entitled to
prefer his claim, however prolonged his absence might be, in case
he was during his absence unable to prosecute it in person or
through all

A sick person, or one who is undergoing 
imprisonment and

therefore unable to prefer his claim, stands in the same position as
one who is absent.

Right	 According to the Shah Law, the right of preemption comes
comes into into operation immediately oil 	 conclusio

n 
of the contract, and

operation not merely on the Conipletion of the transfer.on the con-
clusion of As in the Hanafi Law, tbt, pre-emptor must take the whole ofthe con-	 the property or abandon the whole, he cannot split uptract,	 in his favour.	 the contract

He must take at the contract price, whether the real value of
the share be more or less, without being liable for incidental ex-
penses.

If the pu
rchaser add something to the price after (completion

of) the contract and expiration of the period of option, such addi-
tion is not an augmentation of the price but a gift, and the pre-
emptor will not be liable for it.

If, however, the augmentation is made during the period of
option, the Shaikh has declared that it constitutes a part of the
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original price and stands on the same footing as if it had been sti-
pulated in the contract; but "this opinion," says the author of
the Shdrnya, "is attended with some difficulty as being inconsistent
with what has already been said of the transfer being completed
by the contract."

In like mariner, if the seller should make any abatement from

the price, such abatement is Unconnected with the contract, and the
purchaser is by no means bound to surrender the share until he
has received the full price settled at the making of the contract.

If a person were to purchase a property in exchange for a jewel
or such like article, the pre-emptor may take the property at
its value at the time of the contract, which must be properly
appraThed.

The Pre-emptor should prefer his claim as soon as he is inform- Unavoid-
ed of the contract. Unavoidable delay caused by absence, illness able delay

in prefer-or incarceration Preventing his preferring the. claim through an ing claim
agent, does not lead to the extinction of the right.	 does not

Similarly, if the delay is owing to his having been wrongly occas

informed of the amount or kind of price, his right does not drop. right.

He must use due diligence in prosecuting his claim. For Due deli-
example, when travelling with that intent, he is not obliged to use gence
reater expedition in his journey than is habitual to himself. Fur- necessary.

thor, should he be engaged in the performance of any religious duty,
whether indispensable or d iscretionary, he is not obliged to breakit off, but may lawfully wait till it is completed. In like manner,
if the time of prayer is at hand, he may wait till he has purified
himself, and perform his devo tion without hurry or restraint.

Neglect on the part of a person, who receives intelligence of a
sale whilst on a journey and unable to prefer his claim by person-
ally appearing or appointing an agent to call upon witnesses to attest
his intention to demand it, does not extihguish his right. But
when he is in a position to assert his claim either in person- orap.

pointing an agent and neglects to do so, his right is entirely lost.
Should the vendor and vendee agree to rescind the contract that
would not destroy the right of the pre-emptor, and he may, despite
such rescission, claim to have the property conveyed to him.

As under the Hanafi Law, acquiescence in the sale, either ox- Acquies..
press or implied, will extinguish the right.	 C6flC.
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No dealing by the vendee would affect the right of the pre-
emptor, and if he sells the subject of the claim to a third person,
the pre-emptor would be entitled to take it from him.

The pre-emptor's right is against the vendee, and he takes' the
property from him and not from the vendor, but if the property
oontirnles in the hands of the latter, he may take it from him,
though the responsibility rests upon the vendee.

If the subject of sale should perish or become damaged without
any act on the part of the purchaser, or by his act but before it was
demanded by the ska/I'i, in that case it is optional with the latter
to take thu property at the full price, or abandon it entirely, and
in the event of his taking it, he is entitled to all the ruins or frag-
ments that remain, whether they are still on the spot or have been
removed from it.

If, on the other hand, the property has become injured or has
deteriorated owing to some act of the purchaser after demand
made by the pre-emptor, the purchaser is responsible.

If the vendee should, before any demand has been made, plant
Erections trees or erect buildings upon the land, he is entitled at his option
made by	 to take up the trees or remove his buildings without levelling the
the pur-	 ground, while it is optional with the pre-emptor to take it at the

full price, or to relinquish his right absolutely.
If again, the vendee should decline to remove the trees or

buildings, the pre-emptor has three courses open to him, viz.,- he
may either remove them himself, paying the purchaser compensa-
tion for any loss he may sustain thereby, or he may take posses-
sion of the whole, paying in addition to the price the value of the
trees or buildings which thus become his property with the consent
of the purchaser, or he may abandon his claim altogether.

If the subject of the claim should increase in such a
manner that the incre.ase is connected with and forms part of

Acere.	it, the accretion would belong to the pre-emptor, but if the
tions to	 accretion is separable from the corpus, it would belong to thepro-
perty-	 vendee.

If a person should sell his share in two houses, and the pré-
emptor is a partner in both, he may lawfully take or abandon both

or he may take one and forego his claim in respect to the other.
But in the case of a single mansion be cannot forego his claini to
a part.
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If the sale is in the nature of an exchange, tb5 price being
a specific article, and it turns out to be the property of some per-

on other than the vendee, as the sale is null, there is no right of
Pre-emption. But if the price was fixed in some commodity
estimable by weight or measure as wheat or grain or corn, the

right would be fully established, even though the articles in ques-

tion should turn out to be the property of another perso- -. Simi-
larly, if the consideration is in coin or money, which is found to

belong to spmebody other than the vendee, the right of pre-emp-

tion, having once come into existence, will not fall to the ground.

If the subject of the sale should appear to be defective, and
the vendee in consequence thereof should receive a compensation

for the defect, the pre-emptor is entitled to a deduction in the
price. But should the vendee keep the subject of the sale without
seeking any compensation for the defect, the pre-emptor must
either take it at the full price, or abandon his claim altogether.
Should the Pre-emptor abandon his claim upon being informed
that there are two venclees, and it then appear that there was only
one, or if he was informed that there was only one vendee, and it

turns out that there were two, or if he was told that the pur-
chaser bought for himself, and it afterwards appear that he
bought for another, in all these cases the right is not lost.

The Shiahs agree with the Shâfejs in holding that the right of Riibt of
pre-emption devolves by inheritance upon the heirs of the pre- pr*enip
emptor, so that if he should die leaving a widow and a child, an tion hen-
eighth of it goes to the widow and the remainder to the child.	 table.

And if one heir were to relinquish his share of the right, it1 .
would not drop or be extinguished, but the other might take thewhole.

The right of pre
-emption attaches only to immovable property. AttachesWith respect to trees and buildings, the right of pre-em "ption is only loestablished if they arc sold as appendages-of the ground on which Imrtiov-they stand..	 able pro-

perty.
The right of pre-emption is established with respect to

rivulets, roads, baths, &c., provided the division thereof would not

-asion a loss or damage such as to render the Property useless.

By damage the Shiahs understand such injury as would render
the property useless after division, in which case the person whowould be injured cannot be compelled to make a partition.
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Where, again, the bath or road or rivulet is of such a character
that its utility would not be destroyed by division, the co-owner
may be compelled to admit of a partition, and (if he should sell
his share) the right of pre-emption iiuld take effect in favour of

his partner.
If -% person shoujd sell a piece of land which is his exclusive

property and with it his share in another joint tenement by one
bargain, the right of pre-emption attachesattaches to the share exclusively
at the due proportion of the price.

When the	 It is an indispensable condition for the operation of the right
right of	 of pre-emption that the share of the property should have been
pre-emp-
tion comes transferred by sale. if the share has been assigned as a dower or
into ex-	 given in charity or bestowed by way of gift or in composition for a
istence.	 claim, it is not subject to the claim of pre-emption.

If a ,inansion should he partly wak/ and partly free, and the

portion which is free be sold, the beneficiaries of the wakf have no

right of pre-emption. The author of the Jawdhir says; however,

that " a right would be established."
When the pre-3mptor takes possession of the property and

then discovers a defect which existed prior to the sale, if both he
and the purchaser were equally aware of the defect neither of
them has any option (in the matter); but if they were both igno-
rant of the defect, and the sha/i'i returns the property to the
purchaser, the latter has an option either to reject the sale
altogether, or to demand a compensation for the defect from

the seller.

If, however, the slza/i'i should elect to retain the property, the
purchaser has in that case no right to cancel the sale because the
share has passed out of his hands.

So also if the pre-emptor was acquainted with the defect and
not the purchaser. But if the purchaser was apprized of it and
not the pre-emptor, the latter only would have the right of

rejection.
There are devices not recognised under the Hanall Law, for de-

feating the right of pre-emption, two of which are the following

The property may be sold for a price above its value, and
then something of trifling value may be received in exchange for

1 t, which would compel the pre-emptor to pay the full price if he
choses to avail himself of his privilege.
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In like manner, if the property is sold at an excessive price,
and the seller receives part of it giving a release for the remainder,

this also obliges the pre-emptor either to submit to a considerable
loss, or to abandon his claim.



CP.APTER XXX.

BAILMENT.

SECTION I.

THE DIVISIONS OF BAILMENT.

BAILMENT under the Mahommedan Law is a contract by which
one person entrusts to another a certain thing for a determinate or
indeterminate period, or for a specific purpose without consider-
ation. If consideration is agreed upon, it may be made payable
either at stated periods or on the completion of the work or, on the
return to the bailor of the thing bailed. It may even be payable
in advance.

There is no special word in the Mahommedan Law to 3011vey
the general meaning of the term bailment, but it is treated under
several heads according to the purpose for which the thing is bailed,
e.g. (1) '4driat or commodate loan; (2) Ijdra or hirc, which includes
all kinds of specific bailment; (3) TVai'at or deposits; (4) Rahn or
pledges, and so on.

I shall deal briefly with the subject of specific bailment in this
chapter, touching on the subject of 'Adriat only slightly to indicate
the analogy existing between the Mussulman Law and the English
Common Law.

TT,JriUJiN 11.

JJRA.

Specific	 When a person has been let into the occupation of a house or
bailment. land, he is bound to pay the stipulated rent, even although he.

should not reside in or make use of it, because as it is impossible to
make delivery of the usufruct, the delivery of the subject from

which the usufruct is derived is a substitute for it, ''since in deli-
vering the article ability to enjoy the usufruct is established."

But when no hire is agreed upon, and the bailment is not gra.
tuitous, the tenant is liable for the customary rent.
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But if after obtaining possession of the subject of hire, he was
to lose possession by some wrongful act of a third person, the
tenant is no longer responsible for the rent.

If it be not, otherwise specified in the contract, rent may be

demanded from day to day and upon the hire of an animal (upon
a journey) from stage to. stage.

But a workman who is entrusted with a job is not entitled t
his recompense until his work is finished.

Where an article has been bailed to another for some specific
purpose upon a stipulated consideration, the bailee has a lien for
the price upon the article bailed ; " for example, a baker hired to

bake bread may detain the bread until his hire has been paid. So
also a tailor may detain the clothes prepareh by him."

The bailee is not responsible in case of accident during such
detention.

But where the work is of such a nature that it does not pro-
duce any visible effect in the article., it cannot be detained.

Where the bailment is special, the bailee cannot entrust the
article to any other. For example, if a hook be given to A to be
copied by him specially he cannot give it to another for that
purpose.

Where the contract is unqualified or absolute, the bailee is at
liberty to give the use of the article to any person. The hire of
an animal is lawful, either for carriage or for riding. If, there-
fore, the riding be absolutely expressed, the hirer is at liberty to
permit any person he pleases to ride on the animal. In the same
manner, also, if a person hire a dress for the purpose of wearing
it unrestrictedly and in an absolute manner, he is at liberty
either to wear it himself or to give it to any other person to
wear.

But in a restricted contract, any deviation with respect to the
use renders the bailee responsible for the article bailed, unless it
be of a nature not liable to injury from such deviation. "Land,
however, amid every other article not liable to be differently affect-
ed by a different occupant (such as a tent or pavilion) is not rca-
trcted in point of use by. the mention of a particular person, and Specific
e.c.quent1y the hirer is at liberty to put any one to reside in it bailment.
that he pleases, since ihe exclusive restriction is of use only
because of its preventing a difference of effect."
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Where the nature of the use to be made oi the thing bailed is
specified in the contract, the bailee cannot deviate therefrom.
" If a person were to hire an animal to carry a burden and the
person who lets it were to specify the nature and quantity of the

article with which the hirer is to load the animal, such as five
bags of wheat, the hirer in this case is at liberty to load the animal
with an equal quantity of any article not more troublesome or
prejudicial in the carriage than wheat, such as barley or rape-seed,
as all articles of that description are included in the permission
contained

'
in the contract. The hirer, however, is not at liberty

to load the animal with any article of a more prejudicial nature
in the carriage than wheat, such as salt, &c., as this would be in
violation of the conttabt between the bailor and the bailee."

Nor would a person who has hired an animal to carry a certain
quantity of cotton be at liberty to load the animal with a similar
quatiLy of iron, since it is highly probable that the carriage, of
the iron may be more prejudicial to the animal than the carriage
of the cotton.

Where the bailee uses the article beyond that specified, he

incurs a proportionate liability in case of accident, e.g., a rider
taking up an additional rider, incurs responsibility for half the

value of the animal. And where a hired animal perishes from
ill-usage, the hirer is liable for its value.

Where an animal is hired or borrowed for a specific journey,
any deviation therefrom induces responsibility.

The change of a saddle for another of the same sort does not
give rise to a liability, unless the weight be different, when res-
ponsibility attaches n proporton to the excess. But if the nature
of the saddle be different, responsibility attaches in toto.

A person employed to carry a burden does not incur any
liability by any immaterial' deviation from the prescribed
road.

Land hired	 Where land is hired for cultivation any injurious mode of
for cultiva- dealing with it gives rise to a proportionate responsibility.
tlofl.	

A' tailor is responsible for deviating from his orders.
An invalid condition attached to a contract of bailment

avoids it altogether.

Speéific	 An indefinite thing may be bailed lawfully, e.g., a person may
bailment., let hip share or portion in a house.
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Responsibility does not attach from the custoniary use of an
article under an indefinite contract.

Bailees are generally divided into two classes, common or
particular.

A
'
common bailee is one to whom an article is bailed in the

ordinary course of his work.

A particular bailee. is one to whom an article is entrusted not
by virtue of his calling, but UOfl a special contract.

The article committed to a common bailee is a' deposit in his
hands. If the article should perish whilst in his phssession he is
responsible for its loss, unless it is lost or, destroyed by any irre-
mediable and irresistible accident, such as a fire burning down his
house, or robbers, who could not be repelled, taking it away for-
cibly. But when the article is lost from any cause which might
have been avoided, such as usurpation or theft, it would amount
to negligence, and the bailee would be responsible, in the same
manner as a trustee who lets on hire the deposit in his haads.

A surgeon or farrier, acting agreeably to customary practice,
is not responsible in case of accident.

The liabilities of a particular bailee are governed by the
contract.

A gratuitous bailee incurs no responsibility beyond taking
ordinary care of the article entrusted to his charge.

SECTION III.

'AARIAT OR COMMOnATUM.

In the language of law," says the FatdwaI Alanvjin,,
" 'adriat means the constituting a person, the owner of the
usufruct of a property without consideration. This is according
W Aba Bakr Râzi and the universality of our masters, and it is
correct as stated in the Sirdj-u1-Wandj."

"Its essential is the consent of the giver of the loan, the -con-
sent of the bailee not being necessary. This is the opinion of our
three masters" [viz., Abfi HanIfa, Abfi Yusuf and Mohammed].

".The consent of the bailor may be given in these words, 'I
have given this to thee by way of 'adriat,' or 'I have given this
cloth or house for thee,' or 'this slave for thy service,' or 'this
beast for carrying thy burden,' or ' this land is for thy sustenance'•
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if there is no intention of making a lilba, all these will constitute
an 'aariat."

Similarly if he were to say ' this house is a su1tna (abode)
for thee or 'urnre-t. su9na (abode for life)'; so it is stated in the
Jiad(i 7/li."

" In reality it ['adriat] is the giving to anothr the usufriot
of a thing which is not liable to destruction in the use of it for a
period of time, either determinate or indeterminate."

Understanding is a condition but not puberty, and accord-
ingly a buy who has been authorised by the Kâzi to engage in
trade may lawfully give a thing in 'adriat."

"It is also a condition that the thing is capable of being used
without being destroyed ; but if liable to be consumed, its 'aáriat
is not lawful. So itis stated in the Badya."

In the Kiidb-vl-Kdfi it is stated from llâkim Shahid that
the 'a4riat of dirherns and dindrs is a loan ; and so of all articles
that are capable of being weighed or measured.......But when
dirhem.c and dindrs are borrowed for being used as weights or orna-
ments, then they form the subject of an 'adriat. And it is not
valid to derive any benefit from the subject of an 'a.driat than is
bargained for. So it is stated in tJTe.Ghdit-ul-Baydn."

There are several kinds of 'nat, (1) where the period as
well as the mode in which profit may be derived from it is left

indoterminaLe, in which case the bailee may use it as he likes, and
whenever he likes; (2) where both the period and the mode of
user are expressly, fixed, the bailee cannot contravene the con-
ditions, unless for the safety. of the thing bailed; (3) where the
period is fixed and not .the mode of user; and (4) where the mode
Of user is fixed, but not the period."

Its legal effect is that the bailee is entitled to the use or
usufruot of the thing hailed without having to pay any compensa-
tion therefor."

The subject of 'aáriat is a trust. If it is lost or destroyed
without the neglect or default of the bailee, he is not liable. There
is a difference among our ' jurists as to the validity of a condition

uy which the bailee has bound himself foriy lii: to

has not contributed by his neglect or default. Some jurists have
held such a condition to be valid; others not."
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But when he has contributed to its loss, he is liable by
consensi. For example, if he has knowingly used a beast of
burden by day or night in work for which it is unfitted, he would
be liable for its loss."

The rules relating to the liability of a person who has taken
a thing on 'adriat, and other matters, connected therewith, are
minutely laid down in the Fatdwai Alarngir, but it is unnecessary
to go into them here, as the Indian Contract Act is applicable to
all those questions.



APPENDIX.

CHAPTER I.

TRANSLATION OF EXTRACTS RELATING TO WAKF.

THE SirrAn LAW.

Ghunia.

For the validity of a wak/ several conditions are necessary.
Some of them are the following :—That the wdkI/ is the owner of
the property, and that he possesses the capacity of disposition. If
the wâki/ is under inhibition from insolvency the wak/ is not valid.'

" It is also necessary that the wak/ should be express in ternis;
and that an approach to Almighty God should be intended there-
from."

"The express terms [for the constitution of a wa/cl] are
wa/ca/to, habasto or sabalto, ' I have consecrated,' ' I have tied up,'
or ' I have given in the way [of the Lord].' If he says tassaduAto,
it is capable of two interpretations. Such is the case with hararnto
and abadato.

It is also necessary that the subject of the wak/ should be
maalum (known), capable of being dhvered, and of yielding profit,
retaining its existence [for ever]. By consensus both movable
as well as immovable property, mushda as well as separated pro-
perty are equal [that is, a waic/ of these is equally valid].........

And as to [the validity of] wa/cf of rnushd'a, [the proof is]
that the Prophet [may the blessings, &c.] told Omar (may God
be pleased with him) with respect to his share of the lands of
Khaibar 'tie up the substance (asi) and give its usufruct in the
way of the Lord,' although the shares of Khaibar were mushd'a,
and had not been partitioned by the Prophet (may the blessings,
&o.,) but were [only] specified."
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And the majority hold that a u'ak/ of dirhems and dindrs

Ito be retained in specie] is not lawful, for profit cannot be derived
from them whilst retaining their substance in existence." [But
according to the later jurists when profit call derived by invest-
ment of money in trade or commerce, the wak/ thereof is lawful.]

Another condition is that the nwukoo/-ata?h he different
from the wdlci/ ; accordingly if a wakf is made upon one's elf it is
not valid." [Here lies the principal point of difference betweeii
the Shiahs and the Hanafis.]

But there is a difference of opinionton this point].
When a wak/ is made in favour of a generality of Mussul-

mans, in such a case without any difference of opinion, the wdki/
may participate in its benefits.'' ......

Another condition is that the object of the wak/ be known The object
and capable of identification, and that a wak/ thereof would obtain of the zva
the approval of the Deity."	 must be

'' And without difference of opinion a [commencement in] known.
wak/ cannot be made on a child en vcntre sa mere or a slave."

But a wak/ on. children who are in existence and descendants
to be born afterwards is valid by consensus."(l)......

[In other words, a beginning must be made with all object in
exi stence.]

A walc/ on masjids, bridges, &c., is valid, for from those
objects good accrues to all Moslems."

" Another condition is that the u'ak/ should be perpetual.
So that if a person were to say I have made this wak/ for a year,
it will not be valid."

It is also necessary that the. property should be transferred
to the beneficiaries or to some person on their behalf.'' ......

When all these conditions are found in a wak/, the
right of the ivdkil becomes extinguished for ever ; Lfid he cannot
revoke it nor alter in any way the purpose or purposes for which
he has made the consecration."

Among ' us ' the beneficiaiies may lawfully sell the subject
of the wa/ct [only] where no profit is derived from it, and there is
risk of its being ruined or destroyed."

(I) That is, if commencement is made with children in existence, the wdkj/
may lawfully include his after-born children, as well as the progeny of his
children who are not in exiatenoe yet.
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"The directions laid down by the wdk/ for the applicationof the usufruct must be carried out.''
"When a wak/ is made in favour of awldd (children), and theawldd of the awldd, in such a case by consensus, the children ofdaughters will be included, for, etymologically as well as legally,the term walad is applicable to a daughter."
When a man makes a wakf on his nasi (posterity) or 'akab orzurriat, in such a case nasab will be recognised through the, mother,"(that isall persons tracing their descent to the wdki/ on their

mother's side will be included in the benefit of the wa/cl].
"If the wa/cf is in favour of one's 'it rat, it is equivalent to say.ing that it is for NS (lescdndants."......
" If the wa/cf is in favour of one's neighbour, and they are not

named, then all persons residing on all sides within the space of
forty yards in the neighboui. l10 0 of the wdki/'s house will be in-cluded in that wa/cf. This is by C()flSflS11S"

"If the u.4A'f is for a beneficial purpose, but the term 'beneficialis bcitil regarding it [that is, if the purpose is 
?iot beneficial] orwhen the benefiej(Lries of the na/cf have becoijie extinct in suchthe waZ'/ will be applied to purposes of benevolence (wujiflz.'al-/chair) Soie have said that the wa/cf will rt'vert to the heir's[of the icákj/], 

but the former [Opinion] is the most approved."

Extract from the Kit Ib-ul Inhjsdr.
The 'Imdmias 

are alone in holding that whieii the [subject ofa] wa/cf 
has become ruined and it is not possible to derive 

any profitfrom it, in such a case the bencuiciaijd .s may sell it and derive bene-fit from its price."

Extract from the Nihdya (1)

Whatever property a man possesses, a wa/cf thereof is ]aw-ful, wheher it be held jointly or separated."
It is necessary that a wa/cf should be Perpetual. To makeit for a period is not lawful."

[If it is made for a period it would take effect as an 
'umra orhubs. 

Under the Hanafi Law limited estates not being recognised,a wa/cf for a period takes effect as a perpetual uaAj.]
--

(J) A work of great authority
P. cclxxv	 in India, see Morley'	 Dig., Introd.,
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"A wak/ is not valid on an object that is not in existence."
[And this again is different from the Hanaf I LawJ But if, com-
mencement is made with an existing object the wak/ may be con-
tinued for objects not in existence.

But when a man has made a wak/ for his children, although
they are infants, he may lawfully include the progeny that may be
vouchsafed to them."(l)

He may also include his own subsequently born children."
When a man has made a wak/ in favour of his awldd, and

they are both males and females, in such case if he has given prefer-

once to one over the other, his condition should be regarded. But
if he has not mentioned anything about it, in that case the male
and female among his children and children's children will share
equally, for the term walad includcs all. But if he says they will
take according to the Book of God, the male will take double the
share of a female."

A wa/ for the K'aaba, mosques and mashdlijd [mausoleums
of the Imâms] or for the general good of the residents of a parti-
cular locality is an approach to the Deity a.ndlawful."

"The subject of the wak/ can never be sold or given in hiba
CI charity. But when the wakf is in imminent danger of being

destroyed, or if the beneficiaries are in such emergent need that
the sale of the ivaA/ is absolutely beneficial for them, or if serious
disputes have arisen among the beneficiaries, the property may
be sold and the proceeds applied in the same way as directed by
the wdki/. [This will presumably be done under the directions of
the Judge.] But in no other circumstance, the, sale of a wdlc/ is
lawful."

(1) That is, if commencement is made with children in existence, the wd.j/MAY lawfully include his alter-born children, vs nell as the progeny of his childrenwho aze not in existence yet.

48



(1IAP1'lR II,

TRANSLATION. OF EXTRACP3 REL.TING TO WAKE',

TIrE 1I.crj

Kinia't-vl- ilIUiiia.( 1)

When a wa/c I is made upon children and children's children,
males and fernles are ecually entitled therein;" 

p. 198.
In the wa/cf of }IPlâl [it is stated], wa/cf may be of three

kinds, one kind being wa/cf for the pnor exclus
i
vely; another kind

being for the affluent, and after themfor the poor ; and the third
being for the rich and poor alike, such as rubdts, khans, cemeteries,
mosques, aqueducts, bridges, &c., for both rich and pr have their
needs attached to such objects ;" p. 201.

When the wdki/ appoints a mutwalli, the latter caniu.,t dis-
charge himself by saying, ' I have discharged myself,' i.e., cannot
discharge himself suo motu, but he iust ask the qvdkil or the Kâzi
to discharge him, who will thereupon remove him ; p. 209.

Wa/cl creat-	 Ahliijahi at-'rahtawi 's Coin flientary on the Durr-ui- ]lIukhtdr.(2)by the
Prophet.

	

	 Slulfei (may God he pleased with him) says: it is
established that the Prophet (may the blessings of God be with
him) dedicated several houses in Medina............ four are
sIl in existence; and the This/c idin Caliphs (the first four Caliphs)
and others of the Companions [of the Prophet} made wa/c/s. So
also it is laid down in the As'ad/ ;" Vol. II, p. 528.

"In the Bahr- ur-l?ailc, it is laid down, as will appear more clear-
ly a fterwards, that the universality of [Ilanafi] Jurists give Fatwa
according to Aft Yusuf;(3) only some few have followed Moham-
med, but no one has followed the Imdm [viz., Abü Hanifa] ;" Ibid.

(1) By Mukhtar bin Mahmüd bin Mohammed oz-Zi)ijdj, (ll-!?fld,fl_Ul.ullcima (the 1rnAt'iY Qf the learned), styled Nujrn.ud.djn rI. 658 A. H., (A C.1250) a commentary on the Nafls ui-Kuddrj.
(2) A work of great authority, see Morley's D i g., Tntrocl., p. cclxxiiii.(3) That is, with regard to the absoluteness of"f the dedication merely by thedeclaration,
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"Aba Yusuf holds the mere use of the word wa/cf or mow/coo/a
sufficient. And Shahid [viz., Sadr-ush Shâhid] has stated that in
accordance with universal practice, we decide according to it. And
it is stated that the jurists of Balkh decide according to the
opinion of Aba Yusuf, and hold the wa/cf to be valid when it is
merely declared to be wa/cf but no object is men,tioned, nor it is
said that the wa/cf is in perpetuity."

"In a wa/cf on the affluent there is kurbat [approval of the
Almighty]."

"Amoig the conditions of wa/cf are that the wdci/ should not Inhibition
and imbecbe under the inhibition of the Kazi for want of intellect or insolvency litv.

as Khassâf and Kamâl have stated. And Kamâl has said that if
an imbecile (sa/Ih, i.e., a person deficient in understanding) makes a
wa/cf on himself and after that on an object which is not liable
to failure, such a wa/cf according to AU Yusuf is valid, and the
learned (Moha/ckakin) hold this to be correct. And according to all,
when the Hdkim [Judge] has made an order [in respect thereof IOW far

it will be valid] The Bahr-ur-Rdi/c, however, has combated thisthe act of
view and has said that a wu.k/ is a tabarr'u (an act of bounty or may be re.
charity), and a person of weak intellect is not capable of makinggirded as
any disposition. This objection may be answered thus: a person
of weak intellect cannot do an act of generosity in favour of

	

another.,but there is no prohibition to his making 	 tabarr'u in
his own favour ; and [when he makes a wa/cf on himself] it is an
act of benevOleflc3 for himself, but when after his death others are
to get the beefit of the wa/c!, in that case sanction [of th Kâzi]
must be obtained."

"And the jurists have held that when a person who is indebt- Wak/ by an

ed to such an extent that his debts surround his property, whilst insolvent
or one

labouring under a death-illess makes a wa/cl, his dedication should immersed
be set aside, and the property should be sold for [the liquidation in debt

made inof Ins] debts. But when the va/cf is made in health, it will be bind- death-
ing even though the debts should surround his assets, if the wa/cf illness;
was made before the inhibition [of the Kâzi]. Such a wa/cf by con-
sensus cannot be cancelled. So also it is stated in the Fath-ul- binding.
Kadir."

"According to the Imâm (Abui Hanifa) and Mohammed, it is Mention of
one of the conditions of wa/cf that it should be ultimately destined perpetuity

	

for an object which will not fail in perpetuity, and if	 be [the	
not neces-

wdki/] aary accor-
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dilig to	 does not mention such a purpose, according to the Imm and Moliam.
Abu	 mcd, it will not be valid. And Abf Yusnf (may God's blessings,
Ym uf.

&c.) says that the mention of such a purpose is vot necessary, but
the ual/ will be valid even if he has only mentioned all likely
to fail, and after'that [viz., its extinction] the wa'/ will be for the
poor, though 11C may not have mentioned them, for the intention
of the wok- if is [from the use of the word] that it, the naZj, should
be for tile paor, though not named. Thus, this condition will be
imported by noct -isary presu III ption of law. So also it is in the
1Liiulii7i [Faf/iiia i A lamjiri].

Wok! of	 " Another cadition is that the subject is suitable for dcdi-
muvubles. cation. Aecvrdiag to the correct doctrine both imuiovable. and

movable property may be macic oo//. I \Vith respect to the latter]
anything wlileli by usige MInd praetie it is custoinry Ito dedicate]
like the Koran, &e., may lawfully be in de wo,'/. From this it'
follows that though in the neighbourhood of Egypt, it not being
customai'v a ?calf of current coins may not be valid, ill coun-
tries of J?dni [the Turkish Empire] the uak/ of (lur/uems and dindrs,

being customary, is lawful. When such a ?cak/ [viz., the wak/ of
(linci Is and dirliems] is made, it will be invested in muzdribot (bush
ness or con'uinercial. transactions), and the income will be devoted
Ito the purposes of the oak! 1."

Wak/ of a	 ''And the l"otoa is oil 	 rule that without the hand, houses
house Wit hi and trees miy lawfully be made waJf. So it is stated by the Kâri
out the
land valid.	 1°Y '

The icavf must no Inimediateiy opii'a i y e and nut IelutaiU

in SUSpOI)SC ' lie., be dependent for its operation upon the happen-
ing of some contin gent event winch may or may not happen].

Wokl of an 	 The ivaJ/ of an apostate from lsliIm will be invalidated whe.
apostate

OUt 
's.in. thor he suffers the extreme punishment of the law or does not......

But if he returns to Islam and confirms it, it will take effect. So

Khassitf has explained it at the end of his book."

' Abii Ynsuf used to agree with the IinUn [viz., Abfl Hanifa]
ill fi le opinion, that a wak/ did not become binding until after the
decree of the Kdzi or unless made by way of a testamentary dis-

position. But when he went to Medina oil lajj with [the Caliph]
Hârfln ar-Rashid and saw there and in its neighbourhood all the
nunerous u'ak/s created by the Companions of the Prophet, he
abandoned Abü Hanifa's opinion, and made decrees declaring the
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obligatoriness of a udk/. In fact all the jurists have followed the
rule of the two Disciples ; and have held that the Futwa is thereon.

So it is stated in the Bahr-ur-Ra ik."

The ultimate destination Of a wak/ should he for an object Ultimate
of piety not likely to fail, but existing in perpetuity. Some say destination
that perpetuity is a condition by consensus, but according to Abü to an ob-Jett not
Yusufthementionof perpetuityorof an unfailing object is not neces- likely to
sary, for the words sadakah and caJ/ ....... distinctly imply that: u1.
I have already stated that wok!, like emancipation, is the extinguish. Mention of
ment of the right of Property without its transfer to anybody else, perpetuity

not neces .and, therefore, it is stated in the l3ook' [ilJuklasar.lKuddrj] sary when
that after the failure of the objects mentioned it will be for the poor, intention
and this is correct."	 express or

implied.
In the Sliark-ul-Jlulteka it is stated that when i t ?ra1'/ is

nmussujjil [i.e., when the document creating it has beeii sealed or
endorsed by the Kãzij, though all [othei] evidence regarding it
is lost, and the descendants, of the wáki/ want to set it aside, Mufti
Abü S'aüd, in his ilaardzat, has laid down that the Küzis should
be prohibited from listening to such claims. So this should be
borne in mind."

In the Hnmdjh it is laid down that when a mail erects Dedication
a mosque, his right to the property does nut become extinguished of a
until he has separated it [from his other propert 1, and given per- mosque.
mission [to people] to pray therein " ......'' And if lie consti-
tutes one person as m uzin amid imilnt and lie gives the (Iran, calls.
out the toi.'bir and offers the prayers, though by hminisuif, it will
become a masjid by Consensus. And if lie consigns the building to
the ?nu(ualhj appointed for the purpose, it will lie ob1igatry and
lawful, though no prayer has been offered therein, a;d this is correct.
So also if lie consigns it to the KIzi or his deput y.'' [This is in
the absence of a formal dedication.]

In the Mulicka and its commenarv, it is sta1e tluit it is Declern-
laid down by Abfi Yusul that by the mere declaratimn [of the uákj/ tion sulli-
that he has constituted a property wok!], his right therein becomes cient.
extinguished absolutely. And the TanwIr [W-A bsdr], the Durrar.
td-Ahmkdm], and the Vikd,'ah, &c., have preferred the rule of Abü
Yusuf, and you know that it is preferred in wakf and in udieial
decisions ;" p. 536.
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Accretions
to dedi-
cated pro-
perty.

Dedication
of ruort-
gaged pro-
perty.

Wak/ pro-
perty can-
hot be
bi dened
with debts

." And according to Aba Yusuf it is lawful for the wdici/ to
reserve the usufruct of the wa/cf or its governance for himself, and
on this is the Fatua ;" P. 544.

"The conditions as to alteration or exchange [i.e., alteration of
investment] is lawful by ijmVa though some have ascribed this rule
to Abft Yusuf. The Fatwa is thereon. And in the Bohr [vr-Rdik]
it is stated that it is universally agreed that when the wdkil has
made a condition for himself of altering the corpus of the wa/cf [in
other words, of altering the investment], both the wa/cf as well as
the condition will be valid, and he will have the power to do so."

"In the Bahr-ur-Rdilc it is laid down that if he has condi-
tioned that he may alter it into land, then it will not be lawful to
turn it into a house, for he has no power to alter the condition."

"In the ,Sharh-ul-Mulieka it is stated from the As/dáh [-un.
Nazdir] and other [authorities] that the Fatwa is on the kQwi
[rules] of Abft Yusuf regarding the constitution of a wa/cf [without
the necessity of consignment to a matwalli] ," p. 545.

"The opinion of Mohammed is adopted for Fatwa in holding
that the reading of the Koran near a grave is not abominable."

"Trees planted in a mosque become the property of the mosque,
as they are on the same footing as a building erected within the
mosque {premises]. But trees planted by the side of a public road,
a public canal or a village reservoir, remain the property of the
owner, and he can transplant them [when he likes]."

When the dedicated property is mortgaged to another, and
the mortgagor dies before redeeming it, but leaves property along

with the debt, it will be satisfied out of such property, and the
wa/cf will take effeót. But if he leaves no [other] property, the
matter will be taken before tile Kãzi, and the wak/ will be cancelled,
and the property will be sold to satisfy the debt."

So long as any one of the kindred of the wdkil is fit for the
towliat a stranger should not be appointed......when a stranger
has been appointed and a person qualified among the kindred is
forthcoming, the towliat should be given to him."

"It is not lawful to burden a wa/cf with any debt. It is stated
by Ulal'cv'alji that if revenue or arrears thereof is demanded from
the mutwalli of a wa/cl, when he has nothing in his hands frcm the
property of the wa/cl, if the wdks/ has authorised him to raise money
by loan to pay the revenue s it will be lawful for bim to do so; in
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such a case what Abft Lais has said is to be adopted. If without
borrowing there is no help, the matter should be taken before the
Kâzi who will authorise the mutwalli to raise the loan to be paid:
afterwards from the produce. This is because the Kâzi has this
power., But if he is at 'a great distance from the Kflzi and to appear
before him is impossible, in that case the mutuialli may borrow
himself, and this is when' there is no income that year. But when

there has been produce and he has distributed it among the beneficia
ries, without resrving anything for the Khará j, he will be responsible
to the amount of the Khardj. This is the abstract of what Hamâwi
says, and so it is in the An'faa-ul-Wasdil."•

If a man makes a wa/cf of his land on his children and child- Wak/ in

ren's children for ever so long as his prcsterity lasts, the produce favour of
the* wdkil'

will be divided equally among his descendants, and no preference descen-
will be given to males over females, for the wdki/ established an equal dants.
right for all of them; in the Záhir-ur-Rawdyèt, (approved tradi-
tions)(1) it is stated that in such a wa/cf the 'descendants through Practice as
females [lit, daughters] will not be included; on this is the to applica-tion of
Fatwa ;" p. 562.	 proceeds.

In the An/'aa-vl-Wcisdil it is written from the Za/chira that
the Shaikh-ul-Islâm was questioned regarding a well-known wa/cf
as to how it should be applied, and what should be spent on the
beneficiaries, it being involwd in doubt; he answered regard should
be paid to what was customary in former times, and to the' • practice
of former mutwallj,s ;" p. 564.

In the Bahr [ur-Rdik] it is stated regarding the allowance of
a mutwalli, that if he be the mutwulli of the wa/cu [in other words,
if he be appointed by the wâk-if] he will get what is provided [in
the wa/cl], though it may be more than the customary salary
but if ho e appointed by the Kâzi, lie will get what is usual
p. 566.

"The Fatwa is on the 'legality of taking wages for the reading
of the Koran cn any specified spot, 'and al8o on the saying'of[Im-
am] Mohammed that it is not sinful to have the Koran read-near
a grave; so in the Bahr."

If the wdkif has fixed the gowijat for the fittest and then the Fitness a
fIttest, in such case the rnutwallisliip will be for the fittest of his test forappoint-
children; if the fittest happen to be /dsik [addicted to vice], then ment to

the cura
(I) A collectiun of nppruved traditicnz common] y known by that nano. 	 torslnp.
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the one nearest to him in fitness will get the toWliii. If aterward
the former abandons viciousness and beoDmes just and is superior
in fitness to the latter, the wil&m,èt should he givch back to him. If
the fittest rejects the wildyè, then the towliat should be given to

U all equal the one nearest to him in fitness. If they are all equal in fitness,
Ia fitness. then the one older in age should be appointed,' whether that person

be a man or a woman. Ai1d if there is none among them fit, in that
case the Kâzi may appoint a stran ger; but when any fit person is
forthcoming among them afterwards the wildqèt is to be given back
to him :" p. 567. -

"The Kâzi-ul-Kuzzât [or the Chief Kâzi] alone has the power
of appointing mutwallis and executors and by Kâzi is not meant
very Kâzi. So also it is stated in the 27th section of the Jdm'aa-

ulEusdlain ;" p. 567.

In the Hindièh, it is stated that when a wa.k/ is made on one's
a.91 and zurriat, in that are included one's descendants through

males as well as through females, whether near or remote ;" p. 568.

When a person says this land of mine is wakf on my walad
[child in the singular], in that case, the produce will be for the child
[or children] of his loins, whether male or female. And if he said,
this is a wak/ for my male walad, then the produce will be only for
the male child [or children] of his loins. And when the children
of his loins cease to exist, then the produce will be expended on the
poor, it will not go to the walad-ul-walad [he having used the singular
expression (waled), the presumption is that he nieuit to restrict
the wak/ to his own children]. But if at the time of the wak/ [creat-
ed with the word walad], there was no child of his loins in existence,
but a child [or children] of his son whether male or female, then the
produce will be spent only on such grandchild [or grandchildren]
and none of a lower generation will share in it. And in the Zdhir.
ur-Rawdyet it is stated that the child of a daughter will not be in-
cluded therein, and the .Fatwa is on the Zdhir-ur-Radèt."

"And if the wdki/ had said that this is a wak/ for my walad
and the waled of my waled, and he did not restrict it for males,
in such a case the children of his loins and the children of his sons

and the children of his daughters will be included, and this is correct.
All these will share equally in the produce, and the udki/'e own
children will not be preferred to the children of his eons, nor tie
children of his sons to the children of his daughters, unless he has
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r3stricted it to males, then the male children of his eons and
daughters will be included. And this is correct."

"And if he added the third generation and said thus, 'on my
child and the child of my child, and the child of my child's child,'
in this wak/ his nasi [posterity] will be included, and so long as
his prosterity lasts, the produce will be expended on his descend-
ants; and if there is a single one of his descendants existing, however

remote, nothing will be given to the poor. If the wdki/ [in such a

wak/] has used any expression which denotes that his descendants
will take in such an order, e.g., if he has said thus,. 'the nearest
will be nearest,' or thus, 'on my child and then on my child's
child,' or thus 'batnan .b'aad-bci.tn,' in all such cases, a commence-
ment will be made [in the distribution of the produce] as condi-
tion by the udki/; [thus it is stated in the] Durrur [ui-A hkdm]."

"If the wdkif at the outset used the plural expression, on
my awldd [children], in that case the wak/ will be for his des-
cendants so long as they exist, and the near and the remot will
be equal unless the wdki/ indicated the order in which they should
take."

Khazdnat-ul-Multi•in.( 1)

EXTRACTS FROM THE CHAPTER ON WARP.

"Etymologically the meaning of wa/ is detention. In..
law, according to Abü HanIfa (may the mercy, &c.), the detention
of the substance of a thing in the proprietorship of the owner and
the consecration of its usufruct on the poor or on any object among
objects of benevolence. Thus, this will be in the same way as an
'adriat and therefore will not be binding, and it will be lawful fr
the wdkif to revoke it and sell the property."

And according to the Disciples, it is the detention of property
in the ownership of Almighty God, and the right of the wdki/ be-
coming extinguished in it [viz., the property dedicated], it is trans-
ferred to Almighty God for the purpose, that its profits may be
expended on His creatures. And therefore it [a wa/cl] is binding
and [the subject of] it can never be made a gift of, nor can it be
inherited nor sold, and it is on the footing of a mosque."

(1) "The Treasure-house of the Muftis," frequently quoted by the Law
Officers and referred to in the Patdwaj Alamgiri and in the cases given in
Macnaghten'e Prineiplea and Precedents of Mahommedan Law, eee p. 332 Mid
P. 342. &ee alsiD Morlev'e Dig. Introd., p. OQIZUYU.
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"According to Imâm Mohammed there are four conditions for
the validity of a wakf, to consign it to a mutwalli, to separate it
[from the other property of the wdkif], not to reserve for oie'8 self
any interest in the produce of the wak/, and to make it perpetual in
this way that its ultimate application should be for the poor...
And Aba Yusuf has laid down that no such condition is necessary
and the Ma3hdikh of Khorasân have adopted the opinion of Aba
Yusuf; the jurists of Bokhara that of Mohammed." "If a man
make a wak/ of his land on a specified body of people attached
to a mosque, though he may not have destined its end for the poor
according to the universality of jurists, the uakf would be valid. And
this is recognised as authoritative. If he has constituted his house
as a mosque and appointed a person as muezzin, and this person
gives. the czzán and makes the ikdmat and offers the prayers [though]
by hims3lf, this will amount to consignment and this is recognised.

" When a mosque is ruined and people have no need for it,
thejurists hold that it isamosque for ever, and this is most correct."

"The burying of one corpse in a cemetery, the alighting of
one person in a khdn, the passing of one person along a road, the
drinking of one person at a well......is equivalent to consign-
ment and is sufficient [even without formal dediction], according
to the authoritative opinion."

Muhd'a. " Shuyu'u is in truth a bar to complete seisin, but those who
do not consider consignment as a condition of wak/, also uphold
the validity of the wak/ of mushd'a: According to the Mashdikh
of Khorâsân the wakf of mushd'a is valid according to Mohammed
it is not, and this was adopted by the jurists of Bokhara. [But]
all moderns have decreed according to the rule of Aba Yusuf that
it [the wak/ of mushd'a] is lawful, and this is authoritative."

It should be known that when a 'confused' [joint undivi-
ded] property is not capable of partition, it can be lawfully dedi-
cated without difference of opinion."

lVak/ of	 " If a man makes a wak/ of dirlierns or food or whatever is
mone1 and weighed cr measured according to Imâm Zuffar it is lawful. When
movable
ruperty asked how such things can be made wakf, he answered the money

in general, should be invested in muzdribat and whatever profit is derived
therefrom will be devoted to the purposes of the wak/; and what
ie weighed or measured will be sold and its price like dirhem8 will
be invested in trade or business. And the jurists have hold, and
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analogy is so, that if the wdki[ provide thus ' this measure of wheat
will be loaned to the poor, for purposes of cultivation'for them-
selves and that after they have reaped the crops, the same measure
will be taken hack froin 1.hrn, and similarly for ever it should be

loaned to other poor [people]' ; this will he lawful. And like this
there are numerous wok/s in Damawand and the hilly tracts of
Tabaristan."

When a man has made a wak/ and has [expressly] condi-
tioned the wiláyèt [governance] for himself or anybody else, in
that cac the governance will be for him or that person. And the
wdki/ is superior to anybody else. And whoever has constructed
a mosque has a superior right to appoint its muezzin and to spread
it. carpets J . that is, to manage its afairs]."

" If the uilki/ is not trustworthy, the Kâzi out of regard for
the iut-test of the beneficiaries will take away the wa/cf from his
hands end will appoint another mutwalli in his place, whether the
wdki/ reserved the wildyèi for him or not. Even though he re-
served the wile yet for himself and conditioned that the Kâzi shall
not havr the power of removing him, that condition being contrary
to the Shar'aa is bath. But the Kâzi will have the power to remove
him and appoint another when it has been proved that he is not
trustworthy. This power is similar to the power of the Kâzi to
remove an executor appointed by a deceased for his minor child
who proves himself untrustworthy."

And all that has been stated in relation to the question. of The
the government of a wa/cf is founded on the rules laid down by Mutwalli.
Aba Yusuf with whom is the Fatwa ...... In the wildyèt of a wak/
the udki/ is superior, and than his heirs and his kindred, unless
they are lash/c [addicted to vice] or have become fdsik in which
[latter] case it will be taken away from them and a stranger may

be appointed. If they become fit again, it [the office] will be re-
turned to them."

......If the wákif appoints a stranger as his muwalli, and
then wishes to remove him and take up the towliat himself, he
will have that power."

The mutwalli may lawfully make a wasiu [in resr eat of
the trusteeship] to another for after his death4'

"If the wáld/ has said to another 'you are my wast in t1is
tuzAj,' this is taw/cil [i.e., the appointment of an agentl i and so lctg
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as the wdki/ is alive, the ui1dyet will be for him [the person so
appointed], and after he wdki/'s death, the wildyèt will cease
unless the wdki/ had said that the wildyè will be [also] for that
person after his death."

If there is no mutzt'alli f ,-, r the wak/ until death has ap-
proached the wdki/ and then he made a wasiat to another in this
way that he will be the wdkil'L u'asi in all his amwdl [property]
and the mu€wallj of his wak/—it will be so. And if the wdlcif after-
wards appoints another was, this latter will not be the mvtwallj.

If no mvtwalli was appointed until the Kâzi appointed
one, the wdkif will not have the power of removing him in order
to have himself the tou'liag.

" If the wdki/ has appointed two persons as the nzigwallis,
and one of them dies appointing the other as his vasI, the surviv-
ing mntwalli will have the power over all the affairs of the wak/."

"The beneficiaries have no right to partition the wak/ pro-
perty among themselves......nor can the mutualli hypothe-
cate it for- any debt he may have incurred for the wak/, and if he
has done so, and the mortgagee has been in possession for any
time, he shall be liable for the usual rent (ujr-ul-misl).''

The powers	 "If the wdkif has consigned by will the uakf, and upon thatof the

	

	
has made a condition that the executor will not have the power to
leave the trust to another, this condition will be lawfuL"

'' And if the condition be that the wildyèt will be for so-
and-so and after him for so-and-so this will be lawful, for this is
like a wasiat."

Cc If he has made a wasicit [in respect of the trusteeship of the
walc./] to two persons, and one of them should accept and the other
decline, the Kâzi in that case should appoint another in the latter's
place, so that the intention of the udki/ that the affairs of the wakf
should be conducted by the joint judgment of two persons may be
carried into effect.'' ......'' And the Xzi may lawfully entrust
the entire wildyct to him who has accepted."

If the wdki/ says that the most excellent (a/zal) of his
children will be the nzutwalli, in that case the wiidyèL will be for
the a/zag among them. If he proves to be wicked, then the next
to him should be appointed, and if he abandons his wickedness
and adopts the ornaments of piety and dignity, and is better quali.
fled than the second, the wilcyIe will be restored to him, And
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when both are equal in honesty, uprightness, judgment, and ex-
cellence, then the one best acquainted with the affairs of the wak/

will have a superior claim, and if one of them is superior in piety
and virtue and the other in the knowledge of the affairs of

the wa/cf and is not likely to deceive, the latter should be preferred."

" And if he has consigned the trust to 'Abdullah until Zaid's
arrival, it will be done as he said."

And if the wdki/ has consigned the trust to another and
that person dies during the lifetime of the u'áki/, the wdkif will
have the power of appointing another mutual/i, though the last
one might have been nominated by tiLe

When the descendants of the ucIAi/ and members of his
family are in existence, a mutwalli should not be appointed from
among strangers. But when there is no one fit among them, a
stranger may be appointed, and if a strangerlias been appointed,
and then some one fit among the members of the wdki/'s family
is forthcoming, the towilat should be given to him."

A mutwalli may lawfully consign the trust to another by The powers
way of a wasiat to take effect upon his death. But if he wish to of the
appoint another for himself during his lifetime and whilst in health, tU!WdaZ
it will not be lawful, unless the trust to him is in a general manner
['aalcL sabil.ut-t'aamIm.]

According to Aba Yusuf, consignment is not necessary for
the validity of a wak/, and therefore in cases of a khân, cemetery,
reservoir, etc., neither the delivery of Seisin nor the alighting of
one traveller, nor the burial of one corpse, •ior the drinking of one

individual which [according to Mohammed] amount to delivery of
seisin—is necessary. Simple testimony [as to the formal declara-
tion of the wa/c!] is sufficient."

If a man say ' this land is a mow/coo/a or sadahah-niowkoofa
on myself,' this is as lawful as if he had made a condition that

during his lifetime he should himself eat out of it and feed others
therewith. Therefore it is approved as authority that this wa/cf
is valid."

"A man makes a wa/cf on the poor and makes a condition
that he should eat out of it, saying that ' it will be lawful for me
to eat of it'; this is lawful."

"And if he says 'this land of mine is a tadal6ah-mowkoofa or
tnowkoofa in perpetuity for Aithighty sod, that so long as I am
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alive its produce should be [lit., remain current] for me,' and adds
no more, it will be lawful. And when he dies, the wak/ will be
for the poor."

" And if hesays,' whilst I am alive its produce will be for me,
and aft3r me for my child and child's child and their nasi so long
as their nasi exist' it will be for them, and when they cease to exist
it will be for the poor; this is lawful."

"And when the wdkif, besides his maintenance, nas made
this condition that his debts should be paid out [of the produce],
this condition will be lawful."

The As/ibdli -wan-Nazdir( 1) with Hanuwi's Commentary.

To decide contrary to the conditions of the wdki/ is tanta-
mount to deciding contrary to the prescription of the Lawgiver,
and therefore such decision will not take effect, for the jurists have
held unanimously that the conditions laid down by the waki/ are
like the prescriptions imposed by the Lawgiver [viz., the Prophet].''
P. 146. [This is , well worthy the consideration of our Indian Law
Courts so apt to run away with their own concjption' of law and
equity.]

''In the ZakMra and the work of Ulalwa'lji, &c., it is stated
thus, that unless the wdki/ has so provided, the Kâzi cannot law-
fully appoint a /arrdsh for a mosque."

"From this it is clear that it is not lawful to introduce in
wak/s new allowances [not provided for by the wdki/."]......

If the wdlci/ has authorised the mutwalli to appoint servi-

tors in a mosque [or any such institution], he may lawfully appoint
new servants, not otherwise; nor can the Kâzi authorise him to
do so ; " Hamdwi, p. 162.

If a man make a wak/ on his zurriat [posterity] without
giving the order of the generations, then all high and low will take
equally; " Ashbdh, p. 179.

But if he has made a wak/ on generations with this condi-
tion that the prior will take first and thereafter and thereafter,

(1) Calcutta Edition, 1200, A. H. The Ashbdh-wan . Nathir is a celebrated
work [see Morley's Dig., Introd., p. cclxxi] by Moul&na Zain.u1.'aàbidin Ibrahim
(commonly known as Ibn.Nujaim) al.Mjsri al .Hanafl [i.e., of Egypt, belonging
to the Esnafi Beet]. The commentary is by MoulIna Syed. Ahmed bin Moham-
med a.jhrfl &I.R"	 HMnahj, who died in Cairo on the 8th of Ra$jab1
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[that , is in succession to each other] and does not say anything
more, in that case so long'as there is any one of the first genera-
tion, no one of the second will take anything. When a man has
made a wakf in favour of hischiklren -and their children and their
nasl, in such a case the child, whose father has 'died before tTie
wak/, will not be included in it, for the wdkif has restricted [the
waki] to the children of the beneficiaries, so his child who has died
before could not come under the wak/." [This is only a question
of construction and depends on the language used to indicate the
intention of the wdkif. If the wáki/ had said my children and
children's children and children's children's children there could
be no question as to the inclusion of the child of a predeceased
child.]

"If a person make a wak/ upon his awldd and the awWd of
his awlO4 and his zurriat [posterity] on this condition, that it should
commence with the first batn [generation] and thereafter and there-
alter, in such a case, I say there is nothing for the second genera.
tion whilst .there is one of the first. If one of the second genera-
tion dies, whilst the first generation are in existence, leaving a
child, that child will not participate with the second generation,
when they get the benefit, as he belongs to the third generation,
but he will get his share when the third generation get the benefit."

If a person make a wak/ on his awldd and the awlá4 of his
awldd and his zurriat and nasi, and give no order- [in which they
should take], but condition that whenever one of them dies leav-
ing a child, the share of the d'eceased will go to such child,—in
such a case, the distribution between a child and child's child will
be equal, and accordingly what the deceased was to get will be for
his child, and such child will [then] get two shares, one in his own
right as participating in the wakf and the other the share of his
parent which devolves on him."

"If a person make a wakf on the children of his loins, male
and female, and on the male children of his children, and on their
awldd's awldd and nasl—jnsuch a case his male and female children
and the male children of his sons and daughters will share equally
and in it will be included the children of the daughters as well of
the sons. If he said that the first nasi will be first and there-alter
and thereafter, in such one the children of his l&ns, mate and
female, will bike ftrat; after ihem it will be for the children o
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his Sons and riot for the children of his daughters ; and then - for
tc children of his son's children in perpetuity ; ' ' p. 180.

If he were to make	 on his daughters and on their
awldd and oil 	 (twiaci's atrldd in sit(-1i a case, the rule is that
the produce will be for his dangh ters ,,, ( I for their nasl.'

It is not lawful to create a debt over a 71-al, but if there
arises a necessity for borrowing fer tic beiiefit of the wak/, such
as for its repairs or for buying seed, in that case. borrowingorroing is lawful
under two conditions first, tint t. t must be With the sanction of the
Kâzi, and secondlt1 , that it is not possible to nicet the necessity by
its rent., if let for a hunted period. So has litn-WahbiIn written.
To have to spend on the beneficiaries is not such a necessity [as
would justify borrowing], Sc) it is stated iii the Kinia.'

It is not necessary for the validity of a wok!, that the object
for which the wak/ is being created should be in existence at the
time of wak/ , therefore, if a wa./c/ be made on the children of Zaid,
though Zaid has no children [then], the wak/ will [nevertheless]
be valid ; and until Zaid has children, such icakl will be expended
on the poo."

"It is incumbent to observe the conditions imposed by the
wdki/, for the jurists have declared that they are like the Ness
[prescriptions] of the Lawgiver ...... But. [they niay be departed
from] in the following particulars

(1) If he has conditioned that the i\ izir shall never be
removed, the Kâzi has still the power of removing a Ndzir who is
unfit.

(2) If he has conditioned that the rwk/ property should not
be leased beyond a year, but there is nobcdy willing to take a
lease for a year, or if there is greater benefit to the beneficiaries
from a longer lease, the Kzi has the power of contravening the
condition laid down by the n61tJ but not the Ndzir.

"(3) If the rcákj/ has conditioned that the Koran should l
read over his grave, such fixing should be excluded."

According to Hamâwi, however, " mcst of the learned have
held it to be clear that the view [e xpressed in the third head] is
founded on the opinion of Irufim Abft HanIfa who considered the
reading of the Koran near a grave to be abcininable ; so according
to him the udki/ saying that it should be read over his grave would
be void. But Vu this Feint, viz., on the lafulncssrtth ^rwi it
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of having the Koran read over the grave], the Fa.twa is on the
opinion of Imflm Mohammed, according to whom the reading
of the Koran by the side of or over the grave is not illegal. So
it is in the Khuldsa.. Therefore the wdki/'s conditicn is bindiiig
The author's statement that it is void is weak."

(4) If the wdki/ has conditioned that th le balance of the
wok/ income should be given to whoever begs at a particular masjid

every day, no regard should be paid to this condition." I{amâwi
says, " this is according to the Kinia, but he [the author] has said
afterwards that it is preferable to pay a regard to this condition."

(5) If the wdki/ has conditioned that the beneficiaries
should get fixed rations of bread and meat every day, the kyjurn
[inutwalltl may make them cash payments, and in another place
it is stated that the beneficiaries may demand and take payments
in cash.''

(6) If the allowance fixed for the imam is not sufficient,
and he is learaed and pious, in that case it is lawful for the Kâzi
to increase his allowance." (Hamâwi says, " he has no such
power unless the irniin is learned and pious and the pay fixed by
the wákif is insufficient.'

(7) If the ud1i/ has conditioned that the investment shall
never be altered, if the alteration is beneficial to the wak/, the
Kâzi may authorise its being changed. And he (the Kdzi) cannot
dismiss a mutwaili if appointed by the wáki/ without misfeas-
ance. Nor can he remove a ?nvtwaiii upon the mere complaint
of the beneficiaries (maslaliahIn) unless they establish misfeasance
against him. And so in the case of an executor."

If the wdk'i/ dismisses a mutwall?, if he made a condition
[reserving the power of discharging and nominating], such dis-
missal will be valid by consensus. But if [he did] not [so re-
serve this power], it will not be valid according to Aba Yusuf.
And the jurists of Balkh have adopted Abil Ymisuf's rule
P. 309.

Hamâwi says that the rule of Aba Yusuf has been held to be
valid by a large body of people; and in the Fath-ul-Kadi'r it j8
stated that it is most approved among the learned.

The founder [of a mosque] is primarily entitled to appoint
the irndm and muezzin ; and his child and his people [asitirat,
tribe, class] are better entitled than strangers."

AA, mm	 49
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"When two persons are appointed by the wdkif to do a work,
they cannot act singly; but when the wdki/ has conditioned that
he and another shall have the power of altering the investment,
he will have the power of doing so himself, so it is [stated] in tile
Fatdwai Kdzi K/tdn."

Hisâmi has stated in his TVdk'ifl that the Kâzi has the power
of appointing a mutwalli without any provision to that effect in
the wak/], but he cannot appoint [iiew] servants in a mosque with-
out such a condition."

It is abominable to give to the /akir of a uak/ two hundred
dirhenis ...... but when the wak/ is in favour of [the wdki/'s] indi
gent kindred so much may be given ; so it is stated in the lkbtidr."

" When a man nakes a weAl of a house on his two sons and on
their children for ever so long as their posterity exists, and they
intend residing in it, none of them has a right to do so ...... for
it is evident that when the ?vdXif applied the term wuk/ to the
I1()USC, he devoted the rent of the house to the beneficiaries ; there-
fore it will not be used for their residence."

Sharh -ul- if' 1ka!/a.. (1)

Text [of the TVikd ja.]—" The meaning of wakf [according
to Abu Hanifa] is to tic U 1) a property, like all in the pro-
prietorsiup of the waki/ and to devote its usufruct [upon mankindJ
and accordiitg to tile Disciples [the meaning of y akf is] the tying
up of the ubstaiice of a thing in the ownership of the AlmighIt\-.
And acc)rchng to tile Disciples a wek/ ioiice made] is obligatory
and on this is the Fibre ,' ' P. 22:1.

Cwiiioriot.—'' Titre is (lJfierdne of opinion with regard to
the condition relating to the constitution of a. house into a mosque.
Acc)rding to Abui Yusuf (may God's mercy, &c.), the mere decla-
r.itioml [of the irdAi/] that J constitute this into a mosque,' is
sathicient, for according to Abii Vusuf consignment is not neces-
sary-for the validity of a wakf. According to Mohammed, it is
necessary prayers should lie offered in Janid'at [assembly]
According to Abü Hanifa the prayers of one man would be
sufficient."

Tex&—" And according to Abei Yusuf mere saying I have
m:1d3 this wak/' will extinguish the right of property."

(I) Frequoiitly quoted by the Law Officers of the Sudder Court.
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Cominen.—" In other words, the mere declaration of the

wakif extinguishes the right of property in him and transfers it to
-the Almighty. Accordingly, consignment to a mutwalli is not

necessary.''
Text.—" To fix the produce of the wakf for one's self, and to

make a condition that he may change the and of the wak/ for

another land when he likes, are valid according to Abfl Yusuf."....

"According to Aba Yusuf a wak/ is valid even though it is
not exprssly destined to an unfailing purpose, and when the pur-
pose [named] has become extinct, then it will be spent on the

''poor.



Tahtdwi VOL II.

Pages 569-70 (Text).

Chapter on ?natter 	 '''Y iD favn'r of 'liil.'ire'n.

"From the Durrar, etc., and from the Mawáhib(1) on wuk/ in

favour of one's self, his child, his generation, and his descendants
.11 a person fixes the usufruct for himself during his lifetime and

thereafter, and thereafter, it will be lawful according to the second

(Imam Aba Yusuf) ; and oil 	 is the F,1eo, &c.'

Co s1ENr.0 v.

Page 570.

Chapter on matters connected with a oak/ in favour of children.

And fonudes are included because the word walad (one born)

is derived from uliddal (birth) which is found in them.—Halabi

from the Durrar, " if there he no child born of his loins," means

W hen the child horn of his loins in whose favour the wakf was made

dies leaving a child, the latter shall not be entitled to anything of

the wok! property .in like manner, if, at the time of his making the

vak/, 
there be a child born of his loins, as well as the child of his

child, and the child born of his loins dies, the wak/ will go to the

poor and not to the child of his child. To the poor," bccause the

person in whose favour the wak/ was made was no more.--Durrar,

It will go exclusively to the child of his son," because the child
of his son shall, in the absence of the child born of his loins, be

considered as the child born of his loins.—Durrar, " It is correct.."

This is the ZdJiir-ur-RawciYèt, and it has been adopted by ililhul,

because the children of daughters belong to the same lines as their
fathers, and not to those of their mothers ; the case with a son's

child being jest the opposite.—J-Ialai from the Durrar--- "And if

the words ' and the child of my child ' be added............

(I) By Mo ma Jturhn-uddifl 'Frah1si (of '1_poll), Sâhih-i . As'nM (the

ai,thoi of (ha A3'aá), placed on the same fconng with theY author of the Ihdóyo

b y d' Ohsaon.
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according to Allâmah Nh (may he be immersed in the mercy of

God), it purports that if the word walad (child), which is related

to, or possessed by ya ( 'my '), the possessive pronoun of the

first persons be not qualified by the word male, it would mean child
born of his loin, the male and the female equally, and if it be so

qualified it would mean excli'-sively the male child born of his

loins. If •a man were to say, 'I have made a waLl of this land

of mine in favour of my child,' the produce would go to th

ehik, male or female, born of his loins; and if be were to say,

'I have made the wak/ in favour of my male child,' the produce

.Would go exclusively to the male child born of his loins; and
in the absence of the child born of his loins, the produce would
go to the poor, and not to the child's child. This would be
the case, if there he a child born of his loins at the time of his

making the wak/. If, at the time of his making the wak/, there

be no child born of his loins, but there he a male or female
child of his son, the produce would go to him or her exclusively;
and none of his posterity, save that person shall partake of the
produce ; and a daughter's child is not included therein; this is

the Zdhir Rawdyèt.; and according to this Fatwa is given. If he

says 'in favour of my child, and the child of my child,' and does
not qualify it by the word male, it would include the child born of
his loins, and the children of his eons and daughters.—According

to the correct Rawdyèt. They would partake of the produce, nei-
ther the child born of his loins having preference to the son's child-
ten, nor the children of the son to those of the daughter; and if he
so qualifies it, it would include the male children of sons and daugh-
ters, according to the correct Rawdyèt.—Finis. "It is restricted

to the said two," that is to say, to the child and the child's child.
'[But] "if he adds the third generation (and says 'in favour of my
child, the child of my child, and the child of the child of my child,'

it would include all his descendants "- (Durrar). The produce

would then go to his children (descendants) so long as his posterity
continues, and not to the poor, till any of his children (descendants)
be alive, be he of a degree howsoever low. Beoaue when he made

mention of three generations it indicated distance, that is to say,

numerousness of degrees. Hence the restriction is removed, and
what remains to be taken into consideration is lineage, in the sense

•f the word, which includes all; because it is found in one who is
cthe next as well as in one who is the remotest in descent. The case
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with the second generation is otherwise, because it is removed by
one degree only. "But in the event of his using terms denoting
order—.--," e.g., If he says in this way "nearest, then nearest,"

or says in favour of my child, and then in favour of the child of my

child," or says, "gene ration after generation," it would begin
from one mentioned first by the person making the wakf.—Durrar.

"Aa, for instance, he says first of all, 'in favour of my children,.
using the plural form ,' it would make the next in descent
as will as the one far removed equal, but not in case of his using

terms denoting order; and this will apply to what follows."



ZMLYE.

TakhrIj-ul-Ileddya.

1300K ON WAKE

Imin Zailye in his work called the TakhrIj-ui-Heddia gives
in detail the prescriptions of the Lawgiver of Islam which form
012 foundation of the law relating to wak/. " The first tradi-
tion," be says, is as follows:—Said the Prophet, peace be on him, to
Oniar when he (Omar) wanted to give in charity his land, called
Satnâgh, " consecrate just as it is, so that it ma y neither be sold,
nor conveyed bygift, nor inherited." I say this tradition has been
cited by six Imams. Bokhâri has cited it at the end of the Chapter

on Evidence, Muslim and Abü Dâüd in the Book on Wills, Tirmizi
and Ibn-i-Mâja in the Book of Aháni and NisãI in the Book on
Wk/ ; and all of them have taken it from Nfi, who got it from
the son of Omar, who said " Omar got a piece of land in Khaibar,
whereupon lie came to the Prophet, may peace and safety be unto
him, and said, 'I have got a piece of land, a better thing than which
I never got, what is your order to me about it.' The Prophet said,

if you like you make a wakf of it as it is, and bestow it in benefac-
tion.'" Omar thereupon bestowed it in charity on his relatives, and
the poor, and slaves, and in the path of God, and travellers, in a way
that the land itself might not be sold, nor conveyed by gift, ncr,
inherited, and that there would be no harm if the nzuwalii applied
the produce of the land to meritorious purposes, and fed with it big
friends who were not well-to-do.--Finis. lii a place in Bokhãri
it is stated that the Prophet, peace and safety be unto him, said
in this way," consecrate it as it is, so that it may neither be sold nor
conveyed by gift, but (people) may be fed with it," and that Omar
E1)fl-ttl-Khattâb thereupon dedicated it as directed. He (Bokhâri)
has also stated that it was a date-orchard. Abü Dââd has added
that Yahya, son of S'aId, said "Abdul HamId, son of' Abdullah, son
of Omar Ibn-ul-Khatt.âb sent to him a copy of the deed of wk/
executed [by Otnar] :-' In the name of God, the most merciful.
This is what is written by the slave of God, Omar, in respect of
Samaigh.'
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"Tie then stated (therein) what had passed between him (and
the Prophet) in the way it has been recited by NA, and said

'If the muwalli like, he may purchase a slave with the price

of its produce, to look after it.'
"It was in the hand-writing of Mutaqab, and was witnessed

by Abdullah, son of Arkam."
"' In the name of God the most inercif'il, this is what has been

willed by the slave of God, Omar, the Commander of the Faithful

If anything happen to me, the mutwalli of Samâgh and of that

which surrounds it, viz., the mounds, and of the slaves in it, and

of the one hundred parts in Khaibar, the slaves there, and of the

one hundrd parts in Wâdi made wak/ by Mohammed, peace and

safety be on him, shall be Hafsa's,. during her lifetime, and after
her such member of her family as may be intelligent.. They shall

neither be sold nor purchased. The mutualli shall feed therewith

his relatives, and beggars, and those who have received no inherit-
ance, whomsoever he may choose; and there will be no harm if the

nzutwalli should eat out of their produce, or feed others with it or

redeem with it slaves.' "—Finis -

The word Akala with the long sound of the letter a means fed.

*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *

Hakim recites in his book called Mustadrak in the Chapter on

Fa,-Ail from \Vâkidi, who said
"Omr, son of Hind, r3oi .i to me this tradition from 'Abdullab,

eon of Osintu, and he from A.kam, son of Abi'l Arkam Makhzuml,

who said his father rcited it to him from Yahya, son of Osrn,
and he from Arkam(1) and he says it was handed down to him Lv

O3m.n, son of AN Arkam, who said, 'I am the son of a Sab'aa-v8-

8Liam, (va., 
of a man who eni )raced Isln in the seventh year from

the time Mohammed declared himself it Prophet). He had a house

close to Safa. This was the house dwelt in by the Prophet, peace
and safety be unto him, at the time of the promulgation of Islam,
and it was in this house that he asked people to embrace Islam.
A large number of people embraced Islam in this house, of whom

Omar Ihn.ul .Khattâb was one, and the house was therefore called

'the house of Islam.' Arkam dedicated the said house on his child

meaning children], and the deed of wakf was read out.

(V) The t"l T),ocesz by which the authentic traditiofl3 are traced, Sca

Moky'	 Int'i, P. cczxviii
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"'In the name of God the most merciful. This relates to how

Arkam disposed of the usufruct of his property, which lies close to
Sala, tht is to say, be has bestowed it in charity(l) upon his child

[children], together with the place where it lies, viz. its environs,

so that it may neither be sold nor inherited.'
This was witnessed by I-Iishârn, son of 'Aâs, and by the slave

of Hishâm, the son of 'Aâs. This house all along continued to be

a permanent sadakah [wakf], 
his descendants living in it, letting

it out on rent, and they alone appropriating its proceeds. And

none raised miy question."
*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *

"Ibrahim of Hari says in his bool: Gharb-ul-Hadf8 that he

learnt from Aba Bakr son of Ahft Sh'aibah, he from Haifa, son of
Ghyâs, he from flishâm, son of ' TJrva, and he from his father, that

Zubair, son o 'Awwâm, made a uakf of his house in favour of one

of his daughters who was niardudah. He says rnardudah means a

woman who has been d i vorced, and fákid a woman whose husband

is dead."
*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *

"It is stated in the Khildfidt of Baihaki, that Abü Bakr

'Abdullah, son of Zubair Humaidi, said :-
Abü Bakr bestowed in charity [meaning wak/] on his child

[meaning children] his house at Mecca; which (charity) does up to
this day continue; and Omar bestowed in charity on his children

the usufruct of his property, which lies close to Marwa and Saniya;

and this (walc/) does up to this day continue; and Ali bestowed

in charity on his children, his land in Egypt, and his property in

Medina, which does up to this day continue; and S'aad, son of AM

Vakkâs bestowed in charity on his children his houses in Med in

and in Egypt, which does up to this day continue; and Osm.n

bestowed Rünia in charity, which does up to this day continue ; and

'Ainr, Son of 'Aâs, bestowed on his children in charity Wahat in TAU,

as well as his houses in Mecca and Medina, which waA/ does up to

this day continue.
*	 *	 *	 *	 *

The fourth tradition .— ................... The Prophet, peace

.and safety be unto him, used to appropriate (the' proceeds of) th

things bestowed by him in charity. MuzayyiI says it. (charity)

(1) May also be tranilated "dedicated it."
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means wakf .................. Ibn All Shaiba writes in his book
Musannaf, in the chapter in which he has cited the traditions on
the strength of which he opposes Abil Hanif a, that Ibn 'Utaibah.
(Atbah) recited to him a tradition from Ibn Tâüs, and he, from his.
father, who said—

"I have been informed by Hajar of Mar [a Companion of the
Prophet] with regard to the property bestowed in charity by the
Prophet of God, may peace and safety be on him, that this (the
Prophet's) family used to appropriate the proceeds thereof lawfully
and not unlawfully."—Finis.

The fifth tradition.—The Prophet, peace be to him, said—
"The thing with which a man maintains himself is a charity."
The author adds Miqdâm, son of M'aadi Karab, and Khuzri, and

Jâbir, and Abi Imâma have also quoted this tradition. As reg&rds
th tradition narrated by Miqdâm, Ibn Mñja has recited it, in the
Chapter on uakf, from Ismâil, son of 'Ayâshi, lie from J3uhair, son
of Saad, he from Khâlid, son of Miqdârn, he from Miqdârn, soil
of Maadi Karab, and he from the Prophet, peace and safety be
unto him, who said :-

Of the things earned by a man nothing is better than what lit
earas by the labour of his hands. What a man spends for himself

or for his family, cbildr3n and servants is charity on his part.'--
Fin is.

Nisâi recites this in his book .isltrot-un-nissa from Bakia and
he from Buhair with these words—

That with which you feed yourself is a charity on your part.
that with which you feed your wife is a charity on your part, that
With which you feed your childr2n is a charity on your part, and
that with which you feed your servants is a charity on your part "--
Finis.

As regards the tradition narrated by Khuzri, lbn T{abbán has
rcited it in the first Chapter of the first part of his book " Sdhi/,,"
from the Dirdj of Ahi Samah, that Abü'I Haisam recited to hint
the tradition from Abi S'aid Khuzri, and he from the Prophet, may
p,-ace and safety be on him, who said :-" If a man earns somethjji
lawfully, and therewith feeds and clothes himself, and others.
of the creatures of God; this is a zakdt (charity) on his part."—
Finis. HAkini ha,s also recited this in his book MWadra/à in then
Chapter on A€unah.
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*	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *
Muslim recites in his SaM/i in the Chapter onZakdt from Ahi..

Zubair, and he from Jâbir who said that the Prophet said to a man
"Begin with yourself. Give charity to yourself, and if there
be anything left, give it to your wife, then to your relatives, and
then so on and so on."—Finis. The As/iáb Sunan [the authors of
the works on the Prophet's ordinances] recite from Mughaira and
he from Abfi Huraira, that the Messenger of God said" Give charity."
A man thereupon said, "I have got one dinr." The Prophet said

Give it in charity (sadakalt) to yourself." He said, " I have got
another diniir. " The Prophet said, Give it in charity (sadakah)
to your wife." He said, " I have got another dinr." The
Prophet said, "Give it in charity (sadakah) to your children."
He said, "I have got another dinár." The Prophet said,

Give that in charity to your servants." He said, " I have
got another dinr." The Prophet said, "You know better how
to dispose of it."—Finis. Ihn Hâbn has recited this in his Sd/il/i,
and Hâkim in his Must adrak, and they have declared the authorities.
on which it is based to be correct.



ZakhIr at-ui- Fat2wa.

Page 449.

IT is laid down in the Ajnás of Nâtiki that if a man makes a

-wak/, and lays down in it with respect to himself that he would,

during his lifetime, eat out of it, and feed those. whom he likes, that
after him, it would go to his child, his child's child, and to his poe-
terIty, for ever, so long as it may continue and that upon its be-

cDming extinct, it WOUl(l go to the poor; this is valid according to

Aba 'Y'usuf, may the mercy of God be on him, and this is not a wasiat

(disposition by way of a will) in favour of his child, the child eating

out of a property belonging to God, the Most High. Do you not

see that when a man makes a wak/ in favour of his children, and

their children so-long as their posterity may continue, and gives it
.afterwards to the poor, it is valid? Now, this case is just like it.



Klzazanat u1 Mu/tim.

Tv one says, "I make a walc/ of this land of mine in favour

of my child and aft€rwards in favour of the poor," the income
thereof will go to his child and his child's child till they be dead,

and none of them be alive, and even if the third generation be
forthcoming, the income will go to the poor, and not to the third
generation. If he says, "In favour of my child, my child's child,

and the child of my child's child," making mention of threç gene-
rations, the income will be spent on his descendants for ever, so
long as his posterity continues, and not on the poor till any of his
descendants be alive, be he of a degree howsoever low. The result
of this is that when the person making the wak/ makes mention of

three generations, the wak/ will be in. their favour, as well as in

favour of those lower than them, the next and the remotest

being equal,exceptiflg when he, at the time of making the wak/, says

"the next shall be the next," or says "in favour of my child, and
after them in favour of my child's child," or says, "generation after
generation," in which case, it shall begin with him with whom

the person making the wak/ has commenced.



SADAKATI OR CHARITY.

Miskkdt-v,1-Masdbih.( 1)

"The Apostle of God said, 'Every good act, is charity; and
'verily it is of the number of good acts, to meet your brother with an
open countenance, and to pour water from youryour own bag into his
vessel.

From Abu Dhar—" The Apostle of God said, your smiling
in your brothers' face is charity, and your exhorting mankind to
virtuous deeds is alms; and your prohibiting the forbidden, is alms;
and your shewing a man the road, in the land in which they lose it,
is charity for you ; and your assisting the blind, is charity for you
and your removing stones, thorns and bones, which are inconven-
ient to man, is alms for you.'

From Ahü iluraira and Hâshim-bin-Hizâm---" The Prophet;
said, ' The best of alms is a thing from which is left sufficient for a
man's sustenance and his family; and begin by bestowing on those
you have affection for.'

From Ibn-Mas'üd—" The Apostle of God said, 'when a Mus-
salman bestows on his family and kindrd, for the intention of re-
wards, it becomes alms, although he has not given to the pocr,

but to his family and children."

Abü Huraira—" The Apostle of God said, 'There is one dinâr

which you have bestowed in the road of God, and another in freeing

a slate, and another in alms to the poor, and another given to your
family and childr3n; that is, the greatest dinâr in point of reward,
which you gave to your family."

Thawbân—" The Apostle of God said, ' The most excellent
dinr which a man bestows, is that which he bestows, upon his own
family; and a dinâr spent upon quadrupeds, in the road of God,

(I) Mih .ul-M.sbih. Capt. Mathew's Translation, 'Vol. I, p. 447 k
pp. 453.456.

For the authority of the work eec Memdey'8 Dig., Introd., 'p. .cclwiii. and the
Trinsator'a Preface.
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-which is combating for the faith, and a dinâr which a maji bestows

upon his friends, in the road of God.'

Umm-Salmab—" I said to the Prophet, is there any good

tidings for me of rewards, for my bestowing on the sons of Abil-
Salmah? His Sons are no other than mine. The Prophet said

then give to them; and for you are the rewards of What you bes-

tow uponthem.'"

Zainab, wife of 'Abdu.11ah bin-Ma&d says—" The Apostle of

'God said,' Give alms, 0, assemblage of woman! although it be your
ornaments.'" She said, "then I returned from His Highness'
presence, when I heard this, to 'Abdullah, my husband; and I said,.

verily thou art a poor man; and verily the Prophet has ordered
me to give alms, therefore go to His Highness and ask him, if it is
sufficient for me to give to thee and thy children; and if it should

1)7 SO, I will perform it, and lay out upon you; and if it is not suffi-

cient, I shall expend on others." Then ' Abdullah said, "Do you
go and ask ; do not trouble me" "Then I went to the Prophet
and behold! I saw a woman of the Assistants,(i) at the Prophet's

doer, whose necessity was like mine ; that is, that woman had also
c.)me to ask about this matter: and verily there was so much awe
and fear in approaching His Highness that no person could go to
him without his permission. Then Bilâl came out to us from the
Prophet; and we said to him, 'Go to His Highness and inform him
that there are two wbrnen at the door, and they ask thee, is it not
sufficient for them to bestow on their husbands, and on crphans (2)

who are under their protection, but do not inform him who we are
thtt is, do not tell him our names.' Then Bilâl went in to the Pro-
phet and asked him about this matter. He said, 'who are they?'

Billâl said,' one of them is of the Assistants, and the other Zainab.
Then the Prophet said, ' which of the Zainabs is it ? ' Bilâl said
'Zainab, wife of 'Abdullah bin-Mas'fid.' Thenthe Prophet said,
it is sufficient for them to give to their husbands and the orphans;

and for them are two rewards; one for their kindred, and another

for alms.'
Sulaiman bin-'Attniir" The Apostle of God said, 'Giving

alms to the poor has the reward of one alms; but that given to

(1) Anstr, the people of Medina who assisted the Prophet.
(2) Meaning the motherless children of their husbands.
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kindred has two rewards; one, the reward of alm8; the other the

reward of relationship.'
Aba iluraira said, a man came to His Highness, and said, 'I

have got one dinâr.' He said, 'expend it upon yourself.' The man.

said, 'I have got another dinâr.' The Prophet said, 'expend that
upon your children.' The man said, ' I have got another dinr.'
He said, ' expend it upon your relation, your wife, father and
mother.' He said, 'I have got one other dinr.' The Prophet said,
extend that upon your servants.' The man said, ' I have got

another dinâr.' ll& said, ' you know best the condition of the pr
son most worthy of it; and who ever you know to be so, give it ?
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Bahr-ur-Rdik.(1)

IN law, according to Aba HanIf a, the meaning of w41 i

tile tvin'-up of the substance of a thing in the ownership of the

wf and dd.u
sufruct. According to the Disciples,

it means the tyin g -UP of property in the ownership of. Almighty
o

God and the devotion of its usufruct to purposes of benefit to his

creatures. In the Fath [ul-KadZr] further explanation. is added

viz., that the wdkif may give the usufruct to whomsoever he likes."

And in the Zakh( it is laid down that a consecration in

favour of the affluent is kurbat, [an act of approach to god."

"The motive of wokl is to obtain the affection of the living in

this world, and to approach the Lord of Lords (may his name be

glorified) in the next."
Its conditions are the same as in acts of mere bounty, viz.,

that is, the wdki/ must be sane, bdUqh (adult) it must be operative

at once and not suspensive."
"There are twenty-six express words by which it. may be con-

stituted
(I) This land is a permanent sad,akah-7n0Wk00k on the poor

or on anybody, and on this- there is no difference.

(2) This is sadakahi1t0Wk00!U ; Abil Yusut, Hillâl, and all

others are agreed thereon.

(3) This is hubs and sadakah.	 -

(4) This is	
Both these are like the

second. "

(5) This is ntowkoo/a. According to Abct HanIf a and Aba

Yusuf this word by itself constitutes a waki and' implies its final

destination for the poor..........And Sadrush-ShâhId has laid

down that the Fawa is thereon and the Mashá'ikh of Balkh have

given Eatwa according to Abc Yusuf's rule, and it is customarY

with us all to decide according to the rule of Aba Yusuf.

(1) A work of great authority ; see Morley's Dig., Introd., p cclu, frequently
quoted in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut cases; see specially I SeL P., p. 17.

50
oAA, ML 
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(6) This is mowkoo/a on a /akr.
(7) This is ,nalthoosa.

(8) This is hubs.

If both these expressions in the language of the place imply
permanent appropriation, then it is obligatory as if he had said
mowkoo/a or wak/.

(9) If he says ' this is for a sabil (path),' if the customary
meaning of the word is permanent dedication, it will be so, other-
wise he will be asked as to his meaning. If he says he meant wak/,
in that case it will be wak/. If he says he ment a sadakah, then it
will be a mere votive offering.

(10) ' I have made this for the indigent.'
If the customary sense of these words is wak/, it will be wak/.

If not, lie will be asked as to his intention, if he says he meant wakf,
in that case it will he wakf, if lie says he meant a srdakah, then it
will be a votive offering.

(11) .31ulzarranma.
12) his mere saying wakf. A.nd this is correct. Andantom,

the people of }Iijãz(l) it is universal. It is equivalent to saying
hubsun ,nowkoo/un.

(13) And it is like saying shortly, nw'wkooftUun.
(14) His saying 'I have made the fruit of my vine trees wak/.'

This will be waLl [of the trees] whether there are grapes on the

trees or not.
(15) His saying ' I have constituted the usufruct [of this

property] in this way.'

(16) His saying 'this is nowkoo/a for Almighty God,' it is
equivalent to saying sadakah-nwwkoo/a. All this is stated fully

in the Fath-ul-Kc4Ir. And in the Bazdzia, it is laid down that

.a wak/ created by the mere word wak/ or rnowkoo/a is valid.

(17). If he says 'this is nzowkoofa on wajjah-ul-k/iair, good

purpose, or wajjah-ul-ihsdn, benevolent purpose,' it will be a wak/

for the poor.

(18) If he says 'this is sadakah-rnowkoofa for my hajj or for

my' umra,' it will be a lawful uak/.

(19) If he says 'this is sadakah, it will not be sold,' it will

be a votive offering, but if he add 'it will not be given in gift, and

() The pert of Arabia where Mecca and Medina are situated.
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inheritance will not apply to it,' in that case it will be a wa/cf for

the poor.
(20) If he says 'you buy out of the produce of this house

every month ten dirherns worth of bread and give it to the needy,'

the house will he wak/."

[The rest are unimportant.]
"There is no difference as to the validity of a wa/cf. The only

difference is as to when-it becomes obligatory and binding. Abft
HanIfa sys it becomes binding on the decree of the Judge [and,
that], until then it is revocable. The Disciples hold it becomes
binding at once, and cannot be sold or given or inherited.........
All the jurists have adopted the rule of the Disciples and the Faiwa

is thereon. And in the Fath-[ul-KadIr] it is laid down that it is
correet, and on that is the consensus of the universality of the Com-
panions of the Prophet.............According to Abü Yusuf,
a wak/ is like the emancipation [of a slave] and becomes operative
and binding by the mere declaration of the wa/cu. Mohammed says
it becomes binding after delivery of seisin to the muwc2li and sep-
aration and mention of perpetuity."

"If the person making a wa/cf reserves the income thereof
for himself, or appoints himself the mutwalli, it will be valid, that
is to say, if he lays down this condition at the time of making the

wa/cl, the condition will be good. The first, however, is valid

according to AU Yusuf, and invalid according to the analogy of
what Mohammed says, because he [Mohammed] makes the deli-

very [of the wa/cf property] to the mutwalli, a condition. It is

also said that they differ as to the delivery of possession and divi-
sion being necessary conditions for wa/cf. It is also said that this

difference is a new point altogether. t The difference being in the
case where the person making a wa/cf makes the condition that a
portion shaM be enjoyed by himself during his lifetime, and after
him, by the poor; and in the case where he makes the condition
that the whole shall be enjoyed by himself during his lifetime, and
after him, by the poor."(l)

The reason for what Mohammed says is, that a wa/cf is valid
when any one is made owner of a property in the manner. herein

before described by me. Hence the condition under which the
-whole or a part is enjoyed by one [making the wa/cl] makes it

(1) That i5, there is a differenc, in both oaaeL
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[the w'k/] 
invalid, for it cannot be realised how one can make

himself the owner. It would be just like a conditional charity, and

the reservation of a portion of the site of a mosque for one's self.'

"Aba Yusuf relies on what has been related regarding the

Prophet, peace and safety be on him, viz., that he used to eat out

of his sadakah, which is understood as sadaI:ah-rnOUkOO/(, but it

is not lawful to eat out of it, unless there be a condition to that
effect; hence the above shows the validity of the condition. Be-

sides, teakf is the depriving of one's self of a property, and
dedicating it to God, the Most High, in the manner stated

above with the obeci	 near to God.

Hence, if a mail 	 a part or the whole br

for himself a thing belonging to God, and not a thing belonging to
himself ; and this is lawful. It is just as a mail a house for
the reception of travellers and strangers, or constructs reservoirs
to keep therein water for the use of the travellers, or converts a
piece of land into a burial-ground, and makes the condition that he
also should put up, or drink, or be intcrred there. Besides, the ob-

ject of [the person making a wok/i is to do a piOUS act. and making

provision for himself is such. Said the Prophet, peace be oil him,

Provision made by a flail for himself is a charity.' It is stated

in the Fath-ed-Jtadii, Preference is given to what Abc Yusimf Says.'

Sad r-us-Sluihid sa ys, Falcit is given according to what Abft Yusuf

Says. Wels() give Ji at u-a in accordance with what AbCI Xusuf says,

in order to encourage people to make wakf. The Ma,áik/t (jurists)

of Balkh have also adopted the same view; and this is what appears

from the Heddya, because it givcs.the arguments in its support and

does not refute theth. In a case of reservation for one's self, if a
man says that the debts due by bun should be paid from the income

of it [the uak/ property] ; and in like manner, if he says that in the

event of his dying in debt, his obligation should be paid oil first with

the income of this wakf property and that the remainder should

be spent in the way Of God ; in each of these cases the ualc/ shall be

valid. In the Book of Wak/ by Khassâf, it is stated, 'if one makes

this condition that he would apply the usufruct of the said wak/

property for the maintenance of himself and his children, servants,
and family, and if the produce thereof comes [into his handa] and

he sells it, and takes it into his custody the price of the same, and

then hies before spending it, to whom shall it go, whether to his
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heirs, or to those in whose favour the wak/ ws made? It is said,

It shall go to his heirs, because the usufruct (as conditioned by
him) belonged to him, and he had obtained it. But this does not
specify the part they each should get, whether one half, or a fourth,

tviz., the whole of the usufruct which, came into his hands would

be for them jointly].' And such also will be the case if any
one says, 'If so-and-so, meaning the person making the wakf,

dies, one part, say out of ten parts, shall every year be taken out of

the usufruct of this waki property, and be spent in the performance

of the haij for his benefit, in doing penance for the oaths broken by

him, 'and in such and such acts, naming several things,' or if he

says, ' Si many dirhems shall every year be taken out of tb pro-

perty given in charity, for being spent for such and such purposes,

and the remainder in such and such acts as he (the mctwalli] conr-

des proper.'—Finis. It is stated in the Hdwi, ' This rule of Abô

Yusuf has been adopted for the Fatwa, in order to encourage

people to make wak/ and increase benefaction.' From this difference

of opiaion it may also he inferred that if any one were to make a wak/

in favour of his male and female slaves, it would be invalid accord-
ing to Mohammed and valid according to Aba Yusuf, in the same
way as the condition for one's own benefit. Seme have drawn the
same inference also from the above as to the enjoyment of the usu-

fructby jnuda5bars and uinm-ul-walads.(l) This, however, is weak;

and what is correct is this, that It (the enjoyment of usufruct by mudab-

bars, etc.,) is lawful, both the authorities agreeing in it. Mohammed

argues that inasmuch as they (the mudcthbars and umrn-ul-walads)

shall become free upon the death of the man, a wak/ in their favour

shall be just like a wakf in Lvour of strangers; and it (freedom) is

found in them during his lifetime in -anticipation of what would be

the case after his death. What is said in the Heddya and Mujtaba

as to thdir really differing on the said point, is weak."

All our Mashdikh have adopted the rule of Aba Yusuf......

So that what is written in the Khdniéh (Fatdwai Kdzi Khthz) that

'if a person were to make a wak/ on himself, and on so-and-so, half of

it wouI be valid, viz., the share of the other,—and the share of him-

self would be void, or if he were to say that it is a wak/ for himself and

(1) Mudalbar is a conditionally enfranchised bondsman; amin-ul-w" is a
jondswoman who lia borne a child to her master and has thus obtained her
freedom.
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then for so-and-so, or if be were to say, that it is a wakf for 6o-and-so1

and then on himself, half would be valid, and the other half would
be invalid,' is a matter for surprise. How did the author come to
say this? It must be an interpolation. You must know that

whatever Cofl( ..1:? — ....:: ) I 'iven effect

to.
"There is absolutely no difference [is to the validity when a

W4kj on man makes the condition that the uu/ruct shall be for his children,
descend-
anti; valid so that when he makes a wak/ in favour of his children, it include8

without	 both the male and /einiile, but if he restricts to the male, it would ex-
differeflec. dude the female children.	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *

And when he mentions the third generation, nothing of the usufruct

will be spent on the poor, so long as any of his descendants, however

remote, is in existence.".............

In the Tdtdr-Khániéh it is stated that when a waX] is in

favour of a specified and known class or people whose number is
capable of limitation [or ascertainment], if they appoint a mut-

walli without taking the opiiion of the Kâzi it will be valid if they
are people of judgment. The ancients say that it is preferable to

place the matter before the Kâzi, but all modern jurists say it is

preferable not to do so.......our masters and modern Mashdik/ts

are agreed that it is better such people should appoint their own

rnutlV(ülL
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Page 528.

Text of the Durr-ul-Multhtdr.—" According to both Moham-

med and Aba Yusuf,] it [wakji means the detention of a thing in

the ownership of Almighty God, and the application of the usu-
I ruct thereof for whomsoever he [the person making the wakfl likes,

though that peron may be rich. • Consequently the teak/ would be

binding, he [the person making the wak/] not being competent

to annul it, and it, [the wak/] not being heritable. And on this

is the Fat wa ; lbn Kamâl and Ibn Shahnah. Its object is to make

one's self beloved in this world, and to obtain in the next the re-
ward [of God], that is to say, if it is made by a person possessing

the capacity to form an intention [niat], because it (making a wak/)

is nubdh [lawful], inasmuch as it is valid even if made by an in-

fidel, and sometimes it is wdjib [obligatory] on account of a vow."

Coninwrt of Tahtâwi :-" The author has added the words 'lau flu

umlai' (if in any sense or at any time) admitting [or accepting]

what is said in the Fath-ul-JCadir. Ibn Kamâl has adopted the

same opinion. The Fath-ul-Kadir says 'or spending the usufruct

thereof for whomsoever he likes,' for the reason that a walc/ is valid

even if made in favour of the rich, without any intention of kurbat

[an approach to God). Such wak/, although its ulti ate purpose

must be for, kurbat and permanency, will be a teak/ even before the

rich are out off and even if there be no mention of giving alms to the

poor, just in the same way as a wak/ for the poor and for defraying

the expenses of a mosque. This addition makes the definition
comprehensive. The inference to be drawn from the [above] state-

ment is that'the object of' making a teak/ is doing a benefaction

in any sense or at any time. This also appears from what is said

in the MuhIt, where it is stated that if a wak/ be made exclu8ivdy

restricted to the rich it will not be valid, as there is no kurbat, the

case being quite different when it is last of all destined for the

poor, for there is k-urbal on the whole."
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Page 529.

Text.—" Aba Yusuf considers the word [Mowbooja,] only as

sufficient. Shahid says 'I also give Fat wc& in accordance with the

same having regard to customary practice.'" Comment :-" The

author says 4 the word [Mowkoola ] &c.' He [Abi Yusuf ] says when

a wak/ is constituted by this word [alone], it is for the poor, and

when it conveys a particular mode of application, viz., a dedication

for the poor, it necessarily becomes permanent, because the poor can

never be extinct, Bahr. ul-Rdik. He says [further]: —"Sadr-us-Shahid

says, 'and I also give Fa.twa in accordance with the same.'" And the

llasMikhs [Jurists] of Bah have also gTen Fatwa in accordance

with it. Fatwa is given according to AbuVusuf, ho ty:

shall be valid by the use of this word alone, though no mention be
made of permanency or of the oject in whose favour it is made."

4.

The ancient lawyers generally discountenanced as a supersti-
tion the reading of the Koran over the grave of a deceased person.
The practice, however, has now become universal and has received

the sanction of modern jurists, who base their approval, as has

already been pointed out, on a dictum of 1iniri Mohammed ; see

p. 634.

The non-Moslem subjects of a Mahommedan State are called

zirnmis or ald-ul-zimma ; from the fact that they, oil side,

have sworn allegiance to the head of the Sai-c and have received
from him, as the chief representative of the Moslem nation, the
pledge of protection and security for their person and property,
and for the free enjoyment of their civil rights.

A non-Moslem subject of a non-Moslem State entering a Mos-

lem country wider a guarantee 0/ protection or dnidn was called a

fflu8tdmiii.
That guarantee might be special, extended to him personally

or might be general, under a treaty with his sovereign extending

to all the subjects of that particular State. A special dindn can

be given by any Moslem whatever his position to an alien arriving

on Moslem soil, but such protection would be restricted in its dura-

tion ; a special dnuin granted by the State would extend to the entire

period of the rnustthn in's stay in the country.
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lVak/namah in Doe cleni. Jan Beebee v. Abdollah Barber

(Fuiton's Reports, p. 345).

"Praise unto God, the betower of grace and support, and

blessings on Mohammed, the chief of the prophets, his descendants
and companions, who are perfect and united, after which I, the
declarant, Masummat Goonda Bibee, wife of the late Sheikh ('nlloo
Khansamah, inhabitant of Mawza Colinga in Dehu Berjee, one of
the Mahullas of the town of Calcutta, being sound in body and mind,
competent to perform all legal acts, of my own free will, without
aversion or compulsion, make the following binding and lawful

declaration :-
" Whereas different spots of ryotty land, and land in my own

occupation purchased by inc without the participation of others as
appears by the vouchers granted by the vendors that sold the same
unto me, and property formerly belonging to my husband, received
by me as my marriage portion, all which landed property is duly
defined by pottahs and bills of sale, and well-l .:nown limits, are

held by me in my own exclusive possession, under my proprietary
right thereto, free from the participation of others, and old rights
included therein, or otherwise appertaining thereto, both great
and small, I hereby grant and dispose of the same, as a pious
donation to please God, who is above all, on the following

conditions
1st.—Whereas the aforesaid lands, subject to rent, are situat-

ed in the town of Calcutta, I will appropriate as much of the pro
dues thereof as i required by my own use unto the said purpose,
after defraying the revenue and taxes thereof, and the remainder
to hereditable and charitable purpose, and my several relatives,

that is, my grandson and grand-daughter and daughter-in-law,
and daughter's son and daughter's daughter, who are now receiving
maintenance living together, united in meals shall continue to
receive the same in like manner, and the power of increasing o
decreasing the number of incumbents according to the increase or
decrease in the produce will remain with me, and the repairs of
the mosque, and salary of the Mowuzzin, Khatib, and other
expenses connected therewith, in the seasons of Ramazaun
Mobarek, and the Eed, shall be defrayed from the produce, and

the person who is hereafter appointed mutwalli, will enjoy the

same powers as I myself possess.
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"2nd.—T will continue mutwalli as long as I live, and on my

decease my daughter's son Abdollah, son of Sheikh Joomun

inhabitant of Calcutta, will become mutwalli, after the said

Abdollah, one from among my relations who is the most fit and

possesses. integrity, temperance. intelligence, and respectability
and appears most deserving.

" 3rd.—After y decease, neit1	 i.v heirs nor the mutwalli.

will have the smallest right to sell or give away or transfer the
above-mentioned lands in any mannr whtr'v:. 2. 	 .........

which is expended in hereditable, charitable and benevok.t
purposes, shall be disbursed under my own control and

direction.
These few words-are, ther'foru, writti by way of a voucher

of a picus donation, to serve as a binding and decisive docuii:"n'
when occasion requires. [A specification of the lands comprised
in the above pious donation then followed.]

Written on Thursday, the last of the month of March of the
year 1832 of the Christian era, corresponding with the 19th of the
month of Phalgoon, of the year 1283, Bengal style, corresponding

with tho 27th of the month of Ramazaun Mobarek, of the year

1247, of the Hegira."
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ci seq.
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BEQUEST-(C0)
for the support of a Christian

Church or a synagogue (Shâtei
Law), 702.

for BabiUflah or in the way of God,
601, 603.

_-.-(Shiah Law), 602, 603.
for good or charitable purpOseS

601, 603.
for the children of one's heir, law-

ful, 601, 604.
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of a particular person (Hanafi
Law), 609.
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704.
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ful, 601, 603, 705.
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et seq.
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_-(Shiah Law), 577, 578.
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the death of the legatee in the lifer
time of the testator does not
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Law), 614 et seq.
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626.
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ful, 597 et seq.
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Law), 621.
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el eel.
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of the share of the testator's son or
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of the third to A and Z, and A is dead

Pt the time of the-615, 615, " Oit -
a joint-to A and his heir, 619.
to two persons jointly, one of whom

becomes .. disqualified by the
failure of a condition (Ilanafi

	

Law), 616.	 -
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nafi Law), 625, 628.

of specific sum ofmoney and the
testator aetual property
and outstanding debts i 633.
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BEQUEST----(cosUd.)
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w	
tI
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Law), 708.
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650.
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-how made (Shish Law). 045.
-(ShâfeI Law), 708.
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to a revocation (Hanati Law), 642.
when a subsequent-of the same
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(Hanafi Law), lb.

something to another person makes
the second legatee a partner with
Clio first (Hanaff Law), 643.

pledging the subject of a--not
necessarily a revocation of It
(Henafi Law), lb.

BEQUEST-(cnncld.)
of a mansion or land, what is, and

what is not, a revocation of it
(Hanafi Law), lb.

revoked by (liele and gift of the
subject of (Mâliki and Shifet
Laivs), 644, 708.
legal effect of a, 646.

C

CALiPHATE, 7, 8 el 'eq

CARAVANSERAI-
dedication of, how uuiade, 403.
in tile use of a --no distinction be-

tweenthe rich and poor, lb.

CEMETERY--
dedication of, how niide. 405.
n lien ut littly ta,iiid in the ground

tiny be hew hill y exhunted, 406.
Uiraj abate , front land converted

into, 4lj_
land converted into a--may be sold

when evet-Ihown b y titer and on-
lit for tile  burial of (he dead, 4015.

Intl for n--may he sold, -'rhen,
4011, 411.

i-i ittt(it he ilit'tluit,(l or Partitioned,
4011.

CESTf'J QUI 'f/LUST-
tony not of his own motion change

the nature of the endowment, 418.
cut tout hypothecate wukf property,

470.
c;ttiiiot grant a lease for a long

period (Ztlâliki Law), 542.
not entitled to partition, 366,

753.
th' poor are the ultimate benefleis.

lies of it it'((L/, when no others
have been specified, 211, 414.

conditions relating to, 506 et seq.

CHOSE-TN-ACTION-
laity be the subject of gift, 64, 73,

'74, 96, 177.
assigiunent of, not invalid under

Shish Law, 177.
CHRISTIAN-

mmiv will his house for religious
put-poses, 625, 026.

CISTERNS-
dedication of-and wells how made,

405.
in the use of-no distinction be-

tween the rich and poor, tb.
the wk/ on a reservoir in ruins

and not needed may be spent on
another reservoir, 410.

the materials of a well or reservoir
may be used for building another,
when, lb.

CIVIL FROCEDUBE CODE a 627,
199.
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COMMODATUM— See -1driaI, 747.

COMPULSION OR IKR.-lll--
doctrine of, 47 et seq.

CONSIDERATION--Sec Ewa:.

cONSTRUcFION-
rules as to the interpretation of be-

quests and devises (Hanafi Law).

CONTRACT---
rcquisites for a valid-42 ci seq.
of minors. 42.
of idiots and lunatics, 43.
of a person drunk at the time of

entering into the—will be set
aside, 47.

obtained by fraud or imposition or
contrivance from it person iiiuler
the iafluciice of liquor set aside,
when, 44.

of jiaheciles, valid unless obtained
by fraud. 45-

mere imbecility or sold/cal, no in-
hibition to a—, iS.

by a bondsman or slave not valid,
unless ratified by his master. 46.

made under duress or undue influ-
ence valid if subsequently rati-
fied, lb.

infancy, slavery , and jm<iiun, three
causes of inhibition to, according
to the Ileddya, 43,

voidable, if obtained by duress or
ikrah, 46.

CREDITOR-
gift-s in fraud of, void, 51, 52, note.
may recover debts from the heirs

after partition, 683.
whether discharge by a—must be

accepted by his debtor, 74, 168,
170.

rights of, as regards wak/s by (lebtoma,
206 et seq.

CYPRES DOCTRINE—
applicable to wakf, 403,419
ditto, wak/s for a good or charit-

able purpoe or for an object of
general utility which ha.s failed,
511, 512.

D

DARGAUS-
iaeaning of, 443.

DEATH-ILLNESS-
death-illness (marz-ul-nsomml).
-, definition of, 54.
—applicable not onlyto diseases

which actually cause death, but
also to those which are likely to
result in death and cause an ap-
preheitsionof death (Hanafi Law),
56.

D PATH- lrJ.NEss--(cestd.)
—•(hãfe Law). 705.
a malady of long continqance is an

illness which has lasted for a year
and there is no immediate appre-
hension of death, lb.

gift by a person in—invalid (Mâliki
Lai'), 54.

-, valid as to, the whole, if pos-
session is given to the donee in the
lifetime of the donor; but sub-
ject to the rules governing tests.
inentary dispositions if the donor
(lies without delivery of posses-
sion (.Shiah Law), 54, 60.

valid, as to p. third' (Hanafi Law),
56.

gift by a person suffering from, a
malady of long continuance, pro-
vided he be of sound mind, and
there be no immediate appre-
hension of death, is valid, 57.

if donee be an helm, not valid
without the consent of the other
heirs, 57.

gift in lieu of dower-debt by a
wonman in—, 63.

capacity of a person in—to make a
will, 574 et .eeq.

a person in—cannot dispose b y will
immure than a third (Sh&feI ..aw),
705.

effect of a bequest made in a—.
57.8, 706.

u-a/:/ in—valid to a third without
the consent of the heirs (Shiah
Law), 499, note, 501.

acknowledgment of debts in favour
of a strange woman, note, 629.

—of a son, 630 note.
gifts in, see Gifts.

I )EBT-
acknowledgment of—prevents the

reduction of legacies to the dis-
posable third. 624.

—by a sick person in favour of a
strange woman, 579, 580. ;mole.
629,

--by. a sick iwron in favour of
his son, 580, 629, not.

acknowledgment of—due to a non'-
Moslem son. 580.

---of--due to his son who is a
slave, 580.

—in death-illness of a—, the
amount being unknown, 581.

--difference between it and a
gratuitous disposition in death-
illness or contemplation of death,
579.

payment of—by executors, 691, ci
seq.

gift of a—to a debtor valid (Hanaff
Law), 65, 74. 168

—(Shiah Law), 65, 73, 186. e4
uq.

—(ShfeI Law), 189.
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PE B°F--( coi'f'l.)
-----bv the creditor to Ins debtor

equivdciit to a discharge or ye-
IC-Rise, and is complete without
tceeptaflce, 74, 169, 170, 186.

------to the debtor entities him to
i ecover from his creditor mv
pledge-4 for it, 171.

----Ii, a t person other than tPo d e b t
-or. valid when. d.

-----invalid (hlifCi Law). 189.
--to the princil debtor. its eflent

as regards 10mand his surety,
169.

gift of--- to tin' suis-tv. iircoiaplet
t ROil t RI CCC pt a1ICC. I I;S.
II -05O(R I,Ic ul'n 001' tIn' debt-

or has oii&'iiti.'&l to the ClI.eharge.

it of-or nba-n from a----eatiflot
he subject to tin' option of ii sti -

t Roll,	 I
c nit I ngent gift of--to a debtor, 17 1.
gift of--upon a condition winch is

liii rued latel y fulfilled. vu] Id, 171.
dower-debt. st'c Po Cr.

DISPOSITION---
of property. by a )I,dioni ineda in

governed by Mahoinmedan Law.
33-36.

of property, two kinds of. 34.
of property, by may of gift, see

Gift.
testanicotttry power of, see Will.
difference bct-weeri---of property CCI

trr vivo .s and bequests. 302.
made in death-illness. see Cuts,

I Va/cl, Wills.
inter vivos, legal, although a larger

share be given thereby to one heir
than to anotlivi, 3.

conditions necessary for the vali-
dity of any, 42 et seq.

of property, by a minor, 42.
of property by a person non CO7RRpOS

menus, 43 et seq.
of property by a slave, 46.

DISTRIBUTION-
of the income of a ire/cf when per

stirpes, 361.
----when per capita, 361.
-of produce when the propor-

tions in which males and females
are to take are not mentioned,
359•

DONEE-See Gifts.'

DONOR-See Gifts.

DOWER-
gift of, by the mother to her infant

child, valid, 174.
-obtained by a husband by

force or fraud, invalid, ib.
-in exchange for something

else, ib.

DOWER-(eonid.)
--by a woman in labour to her

husband invalid if the wow n
dies during the ni/in, 61.

gift in lieu of dower-debt in dea,.
illness not governed by the Ma-
liotninedan Law relating to gifts,
(13,

gift of-by a woman to her deceased
llusbi'.il's estate, valid, 174.

----iii death-illness, 174.

1)RUNKENi'.ESS--
ii validates a gift or contract, when,

44, 43.

E.

l:MA NCI PAlIUN-
it shave nusv be emancipated by a

C U'-! (j lfl j U a h le living. 625, 626.

EXI)(t\VMENI'---o're IV'il:I.

ESCH
none toto the lie it- ui nidl or pnb1 a

re-asury. according to the Shials,
10.

to the spiritual linani. lb.
to the spiritual Imam's representa-

tive, the Mujtahid. 11.

ESTA I'ES-
limited estates recognized by the

Shiah Law. 142 et seq.

----(Mâliki Law), 540.
hubs. 143.
estate for life or al-umra, zb.
right of habitation or as.,nkna, ib.
enjoyment of the usufruct for a

fixed period or ar-rukba, ib.
life-estates take effect as a ,liiba

(Hiinsfi Law!. 140.
no special words for formula neces-

sary for their creation, 143, 181.
determined by death of grantor or

grantee, 143, 144.
are revocable,
a succession of life-estates are valid,

146. --
in a grant to A and his children

generally or to his children's chil-
dren the terms "generation after
generation, line after line," are
words of description, not of limi-
tation, 180.

• grant to A and his children gene-
rally or to his children "genera-
tion after generation, line after
line," conveys a fee simple, 146,
180.

• grant to A and "his successors,"
under tt.e Shiah Low passes only
a life estate to A, 180.

• grant to A for life valid, a grant
to A for life with remainder
to another in use valid (Shiah
Law), 181.

See Gifts.
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JlVIDENCE-
when there is a dispute as to the

delivery . of a gift burden of proof
is upon which party (under the
Shiah Law), 185.

admissible to explain the meaning
of words in a walc/, 427, 498n.

of reputation may establish it wak/,
474 et seq.

EWAZ-
two kinds of, may be stipulated for

at time of the contract of gift or
subsequent to it, 158.

(subsequent to the gift) its condi-
tions, lb.

-nature of, 159.
stipulated for in the gift, effect of,

160.
for a gilt bars revocation, ib.
may be revoked by the donee 'hen,

lb.
-----illustrations of, 160.

EXECUTOR-
definition of, 662.
also the personal representative of

the testator, lb.
three kinds of, lb.
difference in the position of an-

under the English Law and that
of an-under Mahommedan Law,
662, note.

appointment of, may be general,
special, 656.

---how made, 664.
-(ShâfeI Law), 710, 711.
-complete, takes effect upon

acceptance, 663.
acceptance of the office of the-

may be by word or deed and may
take place in the testator's life.
time or after his death (Hanafi

• and Shiah Law), 663, 664.
cannot renounce his office after ac.

ceptance, 664.
who may be appointed, 656 et seq.,

qualifications requisite in an-
(Shaih Law), 661.

when none appointed who may d.
minister, 689, 690, 696.

wasi or guardian may be appointed
for every person over whom the
patria pote8taa of the Mabomme.
dsi Law can be exercised, 697.

may be appointed, when the father
is wasting the estate of his infant
child, 674.

wadi in the lifetime of the grand-
father (Hanafi Law), 696.

may not be appointed in the life-
time of the grandfather (Shah
Law), ib.

slave of another cannot be, pith.
out the consent of his master,
661.	 -

an alipn infidel cannot be, 658.
- LA, ML

EXECUTOR-(contd.)
but a Zimmi or non-Moslem fellow.

subject may be appointed,
ib,

a minor cannot be appointed-., but
if appointed, he should be re.
moved by the Judge, 657.

when one of the executors is a minor,
the adult-may alone act until
the minor attains puberty, 65&

for special purposes (Hanafi Law),
697.

cannot appoint by will an-to the
original testator (ShâfeI Law),
710.

one of two executors may not act
alone, excepting under special
circumstances (Hanafi Law), 667,
669, 670 et seq., 675, note.

-(Shish Law), 669.
---may not act alone when both

have been appointed by the
K5i, 666.

-may act alone when his co-exe-
cutor is absent in a distant
town, 668.

-may not act alone (Shâfei Law),
711.

when one of two executors dies,
appointing hiss co-executor his
own-, the latter can act singly,
671.

the-of an-, the-and representa-
tive of the original testator
(Hanafi Law), 671, 672.

-, (Shiah Law), 673.
a derivative-, powers of (Hanafi

Law), 671, 697. -
-(Shiah Law), 673, 702.,
on the death of one of two exc.

cutors the Kàzi must appoint
another in his place, 675.

the powers of executors appointed
in general terms or jointly (Shiah
Law), 669.

for special purposes (Hanafi Law),
697.

- effect of the ratification of an-by
his co-executor, 668.

effect of a -direction that the-
should consult another, 670.

when an-may entrust the testa-
tor's estate to his own-(Shiah
Law) 673.

powers of, when absolute, 876.
-when all the heirs are minors,

678.
powers when some of the heirs are

adults and absent, 878.
the powers of, to pledge the pro-

perty of -an infant, 633.
powers of, when appointed by the

mother or other relative, 577, 890,
642.

partition by, among heirs and legs-
tees, 678.

-among heirs when they are all
minors, unlawful, 879.

51
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EXECUTOR-(confd.)
sale by, of testator's property law-

ful, when, 680 et seq.
-of orphan's proporty to him-

self or his own to the orphan in-
valid, 681, 682,

when there are no debts or
legacies, 683, t seq.
-.-when there are debts and lega-

cies, 687, 688.
-----for payment of debts when,

lawful, 693.
may allow customary credit on a

,sale of goods, M86:
eannQt trade on his own account

with the goods of an infant, 686.
may let out infant's property, when,

686.
-not mortgage without the leave

of the Kf.zi, ib.
------sell or pledge chattels for the

maintenance of infants, ib.
payment of debts by, 692 et seq.
must not spend at the testator's

funeral more than is customary,
687.

cannot enter into a contract of
marriage on behalf of a minor
(Sh&feI Law), 710.

-borrow from funds in his hands
belonging to . an infant, 688.

-take anything beyond his fixed
allowance, 689.

-bind the testator's estate by
the acknowledgment df a debt
or the right to a share in it, lb.

can repay himself any expense in-
curred on behalf of the infant or
estate, 692.

liable for a debt contracted on be-
half of a minor without. necessity,
680.

-for payment of debts without
sufficient proof and a Judge's

order, 692.
-----for loss when property is deli-

vered to an infant and lost, 687.
-for loss arising out of a sale or

purchase on behalf of an infant.

-for loss or destruction of the
testator's property, when (Shiah
Law), 693, 694.

also trustee or midwalli of a wok!,
when, 460.

guardian of an infant, when, 690.
-grandchildren, when,. lb. -
the Kflzi may appoint an adminis-

trator when the executor is ab.
Sent, 076.

what class of executors may be re-
- moved by the Judge, 661. -

a Zimmi the Judge, 657.
an-unfit or incapable of, to dis-

charge his duties should be re.
moved, 657,-658.

-insane, or dishonest, should be
removed, 657.

EXECUTOR--(conad.)
may be removed, without his know-

ledge or consent, 665.
must be removed for notorious bad

conduct (ShMeI Law),. 710.
a minor may be removed by the.

Kàzi, 656;
difference between the acts of a

minor-and those of a non-Mos-
leon or slave-, 600.

FEE SIMPLE-
what words will create an estate

in, 144, 145.

FIDUCIARY RELATIONSHIP-
the doctrines of the English Courts

ci Equity applicable to cases of,
47.

FOSTER AG E-
relationship arising out of, no oar

to the revocation of the gift, 153,
'Sf-

G

GIFT (or HiJa)-
its object in Mahommedan Law,

30.
definition of 34, 40.
-in the Transfer of Property

Act, 34 note.
-(Hanafi Law), 38.
-(Mâliki Law), lb.
-(Shiah Law), lb.
-(Shufei Law), 189.
of two kinds, 33, 158, 159.
w1aA-ah, meaning of, 154, 155, 189,

213.
gratuitous, meaning of (Shih Law),

215.
distinction between hiba and afriat

or commodatum, 33 et seq.
-a gift which is bdtiI (void), and

a gift which is ghair mukammull
(incomplete). 105, 106.

-,-a conditional-and a-with a
condition, 133, 165. -

conditional gifts, which are made
dependent for their operation
upon the occurrence of certain
contingencies, void - according to
-all, the schools, 133.	 -

with a condition-is valid whilst
the condition is void - (Hanafi
Law), i34.

both condition and-valid, if con-
dition is subsidiary to the-(Shiah
Law), tb.

of land subject to a condition that
the donee should give the pro.
duos thereof to the donor for his
support, if the land be culturable
and not waste,-valid and con-
dition void (Hanaft Law), 134.
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GIFTS-(conlcL)
both-and condition valid (hiah

Law), ib.
of the corpus with a reservation of a

life interest in the proceeds, valid,
lb.

of a thing lost, "when recovered"
bad, 140.

of an enforceable right, valid, 140,
166.

with an option to the donee to ac-
cept .r not, option must be exer-
cised at the place when the-is
made, 140.

with an option to the donor to re-
voke at pleasure,-valid, option
void, 140.

on condition that donor have an
opt-ion,-valid, option void, 140.

a- is not void for an invalid con-
dition, 140.

-(1-lanafi Law). 140.
examples of contingent gifts, 167.
indefinite words of. must be limited

by the purpose of tIme-.-. 120 note.
may be made verballs' or in writin.

38, 41, 110.
Transfer of Property Act leaves

untouched these provi-ions of the
Mahominedan Law, 41.

constitution of-no formality nor
special publicity necessary for,
110.

-what words are sufficient for
111 ci seq.

requisites for Inc validity of, 1S ci
seq., 112.

-(Shiah Law). 59. 116.
-(Shfei Law), 122.
seisin, necessary for the validity of.

11 2 ./
.noperative, without actual or con-

structive seisin or il.-lai:, 113.
eisin how to be effeetcml, 117.

delivery of-, scisin, wlt"ii neces-
sary, 113.

authority to take possession suffi-
cient to complete, 113, 114.

ability or power of donee to take
Possession sufficient to validate -
a-, lb.

delivery of possession unnecessary
when donee already in posaes
sion of the subjectmatter of, 121.

-(Shiah Law), 111.
possession of the donee must be

with the consent of the donor
(Ranafi Law), 114, 115.

----(Shiah Law), ib
donee entitled to possession of,

when, 120 note.
invalid; validated by possession, 100,

when the character of the posses-
sion is changed, the-will be
valid although it remains in the
possession of the donor, 113.

.See Further Seisin.

GIFTS-( contd.)
Condition.s relating to the donor-

that the donor be not an infant, 38.
-be not an idiot, a lunatic, or a

person non compos mentit, 43, 44.
-be not so drunk as to lose.his

reason and understanding, 45.
-that- he be free, 46.
--has not made the-through

ikrojc (compulsion), 46, 48.
-be the owner of the subject.

matter of the-, 50.
by all 	 or ip fraud of credi.

tors void, 50-53,
a married woman is not, barred by

marriage from making a-, 53, 54.
by a death in death-illness, see

DEATH-ILLNESS.
may he made to any personz in

existence, 63, 64.
to a child en ventre so mre valid,

if the child is born within six
months from date of gift, 84.

to an unborn child valid (Shiah
Law), 64.

Shin-h Law relating to summary of,
175-188.

the Shiah and Hanafi schools with
respect to. the principal features
of difference between, 175 et seq

,,mnro or life-grant, takes effect as
a htha (Hanafi Law 140.

mere grant of - the usufruct in a
thing. IS all ((aria!, ib,

l:mnited estates recognised by the
himh Law, 143. 144.

no special woids necessary for cleat-
ill hubs al-u,nra, as--sukna or or-
rekba, 140 ci seq.

a grant of suh-)o in general ternis
does not empower the grantee to
transfer his right to another,
145.

-the usufruct for a fixed period
or limited estate, its effect, 144,
also note.

an indefinite Period may be revoked
at the will of the grantor, it.

to a person and " those whom he
leaves surviving" conveys a life.
estateonly, 145, 146.

grant to A and his ok.-eb conveys a
life-estate, 145.

-infnvour of definite individuals
without specification of time effect
of (Shin ii Law), 146.

a succession of life-estates valid
(Shiah Law), ib.

grant to A and his heirs generation
after generation or to A and hs
descendants conveys an abolnte
estate Shia1s Law), 146 ci aeq

what may be the subject-matter of,
64 et seq.

-(Hannfi Law). 76.
-(Shhfei Law), 189.
of a lr.rger share to an heir, lá*ful

(Alan gin), 37, 38.
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GIFTS-(00)of inoorpOrealrights and chores-in-
action, valid, 64.

of Government Securities, valid, 65,
68.

of }f&likafla rights, valid, 66.
of lands in the occupation of ten-

ants, valid, 66, 70 e-6 M.
of lands in possession of an usurper,

its effect, 88, 69.
of lands in the possession of a

mortgagee, its effect, 09.
of Muel&4'Z (Ilanafi Law), 76, 77 et

8eq.
_-._(Sh&feI Law), 76.
_(Shiah Law), 76, 77 et seq.
-Possessionvalidates, 79, a

35g.
actual possession not necessary,

authority to take possession suffi-
cient, 89, 90.-in athing incapable of parti-
tion valid (Hanaf" Law), 77, 91.

in a thing capable of partition,
invslid unless partition be made
before delivery (Hanafi Law),
77 et .seq.

rendered valid by means of the
doctrine of tahill, 106.

-illustrations of the doctrine of
tahiji, 106 et seq.

of a mansion on which there are
effects of the donor, 83, 84.

of ohd.gil or thing which occupies
another is lawful but gifts of
nsushgh ill or thing occupied is un-
lawful, 84.

of a thing rendered void, if right be
established in part thereof, 81.

of a share in the profits by one
partner to another, larfut, 86.

of specific share in zemindaries pay.
ing revenue separately, valid as
the doctrine of Mu9ió.a does not
apply to such. 91 et seq.

of undivided joint property (Mba

bil.mwshôIi) is not void, but only
invalid and 1, remedies
defect, 89.

in such a-the quantity must be
known or specified, 93.

of (muafi) share to two persons held
valid, 94.

of a share in joint propert y by one
co-sharer to another, valil, 97, 98.

of property jointly to two donees
with power to make parties among
themselves or to take possessiofl
valid, 98.

jointly to an adult and a minor,
the latter being in the custody of
the former, or two sons, one adult
and the other minor, invalid on
the ground of Shuyuei, 99, 105.

device to evade the operation of the
principles of Slisyud, 105.
a moiety of a house, how validly

made, 106.

GIFTS-(COn.)
by taMit, 106, el esq.
to two persons jointly valid (Shiah

Law), 176.
of immovable property when made

in writing subject to the Stamp
and Registration Acts, 110.

may be made to any person in ex-
istence, 63, 64.

to- a child en ventre 8(5 mere invalid,
when, 64.

to a child by a parent lawful, 133.
-at circumcision, lb.
to a minor by father or grandfather

valid, 172.to minors what seisin'neCeSSaTY for
its completion (Shiah Law), 173.

to an infant by a stranger, seisin
may be taken by whom, 173.

when may an infant himself take
possession of a-to himself, 173.

to a minor son by his j arent Sc.
ceptance unnecessary, when, 173.

of a child's property invalid even
for a consideration, 174.

for a fixed consideration lawful
(Sh&feI Law). 189, 191.

for an unfixed consideration void
(Sh&feI La)v), lb.

of debts, see Debt.
of dower, 8ee Dower.
in the w of God, see Saaakah.ay
the thing in which a present s

delivered, is considered part of
the present (Shâfei Law), 189.

of property among children in
equal shares ithout distinction of
sex, lawful (Sh.feI Law), 190.

when the donor or donee dies be-
fore completion of, who is entitled
to it (.Shâfei Law), ih.

to an orphan, who may take pos-
session on his behalf, 131.

to an infant wife, who entitled to
possession, 132.

to a person, non e'onIpoS vie ntis,
who entitled to possessiOn. 	 132.

to a latik or foundling, who entitled
to possession, 132.

in jahaz to a bride, taken to the
house of the husband, 132.

revocation, see Revocation.
presents to a bride, 132,
when a house is once given to an

infant, and the donor pchaSes
another house with the proceeds
thereof, the latter is the property
of the minor, 133.

jointly to two donees, one of whom
is a minor, 99 et seq.

to one child, in exclusion of the
others legal -but sinful, 172.

to one or more children in prefer-
ence to the others by father, law-
ful, 184.

to A without words of limitation,
A takes absolutely (Hanafi Law),.
140.
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GIFT—(coaeld).	 IKRAH OR COMPUL8ION—(conW)Iife.granta, 179 et seq.	 not confined to actual duress or
by way of rukba invalid according	 restraint or even threats, but e_

to all schools of Sunni Law. 175. 	 tends to all cases where a person
in death-illness, see Death-illness,	 is deprived of his free will, 49.
of a chose-in-action, see Chose-in.,	 conditions that constitute cam-action.	 plete, 48, 49.

H

HEIRS—
who is all 	 591.
bequests to, ee Bequest.
walc/ on, see Wok!.

HIBA—See Gift.
hiba-ba .shart.1L1.ewa- or gift with a

condition of exchange, its iequi.
sites and effect, 158 et seq.

—the effect of 5/tart (condition)
attached to the gift, 364.

gift and release do not admit of the
option of a stipulation, 164.

1tibq -bj1.muhácj or gift of an un-
divided joint propert y is not void,
hut. invalid only and pc ses-
sion remedies the defect, 77.

in such a gift quantity must
be specified, 93.

ltiba-bll.ewaz or gift for an eu-az
or consideration, irrevocable. 100.

—a sale in all its legal incidents,
163.

—sejsin not necessarv,163 sac.
HUBS_

definition of, 143.

IJ.4 7?A-
definition, 744.
common ba ilee, what is a, 747.
—liable for loss of deposit, when, ib.
particular bailee, what is a—, lb.
--liability of, governed by con-

tract, lb.
surgeon or farrier, acting agree-

ably to customary practice, not
liable in ease of accident, lb.

gratuitous bailee responsible for
ordinary care, lb.

tenant is liable for the stipulated
rent or, when none fixed, for the
Customary rent, 744.

when the contract of bailment is
unqualified or absolute, bailee at
libert y to give the use of the
deposit to any person, 745*

otherwise, when Contract is special,
and bailee is liable for any loss
in consequence of any deviation
from the terrn q thereof, 745, 746.

IKBAZ—See Seisin.

IKRAH OR COMptJLION_
doctrine of, explained, 46 el seq.

IMAMATE—
doctrine of, 5.
distinctive features of difference bet-

ween the Sunnis and Shiaha, 5, 6.

IMAMIAS OR ASAVA 'AASHA.
RIA$, 12.

IMBECILITY—
invalidates gifts and contracts,

42-4fi,

INFANTS—See Minors.
INHERITANCE_

females take smaller shares than
sons, 39.

the children of a daughter excluded
from the—in preference to
brother's Sons,

w 1ereground is appropriated for
the erection of a mosque, it cannot
be inherited by any person, 404.

• Synagogue built by a Jew descends
to his heirs on his death, 620.

• church built by a Cliristiaii goes
to his heirs an his death, ib.

INNS—See' Caravanserai.
INVESTMENT—

alteration of, we/ property, 421
et seq.

the proceeds of wak/ property may
he invested in dirhems and dinars,
432.

proceeds of wak/ property may be
invested in Government securi-
ties, lb.

sea k/ property may be sold and pro.
ceeds invested in other property
with the sanction of the Kàzi,
434 rt seq.

ITJIHAD, 27.
three degrees of, recognised by

Sunnis, lb.

3
JEW-

A—may will his house for religious
purposes, 626, 627.

JURISPRUDENCE-
Islamic, its position, 4, 5.
Islamic—founded on the Koran,

not sayings of the Prophet, 5.
Islimic—compa;1 with other

systems of—, lb.
Sunni, elements of, 9.
Shiah, elements of—, 8, 10, 26, 8,

9, 11, 13, 30.
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JURISTS-
Sunni-, classification of, into 7

classes by D' Ohason, note II. 30.

KAZE-
duties of, whenthere is a conflict of

opinion and no written law to
guide him. 15, 18.

may remove a mutwaUl who is a
dave or a Zimnii, 446.

nay remove a flsUi(V(illi for breach
of trust. misfeasance and the like
causes, 46, 463, 465.

may appoint a subntit.ite when the
tautw"ili is under a temporary, dis-
qualification. 454.

sanction of, necessary for the ap-
pointinent of niviwall,, when,
461, 464.

-necesaai v to enable a nsntwulli

to retire front 	 office, 453.
may appoint 'rusttC ivtteti, 445, 446,

450.
-a it outsider inn! mlii, nit bough

he meni beis of ill(' irdl:fs lit niilv
be living, 451 a seq.

----a co-in niwulli, when beneficial,
316.

______-_authorise a lunger lease titan that
Provided for by the ,rdki/, 477, 470.

tony sanction the mortgage of wokl
property or it char ge on it, 470.

may sanction e debt for the repairs
of wal/ prcperty. 470, 471.

has power to lix and increase the
Allowances of the inulwnlli and
other servant-' of the wolf, 469.

cannot be deprived of his power of
i nterfereuce in the inanagenient
01 ii ii((kf, 4fi.

L

LAM)
dedicated for a pious, purpose may

be sold, when. 406, 408.
dedicated for a cemetery may be

sold, when, lb.

LAPSE-
the death of a legatee causes the

legacy to-under the HanafI Law,
not under the .Shiah Law, 614.

LAW-
1.X be,, 000€' ill India. I.
in India chiefly personal, lb.
personal, restricted to Mahomme-

dana and Hindus, 2, 3. 4.
of Musaulmans relating to inherit-

ance and dispositions of property
preserved by the Legislature,
1,2, 3.	 -

Mahvmmedan_apPlirab1O to other
matters besides inheritance, mar-
riage and caste, 2, 3.

LAW-(Contd.)
Mahomntedafl . 40Uflth?d essentially

on the Kotan, 5, S.
no distinction between ancestral

and self-acquired property under
Mshommcdan-, I.

rights of owners absolute over both
kinds of property, during life
and restricted to a third to a
disposition by will, lb.

LEASE-
granted by mutwalli not cancelled

by his death, 481.
the lessee of wok/ property may

plant trees or make erections, 481.
of ireki property may not be grant-

ed to a relative of the mntwafli
without reserving a rent higher
than the proper customary rent,
482.

neither rea(ui qu I 11-7( 5t nor m utwa 111
can grant a-of wak/ property for
a long period (Mdliki Law). 542.

LEASE-
in the absence of any provision in

the wekfneni-e, the -inutwalli may
grant it lease of land for what
Periods. 477 et se'J.

of a house for not inure I h'.''
year, 477. 48.

of cultutable hind for not niore
than three years. 479.

the Judge may authorize the grant
of a lease for any term ad van-
tacous to the waIf, 479, 480

the in it! well1 niimt	 reserve the
proper custOfliaty rent. 477.

LEG ATEE-
aUotmen t of the hiuc of a-by the

executor, 078.
death of-causes 11w'Ieacy to

lapse under the Hanafi Law, but
not under the Shiah Law, 614,
c,e Rcquet-

LUNGAR-KIIAN ELf-
meaning of, 391, note
material of a-may be sold, when

and for what purpose. 400.

M

MAJORITY--
three ages of. under Act IX of 1875

42, 43.
the age of-under the Mahommed.

an Law, lb.

MARRIAGE-
Mahommedan Law to be observed

by the Judges in suits relating
to-and caste, and all religious
usages and institutions, 1-4.

during-a married woman may
make any disposition as if a
femine sole, 53, 54.
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MARRIAGE- (con1d.
no bar to a married woman utaking

a Oft, il.
relationship arising out of-no bar

to the revocation of a gift, 153.

MARZ UL-MOIJT-See Death-illness.

MINORITY-See Majority; 8ee Minor.

MINORS-
effect of disposition of property by
-, 42.

gifts to-when complete, 123 et seq.
-when acceptance or possession

unnecessary, ib.
present to-when property of the

-, 133.
gift of dower-debt to-when valid.

131, 132.
gift to an infant wife, 130, 132.
presents to an infant bride when

property of the bride, 132.
soda Jcah to-by father of a thing in

his possession valid, 124.
gift of the property of-invalid even

for a consideration. 133.
when a house is given to it minor

and with the proceeds thereof
another is purchased by the don-
or, the latter belongs to the minor,
133.

may not be appointed mutwulli,
445, 466.

may not be appointed executor,
644, 657.

may be removed, ib.
acts of a minor executor, ib.
may be appointed trustee of a

wak/, 445, 644.
capacity of an infant to make a

will, see Will.
who is the guardian of an infant,

674 et seq.

MORTGAGE-
of walc/ property may be made with

the sanction of the Kâzi, 471, 483,
484, 488.

the mortgagee in possession liable
for damages where-is made
without such sanction, ib.

of walc/ lands illegal, 480, 483, 488.

MOSQUES-
a mosque belongs to no particular

sect. 399.
,nusql?a, meaning of, 393.
constitution of a wt.k/ for, how

made, 393 et seq., and 751. 753,
- 754
-once offering up pra yers suffi-

cient, 305, 751.
-consignment to a mmilwalh

sufficient, 396.
whatmay be the subject of wakf8

for, et seq., and 396, 751.
place where the namdz-id or nansdz-

i.janars is usually performed,.

MOSQUES-(contd.)
subject to the same rules as-,
307.

will in favour of a mosque valid
(ShâfeI Law), 703.	 -

the public do not acquire any right
in a private mosque, withomit
special permission, 304.

right of the Ahl. i-ma hello, or people
of the locality to enlarge or iecon.
struct or improve, 397, 408.

room in aprivate residene set apart
for family prayers not a wak/, 398.

dedication of roor ia in a building
as a mosque valid, when, ib.

when the purpose of a mvakf fails, the
income may be applied to kindred'
objects, 403. 411.

when there are two or more wak/
attached to it mosque, the income
of one may be applied for the
benefit of the other, when, 404.

the wal:/ on a masjid which is in
ruins and not needed, may -be
spent on another masjid, 411,
412.

a ruined mosque may be sold for
what purposes, 408.

the materials of a ruined mosque
may be applied to another
mosque, 403, 409.

Moolcoof-alaihisn, see weL-/, its ob-
jects.

31 UFTI-(Juiiseonsult and. Judge)
duties of, 15, 16.

MUJTAHJDS, 27.
imê.mns, 23, 24.
three orders of. 27, 28.
position in jurisprudence of the

first oider-of. ib.
-second order of. ib.
-third order of, t/.

MUSIIAA-
defin,tmnn of (Henafi. Law). 78.
gift of, see Gift.

Al USTAAIIN-
may bequeath propert y to it Mus-

salman or Zinsmi, 626. 628.
may emancipate his slave, 628.
will in favour of a-, resident 'in a

Mussulman country, 628. 69.

MUTAZALAS--
.doctrsnes of the school of, 12

MUTWALLI- -
appointment of, sanction of the

Judge neceary for, when ap-
pointment made by beneficiaries,
447 at seq.

who may appoint, when the wdkif
has made no appoint-meat. 450.

last-may appoint his suecesso
when 450.
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MUTWALLI—(eond.)
appointment of, by the congrega-

tion, 461.
who may appoint the muezzin and

imdm to a mosque, 465, 468.
qualifications for the office of, Pu.

bes'ty (bulugh), and understanding
(aki), 445, 446.

appointment of a minor as—, ü..
—freedom and Islam not neces-

sary qualifications, 446.
qualifications and duties of (Sh&feI

Low), 547.
who may be appointed, 763 ef seq.
women may be, 442.
but not, if the—is also the superior

of a religious establishment, 443.
—a u'dki/ may appoint himself or

any other person. 442, 763 el seq.,
663.

—when a class is specified, the
person answering to the descrip-
tion, 460.

—preference must be given to the
members of the. wd/ci/'s family
over strangers for the office of,
451, 759, 760, 763, 765.

a stranger may be appointed, when,
451, 453.

which of a class may he appointed,
where intelligence and excellence
are required, 466.

may be removed for breach of
trust, misfeasance and the like
causes," 462, 463, 763.

--by the wdki/, only when he
has deserved the right to do so,
462.

must observe the conditions in the
wak/namal. 513, 545, 752, 766.
768.

—keep clear distinct accounts. 471.
—ascertain the practice of his

predecessor in office, when the
directions of the "kit cannot
be ascertained, 472, 473.

cannot resign the office without the
permission of the Kzi, 453, 754.

may a&qigrj his office or appoint
another (kam inokem) or a de-
puty when his powers are general,
455, 465, 642.

liable for loss sustained through
his wilful neglect. 463.

liable personally for debts con-
tracted for the wak/, unless they
are authorised or for necessaries,
411.

may not increase or decrease the
allowance or salaries without
power from wdlci/ or sanction of
the Ktzi, 459, 469.

—pay salaries, which are due to
the heirs of a deceased imâm and
others, 468.

—pay the allowance of a .student
who has been absent., when, 464,
468.

M UTWALLl—(oncld.)
—pay himself out of the income

of the wak/ property, advances
made for the protection of its
interests, 471.

the salary of, how fixed, 469.
the wdki/, when—, may take the

allowance reserved for the trustee
(Shiah Law), 521.

may employ the income of the wak/
for what purposes, 467 €1 seq.

—not contract debts for the tvak/
unless authorised or for necessa-
ries or with the sanction of the
Kzi, 470, 471, 472.

—mortgage wak/ property with
the sanction of the Kâzi, 470, 484,
485, 489, 758.

—erect buildings on tiLe wak/
lands, 472.

grant leases of wak/ lands, for what
period, 477 et seq., see Lease.

—reward the finder, if poor, of a
treasure trove belonging to the
wekf, 472.

can sell uak/ property only when
the power of sale is expressly re-
served, 434, 468 et seq.

may purchase property out of the
teakl funds and may sell or ex-
change the same, 468.

liable for incumbrances on the wak/
property, 759.

when may he take rilowance,
759.

effect of acknowledgment b y, that
another person is—instead of
himself, 470, see Sadolali, and
Wak/.
See Appendix.

N

NAZIR-
the supervisor of a wak/, 467.
as supervisor may not spend any

portion of teak! money, ib.
his duties as supervisor, A.

NON COMPOS MENTIS-
four classes of persons according to

Lord coke, 44, 45.
who may take possession of a gift

on behalf of a person, 132.
capacity of a lunatic to make a will,

574, 575.
will of an idiot, 574, 575.
an insane person may not be

appointed an executor, 6.

0

ORPHAN—
request in favour of, W.
sale of property of, by 'rxecntor,

682.
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OUT OF POCKET-
the mutwalli may recoup himself

for necessary expenses out of
the income of the seek!, 471.

the executor may recoup himself
for expenses incurred on bchalf
Of the infant or the estate, 692.

PARENT-
the power of father to pledge the

property of a minor, 683.
a father may sell his infant chil-

dren's property, when, 682.

PARTITION-
cestui qui trust not entitled to, of

'trust property, 366.
by a Judge of the testator's estate,

679.
by an executor among heirs, 670.

PLEDGE-
the power of a father or executor

to pledge the property of a minor,
693.

PERPETUiTY-
tmphed b y the mention of three

eneratiots- in a wolf. 353. :357.
usufructuary bequests may be inadt

in perpetuity. 546, 708.
no rule against perpetuitii under

the Mahonunedan Law. 646.
See Waif and Betuet.

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE-
the executor is also the-of the tea-

tator, 662.

See Executor.

POSSESSION-See Seisin.

POWERS-
of the executor, are Executor.
------tn utwalli, see iIet roth.
-Wa/cu, see W'iki/ and Wa/f.

PRE.EMPTION-
introd.sce,d into India by the Ma-

hommedans, 712.
the Sunni Mahommedan Law of-

in force in India either territori-
ally or by custom, 717, 737.

definition of, 712.
its origin, lb.
applicable onlyto immovable pro-

Ey

rty which has not descended
right of inheritance (Hans.

w), iv.
-(Shiah Law), 741.
does not apply to leases in perpe-

tuity (Hans, Law), 714.
ght of-comes into operation upon
the completion of the transfer of
property for consideration (Hanaff
law), 712. 714.

PRE.EMPTION-(Contd.)
-COnieS into operation upon

completion of the contract (Shiah
Law), 616.

-arises in what eases (Hanafi
Law), 714, 715.

-how evaded (Hanafi Law),
715, 716, 720, 735..

-(Shiah Law), 742.
--may be expressly or inipliedly

relinquished or waived (Hanati
Law), 733.

-(Shiah Law), 739.
--may be relinquished by guardian

on behalf of a minor (Banal! Law),

--relinquishment of by guardian
does not hind a minor (Shiah
Law), 738.

-once relinquished, cannot be
asserted again (Hanafi Law), 716.

--may be asserted,  if relinquished
upon wrong information (Hanaft
Law). 735.

---rendered void b y operation of
w (Hanafi Law). 733

-may be claimed by three classes •
of persons (Hanaff Law), 717.

--by what persons (Shiah Law),
737, 738.

_1eritahle (Shiali Law). 734, 741.
Hanafz Law------
ri'ht of-is ill owner of a ser-

vient tenement in respe"t of the
(lotniltant tenement. 718.

--of joint owner of a part of a
property is superior to that of
one whose property is adjacent,
719.

--in whom, when a building
situate in a private lane contains
several houses and one of these
houses is owned by two persons,
one of whom sells his share to an
outsider, ib.

--in whom in respect of a house
owned by two persons and situate
in a street which is not a the.
roughfare, 719.

-of a person having a right of
way superior to that of one hav-
ing only a right of water, 719.

-between neighbours, lb.
--in whom, when relinquished or

waived by a poison having a pre-
ferential right. 720.

--where several persons claim,
and some of them are absent, lb.

-extends to agricultural estates
mand is not erely confined to

urban* properties or small plots
of land, 721, 722.

--a neighbour cannot claim, in
respect of a share in villages or
large estates, but a co-sharer can,

----held by the Calcutta Court not
to exist where a Mahommedan
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PRE-EMPTION---(confd.)
co-owner sells his share to a Hin-
du, lb.

—held otherwise by the. AUaha-
bad High Court, ib.

—.—formalities requisite for the
exercise of, 723 et aej.

Taiab.i.Mowaeibat or immediate de-
mand must be made immediately
on receipt of the news of the sale,
723, 724.

—after sale, 724.
—may be made in. any words

which imply t claim, tb.
presence ôT witnesses unnecessary

at the first Talab, 724.
Ta1abi-istish . hdd " or "demand
by invocation of witnesses"
must be made dither on the pre-
mises or property sold, or in the
presence of the vendor or vendee,
lb.

—must be qiade within a reason-
able time and without unreason-
able delay after the first demand,
725.

—how made, ib
—may be made by the claimant

personally or through an agent,
726.

both Talabs or demands must be
performed wherever customary, lb.

both Talab q may be performed at
the same time, lb.

the pre-emptor must offer to pay
the same price as the purchaser
and to take the property oil
same terms, lb.

under Mahoniniedan Law there is
no period of limitation within
which the pre-emptor whose claim
has not been acceded to. may
prefer his claim (Taib- -1dnliJ.)
in Court. 728.

Limitation Act provides a period of
one year for it, ib.

pre-emptor niust. tcili Uc
to the purchaser or deposit it in
Court after decree within the time
specified, 730.

when the right of pr-emptor oil
particular property is decreed in
favour of two persons and one of
theni relinquishes his right after
decree. 730. 731.

purchaser entitled to retain the pin-
petty until payment. 730.

the pre-emptor must pay for ins-
prevenient,; to the purchaser, 727,
731, 73-2.

—entitled to deduction in the
price for deterioration in value
caused by the purchaser, 732.

—to resign his claim or to pay a
proportionate price for the site
where the purchaser has wilfully
pulled down buildings or struc-
tures, lb.

PRE-EMPTION--(centd.)
—must take the site at the full

price where buildings are destroy-
ed by inundation or fire, lb.

—may avoid intermediate deal.
ings by the, purchaser. 732, 733.

when puichia-ed property to consist
of several houses in a street in
which there is no thoroughfare
and thepre .emptor wishes to take
one of them, the-rights of the lat-
ter, 734.

when purchased property consists
of several parts, each separate
and distinct from the other, the
rights of the pre-emptor. lb.

Shiah Law—
pre-emptor must pay the contract

price to the purchaser, 738.
ninst take the whole- property

oi abandon it, he cannot split up
the contract in his favour, ib,

-----must prefer his claim as soon
as he is informed of the contract,
739-

-----must prosecute his claim with
due diligence, tb.

--may prefer his claim personally
or by agent, 738.

—is lint affected by the dealings
of the purchaser with the pro-
perty, 740.

--rights of. when loss or damage
is caused by act of the purchaser,
lb.

--with respect to improvements,
lb.

PRIVATE JUDGMENT—
consecrated by the Prophet, 25.
opinion of Shâfei oil. 24.
------Mâlik, on, 24, 25.
-----Ibn Hanbal, on. 24, 25.
---Ibo Khaldün. on. 25, 26.
--early Hanafi jurists, on, 26.

PROCEDURE— 
on special rules of. for establishing

a irakf or right to a share therein
under the Mahonsinedan Law,
.) 10, O O ,

every Mahommedan has the right
to Soc (lie ,nutu'alIi to establish a
scak/, and his right to a share in
its benefits under the Mahoin-
inedin Law, 552 et seq.

leave to sue the niu(walli of a wak/,
et seq.

leave to sue the nivtwalli necessary
when the trust is for a public cha-
ritable or religious purpose, 558.

leave to Soc the muf walhi unneces-
sary in the case of a private trust,
561, 562.

when may one or more inutwalli sue
without joining the others in res-
pect of the evil-/ estate, ib.
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PROCEDURE-(C07)
some of the niuUalli or cestui qwi

Irufrnt ma y sue on behalf of the
others with the leave of the Kâit,
ib.

when some of several mutwalli8 are
unwilling to join its suit to recover
alleged trust property, 563.

the cesivi qui trust may site the mat-
wall& for waste or misapplication
of trust property, 564 et 8eq.

some of several muwailiw may main-
thin or defend a suit on behalf of
the others, under the Mhhoni-
medan Law, 562 et seq.

PROPERTY-
disposition of. as between Mahom-

inedanS governed by Mahoin -
medan Law, ). 2, 3.

disposition of, valid an(l effective,
onl y when the owner diests him-
elt in his lifetime of all property

ri g hts thereto. 2.
u hether ancestral or self-acquired,

right of owner absolute during
lifetime, I.

no distinction between ancestral and
sc.lfacqUired, under Mahomme-
lan Law. lb.

I'ROPRET-
binding effect of the oral precepts

of. 8.
the five traditi o ns of the prophet

Nvith commentaries, see App.,
703. 768.

PURCHASER-
when purchaser of uok/ property

is entitled to remove erectiofl
or to co!n asation after the sale
baa been set aside, 491.

R

RATIFICATION-
effect 0f-of the acts of one execu-

tor by his co-executor. 672. 673.

REGULATION-
Regulation ' XIX of 1810, 548, 549n,

550.

REVOCATION-
express withdrawal of power of-,

does not destroy it, 152, 156.
of gift. abominable but valid (Hi-

nafI Law), 150.
-must be made in appropriate

terms (Hanafi Law), 152.
-may be made in what terms

(ShâfeY Law), 100.
-effect of, 151.
-under a Judge's decree, 151,

156.
-by mutual consent. 151.
-without a Judge's decree or

mutual consent, 151, 154.

REVOCATI ON-(co-ld.)
of gift, as a general rule invalid

(ShfeI and Mâliki Laws), 149.
-inva1il, under what circum-

stances under the Hanafi Law,
152, 153.

--Shah Law, 150. 184.
-by patents to children when

invalid (ShMei and Mâliki Laws),
149.

-(Shish Law), 184.
-to a blood-relation within the

prohibited degree. invalid (Ha.
nail Law), 150. 131, 153. 154.

-to relations, is hen invalid (Shiah
Law), 184.

illustrations of revocable and irre-
vocable gifts. 152 ci seq.

of gift of a debt to the debtor in-
valid (Hanafi Law), 154.

----affinity or fosterage, no bar to
(Hanahi Law). 154.

-- narriiige. is bar to (Hanafi Law),
ll.

of gift acceptance of consideration,
It bar to (Hanati Law). 156.

contilet to sell or pledge the sub-
ject of a gift doe ' not amount to
(Hanilfi Law). 152.

in increase to the subject of a gift
ahen it bar to (Ilanafi Law), 152,
153. -

of gift of in undivided portion,
i slid (Ilmafi Law). 156.

--by way of sudukoli. invalid
(Hanafi Law). 134.

of conditional gift. "%I!( . 11  invalid
(Slush Law). 186.

after, the increase (r accietion to a
dt belongs to is lioni (Shiah Law),

alter, the liabilit y of the donor with
respect to the stibj et of gift.
154.

after. donee not liable for loss or
injury (Shiab Law). 185.	 -

who there is an express stipulation
that there should be no consider-
at iou, in whom is the right, of
(SbofeI Law) M.

if the consideration is obligatory,
the donor may revoke the gift
upon non-payment (ShâfeI Law),
ii..

of wills and bequests. -see Will and
Beqtteat.

S

SA DA KAII-
definition, 154, 213. 216. 772-774.
iniseonstttictiofl of the work, 330.
by a mariz not effective without

posesa ion, 59, 60.
gifts by way of. seisin with respect

to, 154.
irrevocable after delivery of pos-

session. 149, 154, 530.
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SAD.4KAH--(contd.)
difference between it and Ihba, 155.
examples of, 214 st eq., see Wak/.

SAJJA DA NASIJIX---
its meaning, 443.
who may he appointed, 443, 444.
an infant may not be appointed,

as a general rule, 444.

SALE-
of the subject of a bequest, revo.

eation under the ShâfeI amid Ma-
liki Laws. 644, 709.

ofc,L-' property, the Kiizi may
direct. a--, 434. 431.

of wcik/ property, 482. 483.
of waki propertY (Sliiah Law), 529.

742.
of wok! propert y (Mi1.liki Law), 5(2.
effect of a, by the executor, of the

testator's propert y, 6711. 680. 681.
b y an executor to mmccii of pro.

Prty belonging to ii minoror heir,
68!. 682.

effect of, b y fat her of infant ' s' pro.
pertv. 682.

in death-illness. valid to It third,
63.

of the subject of a rift aftr deli-
a-ert' of seisi n void (811i; 	 w),
237.

of t ile s I hjn' I of ii gift when some.
thing has bee. i\cn in exchange
for it. void	 elm Law). 128.

of subject of	 valid. if gift is
illegal (Shia h La v ). il'.

SETSIN-
what is. under Mihon nindini Law,

90 et seq.
validates	 ui imperfect gilt, 66

ci seq., 89.
subject discussed by the Bombay

High ('our. 115.
how effected. 90, 118. 110. 122. 500.
delivery of--.-. necessary to the vali-

dity of a gift, 90 ci seq.
-.wal'f (Shiah Law). 474.
-(Mâliki Law), 112. 540.
its nature (Shmialt Law), 474, 493

et seq.
when it should take place (Maliki

Law) 540.
delivery of, unnecessary when, 115,

116. 121.
-power to take possession equi-

valent to. 00, 113.
--unnecessary when there is on

the part of a father or guardian
a real and bnd fide intention to
make a gift to his minor son or
ward, 113.

-unnecessary when donee is a1.
ready in possession of the subject
of a gift. 123.

of the donee. must be with the per-
mission of the donor (HanafI
Law), 114. 115-

SEISIN-(cesUd.)
of time dance (Shiali Law), 135, 140.
in the case of a gilt. b y a inisbnid

to his wife, what is a, sufficient de-
livery of---. 116.

-----gift, would not be iuvalid if
husband continued in possession
of rents and profits after the date
of gifts, if it could be inferred he
was doing so as his wiles mana-
ger. 116, 117, 118.

con inued possession unnecessary
after compliance with the tech-
nical requirement of delivery
of--, 110.

for the completion of it gift of iii-
movable properly by delivery
and possession whether formal
entry ne&-rsary, -ib.

who entitled to, when a gift is made
to a wife, infant, foundling,
ocphmaui or persOn Imoum C01111" ' , men
tu, 124. 133.

nicer may take possession oh it gilt,

%I

	 132.
rich ecu-v of, or precession n ot ICC-es-

surv iii regard to the vs lidmtv of a
tca!I (Hanafi Law), 237 el Y( q.

dchivemv of possession is necessary
liii coi1t met i ye Ira os 1cm m, a lo
5uifticieni (Sinali Law). 391. 498,
4i(9,

or 'uiilmpiel e poses.
51011. 94).

act us 1. appare nt l y iifl flI'Ct'sit iv to
(Omit P1'°' ) i/em of 0 70 ii slumu , b/b.

SETTLEMENT-
voluntary, in fraud of creditors or

made by a person in insolvent
'iwilimist IflCCS, void, oO.

- -not void because made by a
person iii debt, 51-51 pete.

-. pm imm'iples	 applicable, to.
hIS.

SH!Afl.S-
suh,section- of. 11.
-difference between them. ii.
teat-books and aimthoiities of, 30

,sn U YUU-
renders a gilt invalid, not void (Ha.

asH Law). 105, 10(1.
in order to invalidate a gift must

be in existence at the tune of the
gift, must not he supervenient
tumid must be such as is recognised
by law, 88. 106.

device to evade the operation of the
principle of (Hanafi Law'). 106.

SLAVE-
capacity of a, to make a will, 573,

702, 586.	 -
may be appointed trustee, 446.
-executor, when,	 446. 661

6(12.

,
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STATUTES-
13 Eliz., Cap. VI, 3, 51.
27 EIiz., Cap. IV, 3, 53.
21 Geo. III, Cap. '71, a. 17, 2

SUFIS—
meaning of, 448.

SUITS—See Procedure.

SUKNA-
under a gran't of, in general terms,

the grantee cannot transfer his
rights, 145.

a grant of—to A and his children,
145.

SUNNIS—
divided into 4 schools, 13, 14.'
—chief differences between them,

14.
doctrine of, based upon tradition, 9.
their sources of Law, 9.
their principal textbooks and au-

thorities, 16, et seq.

TRUSTEE—(con.)
appointment of, contrary to the

terms of the wak/ or the conditions
laid down by the wdki/, is
invalid, 459.

appointment of, sanction of the
Judge necessary for, when ap.
pointment made by beneficiaries
(Kàd Khân), iS.

—thu right of, in whom, 441 et seq.
—primarily, with the udkif, 442

et seq., 447.
who may appoints when the wdkif

has made no appointment, 442,
445.

—when the power of appointment.
is given to the - children of the
wdkif, some of whom are min"rS,
145.

_—in the absence of any provision
in the trust deed as to the mode
of succession or of any evidence
of usage, 445.

SUPERVISOR OR NAZLR—
has no power to spend any portion

of the wok! money, 467.

SURETY—See Debt.

T
TAIILIL-

a device to give validity to a gift
invalid on the ground of mdc.
finiteness, 87, 88.

examples of gift by, 87-89.

TESTATOR—
capacity of, see Will.
must possess a disposing mind, 574.

TENANCY—
in common in wak/, 380.

TRADITIONS—
the five traditions of the Prophet

with commentaries, see App., 766,
768.

TOWIJAT-
law relating to, 8e6 Trustee.
Transfer of Property Act, section

53, serves to ijiustrate the prin-
ciple of ItanafI Law, 51.

—not to affect rule of Mahom-
medan Law, 53.

TRUSTEE-
wdki/ or settlor may appoint him-

self ,nutwc4li or trustee, 441, 442,
527.

executor, when, 449.
appointment of, does not cease on

the death of the wdki/ when no
time is mentioned as to its dura-
tion; 448, 450.

U
Us UI,I-

doctrine of. 12.

W
WAKF-

its origin, 192.
definition of (Hanafi Law), 194, 751,

757, 765-769, 775.
—by Ahfi Hanilfa, 195.
—by Abfi Yusuf, 195.
—by Abfi Yusuf recognised as

law, iS.
_—(Shiah Law), 493, 497, 750.
—(Mflliki Law), 531.
classification of, 193, 275, 754.
legal effect (Hanaf I Law), 757.
testamentary, revocable, 212, 279,

387, 388.
discretionary, lawful, 377.
the three legal effects of (Mâliki

Law), 541, 643..
exceptions to (Mâliki Law), 542.
summary of aeceped principles re-

garding—. 239 at -seq.
constitution of (Hanafi Law), 217,

754.
—(Shiah Law), 486, 750.
—(Mfiliki Law), 538 et seq.
_(ShâfeI Law), 544.
to be valid need not be "solely to

the worship of God," 274.
no essential formality or express

phrase or term requisite for, 217,
227, 493, 530, 757.

where a—is expressly created, the
introduction of words of gift does
not change its character, 494.

established by evidence, 407.
words and expressions by which it

is completed, 217-227, 236, 493,.
775.
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IVA KF-(cotjtil.)
the woj'cl-, not )ieoe-ai'y, 220, 221,

sufficient by itself, 223, 234,
755.

'SivdaL'ah' necessary. 225. 226.
effect and ineaiiiiig of tIm ivOrd

Sad'zl-a/s coinljiiied with-. or its
derivatives, 225.

legal effect of, 227 et s'q.,541.
declaration extinguishes (lie right

of the wd/i/ in the property and
makes it irrevocably inulienahle
and non-he ritable. 227. 231, 235.

takes effect tipoti declaration just
like the eni:incipatiii of a slave,
131.

conditions, relating to the settlor,
lot;, see also Appendix, 750 et seq.

relating to the icdl'i/ (Shiah
Law), 303, see also Appendix,
750 et seq.

----capai-ity of (lie ied/.'i/ (Mâliki
Law), 531.

5 non-Moslem bay make a-
if he fulfils the necessary condi-
tions (Mâliki Law), 532.

--a non-Moslein cannot make
i-for a mosque (ilã1iki Law),

531.
l-l'ini not a iiecoS-.ii-' condition,

200.
by an apostate. 201.
the subject - mat t er of the-mustnat be

(lie property of (lie n,dkif or
.scttlor at file time of making it,
201, 504.

some consequence of this condition,
201. 202.

qualifications of this condition, ib.
the entire subject-matter of the-

need not bemt the actual pos-
session of the settlor at the time
oi the appropriation. 202.

property need not be entirely free
from the right, of others, 203.

-that the tedki/ is antler no in-
hibition. 205 et seq.

effect of, 205.
right of creditors as regards na//s

by their debtors, 206 et seq.
a transfer of property for consider.

ation, 211.
by r. person suffering , from mortal

illness,	 ll.
testamentary, revocable. 212.
that the wa/eq is not ?flCI1, or suffer-

ing from mortal illness, 211.
how may be donstittited, 217.
established by. evidence,. 217.
when object need not be mention-

ed. 218.
by expressions other than, and its

synonyms, 219, 224, 22.5.
how intention is to be gathered;

219. -
express words unnecessary- -where

intention clear, 220.

W_-1 XI'-) contd).
ivot-d i-al-f sufficient b	 itself. 22:1.

224.
conditions relating to the subject.

matter of (Ilanafi Law), 227 it

bit r conditionsions relat inc to tile "ill)-
ject of a uaF./ (.Sliia Ii Law'). 503.
750.

l' pet 'I itv (abad) or tile intention
to dedicate proJrmy peruiancnt_
ly. express or implied. but its
miieiition is not necessary at the
time of dedication. 228 ci seq..
232. 727. 762.

tlna rule binding in India, 232.
dedication need not lw for 0 COO.

tinujnobject or one that will
not fail, 231, 235.

Ira/-f,' ,Sadakqls ' and equivalent
tem-nia imply perpetuity, 232, 233.

result of authorities, 234, 235.
perpetuity not miec-essarv (.'tfi.liki

Law), 541.
taco ton of three generat ions or the

ie of it 	 terni • as it
 to perpetuity. 3,')7

----the subject of the-rn ut not
be uncertain. 24:3,

must not depend upon a eintin.
hich mna' or lm,v not

occu'. 24:1.
caiiuples of a contingent, ib.
must not depend upon a coot in-

ai, ncy (Sliia li La w). 513, 515.
in vi In!, when dependent oil 	 c-on-

o ngeflcv that  niay never lvi ppt ii

tShMei Law). 345.
four conditions relating to the cia-

In I qu I trust (Shmia hi Law). 306.
507.

four essential requisites for validity
tif (Sliili Law), 513. 750 et seq.

two conditions necessar y (MMiki
La a't, 538.

delivery of possession or seisium an.
u1ece-sai-y, 237 ci .eç, 762. 771.

otherwise tinder lih Law :195
seq.. 513.

'.t'luen seisin should be taken (Mãhiki
Law). 538, 539.	 -

-acceptance necessary for corn.
pletion of (Shâfei Law), -345.

-the ultimateobject nlu,lt be
one that cannot

-
 fail. 414, 737,

not subject to the tight of private
ownership (ShifeI Law). .147.

invalid, without an object (Shuifel
Law), 545.

the conditions in the wak/na,nal,
must be observed, 428-431.

condition in a-that- ,nutwc-illj must
not let the-lands, nor appoint
his successor 'by will,- valid, 425,

with resei-v'tienQ[ the income and
profits thereof to the wdki/, 423.
787. -
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74 .KF-(colitd.)
with reservation of power to ex-

change or sell, 422, 434, 758 769
set eq.

-power once made it cannot be
exercised again unless such inten-
tion is expressed. 423, 426.

-power to exclude from or add
to the number of the beneficiaries
or alter their interest therein, 426.

-power to exclude any person
from the benefit thereof (Shiah
Law), 626.

wdki/ may exclude what persons
- from the benefit of the (M&liki

Law), 532, 533.
the wdkif may declare the order

under which the beneficiaries are
to take (M&liki Law), 532, 533.

a deed of trust with a provision ex-
cluding the operation of Mahom-
inedan Law treated as a-, 437,
438.

no condition in a, will deprive the
Kâzi of his power of interference
in the management of a-, 428,
7,50.

contradictory provisions in a toak/-
namah, 437, 438.

with discretion to the trustees, 377.
upon one's self (1-Isnafi Law), 763,

160.
how far the wdki/ may reserve for

himself any interest in the trust
property (Shiab Law), 572
(t 85q.

with a condition that the wdkif'8
debts should be paid out of the
income of the (Shiah Law), 518,
519.

with a condition that the property
should return to the udki/ in case
of necessity (Shiah Law), 526.

withan option on the part of the
wáki/, 433.

created conditionally, 434.
conditions in a wdki/ must be ob-

served (ShflfeI Law), 434, 547.
the wdkif may reserve for himself

the administration of the (Ha-
nafi Law), 763.

_(Sh&feI Law), .547..
rules relating to the application of

wakf in the absence of express
provisions in the wakfnamah
(M&liki Law), 534 el seq.

with a provision that the right of
represefltati011 should be admit.-
ted (Mâliki Law), 534.

-thatapplicat ion should be per
captita (Mflhiki Law), lb.

_thatdivisiofl be according to
sex (Mâliki Law), ib.

men and women take equally when
their shares are not fixed, 535.

a superior line excludes a lower line
in the same branch (Mflliki Law),
535.

WAKF_(COfltd.)
when one of the beneficiaries dies

without issue, the shares devolve
upon whom (Mê.liki Law), 538.

by a rson' in death-illness, see
Death . illfless.	 -

what may be the subject-matter of
a (Hanafi Law), 246 et seq., 756.

both mnoval*is an immovables
(Hanafi and Shiah Laws), 181.

_-._(Shiah Law). 53, 751, 752.
what may or may not be the subject

of a (ShflfeI Law), 544.
-be the subject- of a (Mâliki

Law), 538, 539.
Government Securities, shares in

Companies. debent'ires and other
stock, may be subjects of a valid. -.
255.

everything that forms the subject
of business transactions or which
is customary in any particular
locality to make of, 255,. 504.

immovable property may be the
subject of a (Mâliki Law), 538.

movable property lawful (Mâlikl
Law), lb.	 -

-of every kind except aliments
or odoriferous plants laful
(ShflfeI Law) 544.

dirheins and diners (actual money.
valid, 183, 504, 762.

of money (Hanafi Law), 756, 257.
762.

a daya or thing indeterminate or of
profits, 504.

things capable of being weighed or
measured, 256, 762.

of books, 256.
warm clothing for the poor, lb.
copper and other utensils. ib.
buildings without the land upon

which it is erected, 265, 266.
what- is included in th-of a man-

sion, 267.
-land, lb.
buildings and trees included in a

of land, ib.
-but not the fruits on the trees

nor a grDwing crop, ib.
ri ght of water or way and mills in-

cluded in a---of land, 268.
in a-of land or house the bound-

aries need not be specific a l ly set
forth, lb.

partible ave-s/ida, lb.
of mushda lawful (Haflafi Law), 762.
-mvshda or an undivided share

(Shish Law), 505, 750.
--lawful (ShflfeI Law), 544.
a moiety of a hammarn, valid, 269.
in death-illness, .see Death-illness.
property in the joint possession of

two or more persons, 269.
land subject to a lease or rnortgage,

266, 270.
il:Lad.t (jagirs), may be subject of-

when, 271.
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IVA KF—(contd,)
public lands by the Sultan for the

public benefit, valid, 271, 272.
in favour of his children invalid, lb.
from the Bait-id-rndl for the public

benefit valid, M.
of a mansion for ghdis, 405.
—pilgrims, ib.
erection on—lands b y the megwollj

or any other person, 472. 481.
49].

leases of—property, see Leases,
a fractional share of a particular

property may be made (Mliki
Law), 539.

future property may
-
 be the subject

of (?ilàliki Law), ib.
Mou/oof .-llq ibi,n or for what per.

soiss and objects a—may be made,
273 et seq.

by a man on himself, his children
(Hauafi Law), 765, 766.

on a person, his children, and
after them to the poor (Hanafi
Law), 766.

—children (Hanafi Law), 755,
759. 797.

—children's children (Jianafi
Law), 755, 759, 760.

—descendants or posterity (Shiah
Law), 751, 752.

—(Hanafi Law), 761. 767, 770.
--the poor (Hanafj Law), 765.
—neighbours (Shiali Law), 751.
—an apostate invalid (Hanaff

Law), 756.
in favour of non-existing and exist.

ing objects (Hanafi Law), 768.
—(Shiah Law), 750, 751.
—a child en vcnjre sa mere (Shah

Law), 507, 751.
may be for the benefit of any person

or class of persons, or for any
object of piety or charity accord.
in' to all the schools, 273.

for cIgging graves for the poor and
providing shrouds valid, 43g.

—sinful purposes invalid (Shiah
Law), 509.

an unlawful purpose invalid
(Shafel Law), 544.

—jaymnent of the debts of the
wdk'it or for other purposes bene-
ficial to him, 284, 504.

—an indeterminate object, invalid
(Shiah Law), 512, 751.

—a good or charitablepurpose
generally (Shiah Law), 508, 509,
510, 511, 528.

—a rnasjid (Shiah Law), 527, 528,
751, 753.

—which becomes ruined (Shiah
Law), 510, 529, 752.

—mosques and matters connected
therewith, see Mosques.

—a cemetery, see Cemetery.
—aqueducts, wells, cisterns, see

Cisterns.

IVAKF—.(contd.)
of a road or way. see Way.
application of the income of a—,

415 Ct seq.
—of immovable property, 416.
—for Madrasa or mosque, 416.
--for students, 419.
--of books, lb.
—of a building, 419, 420.
when there are two tea/is for the

same purpose, the income of one
may be applied for the other,
when, 403.for lien,

	 that has ceased to exist
how applied (Shiah Law), 510,
511, 629.

--inasjid or reservoir, which is
in ruins and not needed, may be
spent on another masjid or re-
servoir, 410, 411.

on one's saif. children, etc., see
Sadakali,

when the Kâzi may order the sale
of the—property, 418, 434,

—may a—property be sold, 418,
419.

—(Shiah Law), 529.
—(Mtiki Law %, 541.
aliet.ation of—property, see Aliens.

tion,
reversion to the nearest reletives

of the founders u-hen the—fails
(Shfei Law'. 545.

formally created by a person sm
juris without any reason to sup.
pose fraud or undue influence will
not be set aside, 199,

irrevocable when all conditions are
complied with (Shiah Law), 500,
751.

cannot be altered when, once made
(Mê.liki Law), 541.

for ' the affluent first and then the
indigent,' include. 275.

-' the affluent and the indigent
alike include, ib.

—the poor exclusively, lb.
in favour o the wdki/ himself (Ha.

nali Law), 281.
—(Shiah Law), 518e1 seq., 751, 758.
—first and then for other objects

(Hanafi Law), 277 et seq., 282, 341.
—(Shiah Law), 523, 751.
—and his children and nasl, 282,

284 a seq.
difference of opinion as to the 'vali.

ditrof the reservation in favour
of the wdki/, 287, 288.

—in favour of wdkil's posterity,
valid according to all the schools,
278.

—(Hanafi Law), 278, 284 a seg.,
343, 358, 362 et seq., 759, 766, 767.

—(Shiah Law). 520, 751 et
—result of Arabic authorities,

285 d seq.
—held invalid by the High Courts

in India, lb.
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W4KF__(Cofltd.)
difference of rulings discussed, 285

et seq.-in favour of children and the
poOr, 358.

-in favour of childr
en andand their

children (Hanafi Law), 357 et seq.
___-(Shiah Law), 519, 529.
__.__(ShâfeI Law), 546.
--in favour of strangers, 277.
-in favour of Sufis, 443.
in favour of heirs during death-

illness, 277, 387 et seq.
on edna of A except those reiding

abroad, 366.
---to the exclusion of daughters

(Mf,liki Law), 532, 533.
in favour of consanguine and uterine

brothers, 365.
on wife and children, 358.
-lineal descendants, 358, 362.
___-.one'B own kindred or ukrthu,

277, 369 €1 seq.
_-kindaedsding in a particular

place, 377.
-the orphans of One's kindred,

376.
-who is an orphan, ib.
--the nearest of kardbat, 372, 373.
--relations generally (Shah Law),

513.
e'----onS poor kindred, 373.

_(Iianali Law), 380.
_-tltc' poor (Shiah Len). 500-
-the poor, children may parti-

cipate in the-if they become
poor, 358.

-neighbour-, 277, 377.
_---_Shialt Law), . ' lO, ace App.

752.
for al or jinS, 359.
-the people of one's bait or

house, mb.
on a!, jins, ,,Lab, Lu rid iihI c.	 -

Isarabat, arkdil a mid una1, :t, 3f,O.

for those who are .a(eh (poU), 371.
_persofls described by a parli-

euler relationshiP (Sliiah Lao).
I0.

on students, may be made. 419.
for Shiahs (Shiab Law), 510.
_r,to,ni,i s generally (Shiah Law),

509.
_Moslems generally (Shiah Law),

5091 .see App. 751.
-a lwrbz or alien enemy invalid

(Shiah Law). 508.
_,no.,dlih, valid (Shah Law),

508 et seq.an apostate invalid (Shale'
Law). 544.

-a person  for a fixed period or
for life with an ultimate trust for
the poor, valid (Shish Law), 522,
523,

it fs''our of non-existing and ex-
isting objects (Shiah Law), 507,
see App., 751..

AA, ML

WA KF-(eomicld.)
III favour of (Hanafi Law), 412 ci 8eq.
-(Mâliki Law), 532.
-children lawful, 357 c t seq.
-a child en centre ga nmêre, in-

valid (Shafoi Law), 544.
-(Shiah Law), 751.
for persons between whom and the

wdlcif there are ties of patronage
(ShâfeI Law). 546.

-twopersons and the poor
(ShâfeI Law), ib.

-a person incapable of taking
possession invalid (ShâfeI Law)
545.

in death-illness, see Death-illness.

WAXIF-
evidence admissible to explain the

settler's meaning, whcu there is
any ambiguity, 427, 397.

_inadmissible to alter or modify
the intention of the-when his
language is clear, 427.

where words are capable of two
constructions, the one most con-
sistent with the settlor's intention
must be adopted, ib.

the intention of the-must be
scrupulously regard-ad in carrying
out the trust., 427.

the powers of the-, 421 et seq.
the-may reserve the management

of the waki for himself during
life, 421.

-the power of exehango or of
sale, 421 ci seq.

tich power once exercised cannot
be exercised a second tinte, unless
such intention clear, 423.

the-may reserve the right to give
the produce to whosoever he
Iease, 423-
-.t time of dedication the power

to add to or exclude front
ttunilai of beneficiaries or alter
their interest in the wekf, 426.

-the right to remove the inni-
u .alli of a wak/, 426.

cannot deprive the Kâzi of his
powers f interference in the man-
agement of the wok!, 428.

WAKFNA.1!411-
vr,1framole in Doe dean J0iJii. Bebee

v. .-lb. (ooP' : li Bo,ter, ..u.	 App.
793.

WASIA T-SCe Bequests.

WAY-
dedication CI ,I 	 or-how made,

406.
leading to a mosque may be repair-

ed with the funds of the mosque.
when it becomes dilapidated. 411.

WELtS-See Cisterns.
52
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definition of, 470, 0tt.
trtwft-d iir,dor innedan Law,
5.

nuncuaatjve wiil.s valid under Ma.
hommeds,s Law. 5, 654.

constitution of,	 0-372. 707.
may be made verbally or in writing.

570, 639,
may- be made by i,ns, 571.
may be conditional or contingent,

571
distinction between it contingent--in

writing and one made v'rbalty. ill.
distinction between disposition by-

and that inter 'irs', 500, 571.
.	 -

who ma y make a. 373 ef
who (.ShãieI Lan'), 702,
difference of religion between Ic-,.

tator and legatee no incapacity.
479.

capacity of a slave to ii,ake a. 573.
702.
--ol an in-lane	 'i-suit .373,7-I

Icqur-st by an	 olne ]'ron or a
Jlokoiib or it ?flOOO)l is rod. 373.

-a di'posiise in id.	 c Iii	 '0	 '5 flt
by. 57-I.

capacity of it person sutIt'rin'i, oup
44tli.iJjne3i (Hanafi Law), lb.

capacity of a person in death-
ill-ness (Shah Law), 577.

-----t.Shê.fca' Law), 703.
o ffeck of testamentary disposition

by a person in death-illness. 5Th
a seq., 705, 706.

distinction between a -aratuitotis
disposition on death.b-u1 and the
acknowledgment of a liability,
579.

eapaciy of an infant (Shiab Law),
.582

-(Hanafi Law), 582 et
-----(Miljki and ShMei Laws), 3S2.

• -of infants, difference between
the Hanafi and ShMoI Laws, 583.

-of a person condemned to death
for an offence, 585.

------of a Moslem who subseq*ueitiiv
becomes an apostatc, ib.

IT a Moslem in favour of an alien
infidel, unlawful. 594.

of an insolvent person. 586.
-(Shiah Law), il,;
of a non.Moslem subject, 625 ii seq.
by Zimmi for secular purposes, valid

according to all the schools, 625.
•.a____Zimmi, for four kinds of pur.

W1Ll-.(c0,iJ.)
poses st likli are not aJai, (23,
627.

by Ziuimi residing in .1fussulmall
territoi v in favour iii hostile
inlidel, invalid, M.

--'----Mu..sulman or Zin,rni it) favoni
of a anus.lámin, resident in Ma.
honiineclan territory valid. 62t,
629.

may be made for any lawful ptie.
pose, 587, 702, 703 708.

it person may will away his entii--
property when there are no licirs.
.593.

in favour of an alien infidel acenul-
big to all the schools, 594.

iCvOCatjoij of, ma y be made at jilt,
time, 461.

-may be expressed or implied, ib.
------font- modes of (Hanafi ;nid

Shiah Laws), 462 el seq
-- -(ShIfeY Law), 709.

may h	 mt'1.oimtt-d executor,
7
---.ijm1miimteml tru,tee. 442, 443

o lien ti jpoinl 01 trustee. n 5
Point m sulm..tjtut, 443.

may not be appointed trustee a bet
time trustee his to perform reb-
ciotis duties in connection with
the n'nI:f, 443.

aim not he appointed •cuijddt.nah ui.
44:1.

-opacity of-to make wills, wok/,
rid gift-. - 	 Will. WnH and Itft.

z
Y1.11311--

%% ill of a. 623 ml seq.
' Ile secular purposes for w}jjuj,

iilitV tawlimily make it will, 62
626.

he fonu' puqases which are not
secular, 627.

cannot bequeath more than a thud
of lila estate to a stran ger or heir.
(126. 629.

may will in favour of in infidel of a
different persuasion. 626, 629.

while resident in Mahommedami
territory, may not will in fa-rimi
of an hostile infidel. 529.

may make a will in favour of it

rnn3Idmin resident in Mahnni.
n,rm1a 'territory 626. 6208, (i2tl.


